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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 

Motorcycles are major vehicles used for mobility especially in Southeast Asia, 
with their number doubling in the last decade. Motorcycles are also a major reason 
for air and noise pollution especially in the cities. In this study the hydrogen fuel cell 
powered motorcycle prototype was designed, fabricated and tested. The design 
criteria included futuristic style, ergonomic, low noise, zero exhaust emission and 
high tank-to-wheel fuel efficiency. Other criteria are handling flexibility, dynamic 
stability, good acceleration under any road and weather conditions. A triple hybrid 
power train was developed consisting of a 7 kW proton exchange membrane fuel cell, 
Lithium polymer batteries and super-capacitor connected to an electric drive with 
two permanent magnet motors. The fuel system consists of two light weight carbon 
fibre-aluminium cylinders with total capacity of 52 litres storing 1.25 kilogram 
hydrogen at 350 bar. To ensure its safety against hydrogen leakage, hydrogen leak 
detectors connected to an automatic hydrogen supply shut-off function was installed. 
A water cooling system was also designed, fabricated and tested and used to remove 
the heat produced by the fuel cell stack and power electronics. It keeps the fuel cell 
stack temperature below 75℃. Hollow  stressed members of the fuel cell mounting 
and vehicle frame were used which allowed the flow of cooling water and process 
media to the fuel cell. An on board data acquisition system was developed to acquire 
real time data such as speed, distance travelled, hydrogen consumption, power 
produced and other information. Laboratory test on the analysis and performance of 
the triple hybrid drive train system used a water brake dynamometers which was 
customized to collect the required data especially the acceleration response and 
efficiency of the power train under Worldwide Harmonized Motorcycle Test Cycle 1 
and 2 (WMTC). Different hybridization configurations were compared. The main 
road test was conducted during the successful participation in the technology class, of 
the 4,000 kilometre South African Solar Challenge 2008. During the real time test, 
the motorcycle was subjected to different road conditions including steep terrain, flat 
road, variable weather conditions and endurance. A mobile hydrogen refuelling 
system was designed to refuel the motorcycle safely and efficient. Results from the 
endurance test showed that the motorcycle performed according to the design criteria. 
The maximum speed achieved was 82 km/h slightly lower than the designed 100 
km/h due to the road conditions, a trade off from hill climb capability with 30% slope, 
to maximum speed have been made. The maximum tank-to-wheel fuel efficiency 
achieved was 42.9% using WMTC2. The best fuel consumption measured was 68.9 
km for one litre petrol equivalent. The hydrogen fuel cell motorcycle showed good 
driving behaviour without fatal breakdown under robust road and weather conditions. 
Also the triple hybrid drive train was found to increase the peak power by 57% 
compare to a non-hybrid drive train thereby reducing the fuel cell load cycles by 35%. 
Finally, the result of the study can be used to predict the range, traveling time and 
efficiency of the motorcycle or any vehicle using triple hybrid drive train. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
 
 
 

Motosikal adalah kenderaan yang paling banyak digunakan untuk tujuan 
bergerak terutamanya di Asia tenggara dengan jumlahnya yang telah meningkat 
sebanyak dua kali ganda dalam dekad sebelum ini. Motosikal merupakan diantara 
punca utama menyebabkan pencemaran bunyi dan pencemaran alam sekitar terutama 
di bandar-bandar besar. Dalam kajian ini prototaip motosikal Hidrogen berkuasa sel 
fuel telah direkabentuk, difabrikasi dan diuji. Kriteria rekabentuk termasuk 
rekabentuk futuristik, ergonomi, rendah bunyi, pencemaran sifar dan kecekapan 
tenaga tangki-ke-roda yang tinggi. Kriteria rekabentuk diatas jalan adalah  kawalan 
fleksibiliti, kestabilan dinamik, dan pecutan yang baik dalam sebarang keadaan jalan 
raya dan keadaan cuaca. Enjin pacuan tiga-hybrid berkuasa 7 kW telah dibangunkan 
komponennya  terdiri daripada sel fuel proton exchange membrane, bateri Lithium 
polimer dan super-kapasitor yang disambungkan ke motor elektrik dengan dua 
magnet jenis tetap tanpa berus. Sistem bekalan bahanapi pula terdiri daripada dua 
tangki hidrogen ringan dibina dari dua lapisan aluminium-gentian karbon yang 
mempunyai kapasiti 52 liter  menyimpan 1.25 kilogram gas hidrogen  pada tekanan 
350 bar. Alat pengesan kebocoran hidrogen telah dipasang dan disambung kapada 
injap-penutup. Sistem penyejukan menggunakan air telah di rekabentuk, difabrikasi 
dan diuji untuk mengawal suhu operasi dibawah paras 75℃. Sistem perolehan data 
diatas kenderaan  dibangunkan untuk mendapatkan data seperti kelajuan, jarak, 
penggunaan hidrogen, kuasa yang dihasilkan, dan data yang lain. Ujikaji engin 
pancuan tiga-hybrid telah menggunakan brek air dinanometer yang diubahsuai 
khusus untuk mengumpul data terutama dalam tindakbalas pecutan dan kecekapan 
tenaga menggunakan piawaian World Harmonized Motorcycle Test Cycle 1 and 2 
(WMTC). Perbandingan prestasi telah dibuat menggunakan konfigurasi enjin tiga-
hybrid yang berbeza. Ujian diatas jalan raya berjaya dilakukan di South African Solar 
Challenge pada tahun 2008  sejauh 4,000 km. Semasa ujian masa sebenar, motosikal 
telah tertakluk kepada pelbagai keadaan jalan termasuk kecerunan yang curam, jalan 
rata, keadaan cuaca berubah-ubah dan ketahanan. Keputusan ujian ketahanan 
menunjukkan prestasi motosikal adalah mengikut kriteria rekabentuk yang telah 
ditetapkan. Kelajuan maksimum yang dapat dicapai adalah 82 km/j, rendah sedikit 
dari kelajuan yang direka 100 km/j  disebabkan oleh keadaan jalan, akan tetapi 
kebolehan mendaki bukit cerun sebanyak 30%, kelajuan maksimum telah dapat 
dicapai. Kecekapan maksimum tangki-ke-roda adalah 42.9% mengikut piawai 
WMTC2. Penggunaan bahanapi terbaik adalah 68.9 km untuk satu liter petrol setara. 
Motosikal hidrogen berkuasa sel fuel dengan enjin pacuan tiga-hybrid telah 
menunjukkan prestasi yang baik dari segi pemanduan dan ketahanan enjin dalam 
semua keadaan jalan dan cuaca. Dan kuasa Enjin pacuan tiga-hybrid boleh menjana 
sebanyak 57% kuasa puncak yang lebih tinggi dibandingkan enjin tanpa hybrid, dan 
mengurangkan  beban kuasa pusingan sel fuel sebanyak 35%. Keputusan dalam 
kajian ini boleh digunakan untuk meramalkan jarak, masa perjalanan dan kecekapan 
motosikal ataupun kenderaan yang menggunakan sistem engine pacuan tiga-hybrid.  
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1 CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 
 
Motorcycle usage is growing rapidly, especially in the emerging markets. 

Greenhouse gasses (GHGs) and noise pollutions are emitted. These are sought to be 

the main cause of global warming. A hydrogen fuel cell motorcycle operates without 

local emissions and low noise. Hydrogen as an energy carrier can be provided 

through environmentally friendly ways. The fuel cell drivetrain efficiency and 

performance can be improved with hybridization. This thesis investigates the design 

of the Pios fuel cell motorcycle with a triple hybrid drivetrain.  

 
 
 
 

1.1 Background 

 

Pollution from millions of motorcycles in Asian cities contributes to a 

significant part of air pollution. 77% of all motorcycles worldwide are in Asia, 

according to figures presented by Rodger (2008). Distribution of motorcycles by 

region was presented by the International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association 

(IMMA) 2010 report, (IMMA, 2010). The growth pattern of motorcycle population 

in the period of 2000-2008 can be observed in Figure 1.1 and Table 1.1. The increase 

in motorcycle population among emerging markets is the main driving force of 

growth in the worldwide motorcycle market. In the South American market, Brazil 

had shown a strong growth of motorcycle population from 2.2 million in 2000 to 9.1 

million in 2008. In Asia, China led the growth in the motorcycle market. The number 

of motorcycles increased from 37.72 million in 2000 to 89.537 million in 2008. The 

number of motorcycles remained stagnant in most of the developed economies over 
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the same period. Especially in countries like Japan, motorcycle population shrank 

from 13.974 million in 2000 to 12.787 million in 2008. In Europe, there was a trend 

of larger size motorcycle replacing smaller size mopeds. The number of motorcycles 

increased from 15.17 million to 21.7 million while mopeds decreased from 15.04 

million to 12.3 million from 2000 to 2008. The author feels this shift from mopeds to 

larger motorcycles represents the paradigm shift in consumers’ behaviour from only 

satisfying transport needs to the desire of more comfort and leisure.   

 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Development of the number of powered two wheelers (PTW) from the 

year 2000 to 2008 by region figures in millions. The number increased by 85% while 

the main increase was in the Asia with 100%. Now Asia has 83% of all PTWs. 
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Table 1.1 Number of powered two wheelers (PTW) in millions by region and year 

(International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association, 2010).  

Region / 
Year 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Europe 
Mopeds 

 
15.04 14.09 13.788 14.099 13.456 13.378 13.028 12.3 12.3 

Europe 
Motorcycles 15.17 16.64 17.412 18.041 18.788 19.812 20.348 21.7 21.7 

USA 4.3461 4.903 5.004 5.37 5.74 6.23 6.69 6.588 6.233 

Canada 0.311 0.318 0.35 0.373 0.409 0.443 0.485 0.512 0.562 

Brazil* 2.2 2.7 3.2 3.6 4.3 5.3 6.4 7.7 9.1 

Japan 13.974 13.72 13.54 13.369 13.261 13.175 13.06 12.935 12.787 

Malaysia 5.686 5.921 6.143 6.464 6.862 7.284 7.733 8.217 8.487 

Taiwan 11.423 11.733 11.984 12.367 12.794 13.195 13.557 13.943 14.117 

Thailand 13.816 15.236 16.581 18.21 13.207 13.195 13.557 15.962 18.56 

Indonesia* 12.5 13.1 14.2 15.4 17.688 22.078 25 28.555 34.337 

Philippines 1.2361 1.338 1.47 1.552 1.846 2.157 2.409 2.639 3.192 

India 34.118 38.556 41.581 47.519 51.922 58.799 64.743 72.615 79.864 

China 37.72 43.308 51.028 59.558 67.17 75.786 81.473 87.217 89.537 
TOTAL 167.54 181.56 196.28 215.92 227.44 250.83 268.48 290.88 310.78 
* Data for Brazil and Indonesia 2000 to 2003 retrieved from Rogers (2008). 

 

 

Malaysia is one of the most motorised countries in the world, by number of 

motorised vehicles per person. Among all the vehicles, more than half of them on 

Malaysian roads are motorcycles. As of 2009 7,458,128 motorcycles were registered 

in Malaysia (Nabhan 2010) as shown in Figure 1.2. It was the most amongst all the 

vehicles registration. Motorcycle became the most popular mode of transport in 

Malaysia. In addition, Malaysia has the world’s second highest motorcycle density of 

0.314 motorcycles per person after Taiwan where there are 0.614 motorcycles per 

person. It is also noted that in 2009, local sales of motorcycle in Taiwan dropped by 

42.8% year on year from 2008 mainly influenced by the major upgrade of public 

transport systems in metropolitan areas.  
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Figure 1.2 Number of vehicles registered in Malaysia in 2008 and 2009 (Nabhan, 

2010). 

 

 

Global warming is a well discussed issue in many publications. Scientists, 

political leaders, environmentalist and even sceptics discussed this issue from various 

perspectives, but they all accept global warming as a fact (Okamura, 2009; Gore, 

2006; Riis et al., 2006; Lomborg, 2001). Air pollution is a major factor for global 

warming (Philipon, 2010). Personal transport contributes significantly to the total 

greenhouse gas emission (Quaschning, 2010).  

 

As an alternative to combustion engine powered motorcycles, hydrogen fuel 

cell powered motorcycles have their advantages in many aspects. Firstly, while 

internal combustion engines emit CO2, NOx and other gashouse gases during their 

operation, hydrogen fuel cells produces only pure water (H2O). Secondly, due to the 

limitation of the Carnot cycle, internal combustion engine powered motorcycles 

usually operate with 25% tank to wheel efficiency. However, hydrogen fuel cell 

system operates based on electrochemical reactions with up to 50% tank to wheel 

efficiency. Thirdly, the noise produced in electrochemical systems is lower than 

noise from thermo-mechanical systems. 

 

Using chemical batteries to electrify motorcycles is another popular way to 

reduce operation emission and improve drivetrain efficiency. However, this 
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technology faces some critical challenges. Due to the low energy density of batteries, 

the range of the motorcycle is limited. In addition, the long charging time of battery 

becomes another hurdle as users are used to refuel petrol motorcycles within couple 

of minutes. Compared with battery electric motorcycle, fuel cell electric motorcycles 

have the advantage of significant higher range and faster refuelling. The range and 

refuelling time of fuel cell motorcycles is comparable with petrol powered 

motorcycles. 

 
 
 
 
1.1.1 The Source of Hydrogen 

 

Hydrogen as a fuel, offers the highest energy efficiency for fuel cell 

motorcycles. Hydrogen is an energy carrier and it needs to be produced. 

Conventionally, hydrogen is produced from fossil fuel, for example, steam reforming 

of natural gas. But there are also many sustainable ways of hydrogen production, 

such as thermal cracking of biomass, direct photo electrochemical water splitting 

(Minggu et al., 2010) and solar thermal cracking of water, referred as the “golden 

hydrogen” by Arno A. Evers (Evers, 2010). The most common is the electrolysis of 

water. The hydrogen produced is as clean as the source of electricity. It is possible to 

achieve 100% renewable electricity by 2050 according to studies of Klaus et al. 

(2010). Even the petrol company Shell foresees a significant energy change towards 

renewable energy until 2050 (Shell, 2011). In addition, the cost of renewable energy 

is cheaper than nuclear energy if social cost is taken into consideration (Scheer, 

2007).  As a signal of change, the German government decided to close down all 

nuclear power plants by 2020 and encouraged the use of renewable electric power 

generation (Dolak et al., 2011). To boost renewable energy generation, feed-in-tariff 

was firstly introduced in Germany (Scheer, 2007) and then adopted by many 

countries including Malaysia in 2011. However, most of the renewable energy 

sources are intermittent. There is a need for electricity energy storage. Some methods 

to temporary store electricity include hydro pump storage (Janardhan and Fesmire, 

2011a), large batteries (Hammerschlag and C.P.Schaber, 2008) and intelligent load 

balancing (William et al., 2010; Sweet, 2009). It is also possible to integrate 

electrolysers with the intelligent grid to store extra electricity during off peak hours 
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in the form of hydrogen gas. Subsequently, the hydrogen gas can be used as vehicle 

fuel.  

 

Genske et al. (2009 ) shows in his study that in 2008, 28% of the primary 

energy in Germany was used for mobility. That means an efficiency improvement in 

the mobility sector has a huge influent on the prime energy consumption.  

 
 
 
 
1.1.2 The Energy Consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions of  

Vehicle Drive Trains 

 

In 2010, there were two bored based studies published, on the Well to Wheel 

(WTW) energy efficiency and WTW greenhouse gas emission, about the comparison 

of different vehicle drive trains. The first one from the European Union was about 

energy efficiency of different drive trains; the second one from the US department of 

Energy (DOE) was a financed study by the Argonne National Laboratory on 

greenhouse gas emissions of street vehicles (Wang, 2010; Thomas, 2011; Winter, 

2011). 

 

The European Study is based on wide data collected from car manufacturers, 

oil and gas companies, utilities, industrial gas companies, equipment manufacturers, 

wind energy companies, electrolyser companies, non-governmental organisations 

and governmental organisations (Zeroemissionvehicles and European_Union, 2010). 
 

The European study looks among others at the usability of passenger cars in 

terms of range and compare their Well to Wheel efficiency based on different 

feedstock for the primary energy. The results show that in most cases the battery 

electric vehicles have the highest Well to Wheel efficiency but cannot provide 

enough range to replace all categories of the European vehicle fleets. The second 

best in the most fuel feedstock scenarios are hydrogen fuel cell vehicles which have 

the range performance to fully replace petroleum based drive trains in all passenger 

care segments; further details are given in Appendix B1.3 “Energy efficiency 

analysis of different drive trains”. From an energy point of view a mixed approach of 
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pure electric vehicles for city driving and plug in electric vehicle with fuel cell range 

extender for intercity (and city) driving would be preferred.  

 

An interesting further result of the study is that the infrastructural cost for 

electric charging stations and for hydrogen refilling stations is actually the same. As 

the hydrogen refilling station is about 30 times more expensive than an electric car 

quick charging station. However, it can serve 30 times more cars as the recharge time 

is much faster and the achieved range per refilling is much longer so the frequency of 

return to the refilling station is less than the charging station. For a massive 

implementation of electric vehicles additional infrastructure costs for the 

reinforcement of the electricity grid need to be considered as well.  

 

The US Study takes a more conservative approach based on the current 

electricity mix (49% coal according to Janardhan and Fesmire (2011b)) and vehicle 

fleet consumption the CO2 emission per mile travel is calculated; the hydrogen 

greenhouse gas emissions are based on reforming of natural gas to hydrogen. The 

CO2 emission per mile for an average gasoline US internal combustion engine (ICE) 

car is: 473 grams/mile, for a battery electric vehicle (BEV) are 337 grams/mile of 

CO2-equivalent and for a hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle are 260 grams/mile. The 

statistics in Figure 1.3 is taking this conservative approach into account and only 

minor changes in the feedstock of the electricity production, towards less CO2 and 

general Green House Gas (GHG) emissions from now to the year 2035. The figures 

of the BEV represents the replacement of small and midsize car by BEV because of 

range and power consumption limitations for big cars. The Plug-in Hybrid Electric 

Vehicle (PHEV) scenario takes in plug-in electric vehicles like the Chevy Volt. The 

mixed scenario takes in BEV and PHEV depending on the best suitability. The study 

shows a clear advantage for hydrogen fuel cell vehicles to reduce the greenhouse gas 

emissions by more than 50% if all vehicles are replaced.  

 

The truth will be somewhere in between. First the change of vehicle drive 

trains take time, and I truly hope that the electricity production mix will reduce the 

CO2 emission by implementing more renewable energy (not nuclear energy) and by 

this the greenhouse gas emission WTW will also be better for electric cars (Riis et 

al., 2006). 
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Figure 1.3 US Study on reduction of traffic based greenhouse gas emission (GHG) 

for replacing the existing vehicle fleet with a new vehicle fleet based on different 

drive trains (Thomas, 2011). 

 
 
 
 

1.2 Problem Statement  

 

Personal mobility plays a vital role in the modern society. Motorcycles are 

major vehicles used for mobility especially in Southeast Asia, with their number 

doubling in the last decade. However, most of the motorcycles on the road presently 

are powered by internal combustion engine using fossil fuel, which poses several 

threats to the society and environment. The ICE engine has a low tank to wheel 

efficiency due to its engine characteristic. It also creates noise pollution when 

millions of ICE vehicles operate on the road daily. The use of petrol and diesel 

creates significant CO2 emissions. Many oil dependent countries face national 

energy security threats as fossil fuel reserves can only be found in limited regions. 

Hence, it is critical to investigate alternative energy sources and motorcycle power 

train solutions to help countries moving away from oil dependency, increase efficient 

use of energy and cut down pollutions created by both greenhouse gases and noise.  

 
Only very limited studies on triple hybrid drive trains with fuel cells, batteries and 

ultra-capacitor were done. These studies never get applied to a fuel cell powered two 

wheeler yet. That led to one of the research gaps for the study. 
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1.3 Research Objective  

 

(i) To design, fabricate and test a hydrogen fuel cell powered motorcycle prototype 

and study the effect of different design parameters including ergonomics, weight 

distribution, vehicle mass, aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance on its fuel 

economy. 

(ii) To design, demonstrate and simulate a portable hydrogen-refilling system based 

on multi stage pressure equalisation. 

(iii) To determine and test all fuel cell motorcycle drives train components 

and derive different promising (meaningful/ practical) hybridisation 

configurations 

(iv)  To test and compare different drive train hybridisation configurations in terms of 

acceleration performance, drive train component efficiency and tank to wheel 

efficiency. 

 
 
 
 

1.4 Research Scope  

 

The research scope covers the following elements: 

− The design parameters for a fuel cell motorcycle. 

− Considerations of industrial design, weight analysis and distribution, basic 

ergonomics, process media flow, hydrogen storage and mobile hydrogen 

refilling. 

− Data acquisition system to measure the major individual drive train 

components separate and extended data acquisition system to measure the 

input and output parameters of whole fuel cell drive train in a dynamometer 

set up. 

− Comparison between drive train architectures in terms of performance by 

acceleration tests and efficiency by drive cycle test; leading to 

recommendations of drive train architectures. 
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1.5 Theses Outline 

 

The introduction looks at worldwide increasing individual road transport with 

powered two wheelers and its consequences for air- and noise pollution. It is also 

broad in the content of the global warming discussion. As possible solution pathway 

the bigger picture of a hydrogen society with hydrogen production is described. 

Together they build the background framework for this study of the hydrogen fuel 

cell motorcycle. The objectives can be summarized in: - design, analyse and fabricate 

of fuel cell motorcycle, - develop, test and simulate of portable hydrogen refuelling 

system,-  determine and test drivetrain components and hybrid drive train 

configurations, develop data acquisition system and analyse drive cycle tests. 

 

The second chapter is the literature and technology review, it starts with the 

basic historic background and looks on the current state of technology and research. 

It looks on other fuel cell two wheeler projects. It looks on fuel cell drive train 

hybridisation, - different possibilities of drive train components, - the selection of 

hybrid configurations and drive cycles. 

 

The third chapter is giving an overview of the research approach and contains 

the equations used for the research. 

 

The forth chapter looks on the fuel cell motorcycle from the industrial and 

mechanical point of view. It starts with the target design parameters and ends with 

the achieved parameters. Furthermore, it shows the practical picture of hydrogen 

mobility with the fuel cell motorcycle road test and a study on hydrogen 

consumption; - it explains and simulates the portable hydrogen refuelling. 

 

The chapter five is about the fuel cell drive train and fuel cell drive train 

variations. It explains and measures all drive train components individually, - explain 

the measurement system, - gives an overview of the motorcycle schematics. It 

explains the selected hybrid drive train configurations and gives the results for 

acceleration and drive cycle tests. 

 

Chapter 6 presents conclusions and recommendations.   
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	165BMalaysia is one of the most motorised countries in the world, by number of motorised vehicles per person. Among all the vehicles, more than half of them on Malaysian roads are motorcycles. As of 2009 7,458,128 motorcycles were registered in Malaysia (Nabhan 2010) as shown in Figure 1.2. It was the most amongst all the vehicles registration. Motorcycle became the most popular mode of transport in Malaysia. In addition, Malaysia has the world’s second highest motorcycle density of 0.314 motorcycles per person after Taiwan where there are 0.614 motorcycles per person. It is also noted that in 2009, local sales of motorcycle in Taiwan dropped by 42.8% year on year from 2008 mainly influenced by the major upgrade of public transport systems in metropolitan areas. 
	166B/
	167BFigure 1.2 Number of vehicles registered in Malaysia in 2008 and 2009 (Nabhan, 2010).
	168BGlobal warming is a well discussed issue in many publications. Scientists, political leaders, environmentalist and even sceptics discussed this issue from various perspectives, but they all accept global warming as a fact (Okamura, 2009; Gore, 2006; Riis et al., 2006; Lomborg, 2001). Air pollution is a major factor for global warming (Philipon, 2010). Personal transport contributes significantly to the total greenhouse gas emission (Quaschning, 2010). 
	169BAs an alternative to combustion engine powered motorcycles, hydrogen fuel cell powered motorcycles have their advantages in many aspects. Firstly, while internal combustion engines emit CO2, NOx and other gashouse gases during their operation, hydrogen fuel cells produces only pure water (H2O). Secondly, due to the limitation of the Carnot cycle, internal combustion engine powered motorcycles usually operate with 25% tank to wheel efficiency. However, hydrogen fuel cell system operates based on electrochemical reactions with up to 50% tank to wheel efficiency. Thirdly, the noise produced in electrochemical systems is lower than noise from thermo-mechanical systems.
	170BHydrogen as a fuel, offers the highest energy efficiency for fuel cell motorcycles. Hydrogen is an energy carrier and it needs to be produced. Conventionally, hydrogen is produced from fossil fuel, for example, steam reforming of natural gas. But there are also many sustainable ways of hydrogen production, such as thermal cracking of biomass, direct photo electrochemical water splitting (Minggu et al., 2010) and solar thermal cracking of water, referred as the “golden hydrogen” by Arno A. Evers (Evers, 2010). The most common is the electrolysis of water. The hydrogen produced is as clean as the source of electricity. It is possible to achieve 100% renewable electricity by 2050 according to studies of Klaus et al. (2010). Even the petrol company Shell foresees a significant energy change towards renewable energy until 2050 (Shell, 2011). In addition, the cost of renewable energy is cheaper than nuclear energy if social cost is taken into consideration (Scheer, 2007).  As a signal of change, the German government decided to close down all nuclear power plants by 2020 and encouraged the use of renewable electric power generation (Dolak et al., 2011). To boost renewable energy generation, feed-in-tariff was firstly introduced in Germany (Scheer, 2007) and then adopted by many countries including Malaysia in 2011. However, most of the renewable energy sources are intermittent. There is a need for electricity energy storage. Some methods to temporary store electricity include hydro pump storage (Janardhan and Fesmire, 2011a), large batteries (Hammerschlag and C.P.Schaber, 2008) and intelligent load balancing (William et al., 2010; Sweet, 2009). It is also possible to integrate electrolysers with the intelligent grid to store extra electricity during off peak hours in the form of hydrogen gas. Subsequently, the hydrogen gas can be used as vehicle fuel. 
	171BGenske et al. (2009 ) shows in his study that in 2008, 28% of the primary energy in Germany was used for mobility. That means an efficiency improvement in the mobility sector has a huge influent on the prime energy consumption. 
	172BIn 2010, there were two bored based studies published, on the Well to Wheel (WTW) energy efficiency and WTW greenhouse gas emission, about the comparison of different vehicle drive trains. The first one from the European Union was about energy efficiency of different drive trains; the second one from the US department of Energy (DOE) was a financed study by the Argonne National Laboratory on greenhouse gas emissions of street vehicles (Wang, 2010; Thomas, 2011; Winter, 2011).
	173BThe European Study is based on wide data collected from car manufacturers, oil and gas companies, utilities, industrial gas companies, equipment manufacturers, wind energy companies, electrolyser companies, non-governmental organisations and governmental organisations (Zeroemissionvehicles and European_Union, 2010).
	174BThe European study looks among others at the usability of passenger cars in terms of range and compare their Well to Wheel efficiency based on different feedstock for the primary energy. The results show that in most cases the battery electric vehicles have the highest Well to Wheel efficiency but cannot provide enough range to replace all categories of the European vehicle fleets. The second best in the most fuel feedstock scenarios are hydrogen fuel cell vehicles which have the range performance to fully replace petroleum based drive trains in all passenger care segments; further details are given in Appendix B1.3 “Energy efficiency analysis of different drive trains”. From an energy point of view a mixed approach of pure electric vehicles for city driving and plug in electric vehicle with fuel cell range extender for intercity (and city) driving would be preferred. 
	175BAn interesting further result of the study is that the infrastructural cost for electric charging stations and for hydrogen refilling stations is actually the same. As the hydrogen refilling station is about 30 times more expensive than an electric car quick charging station. However, it can serve 30 times more cars as the recharge time is much faster and the achieved range per refilling is much longer so the frequency of return to the refilling station is less than the charging station. For a massive implementation of electric vehicles additional infrastructure costs for the reinforcement of the electricity grid need to be considered as well. 
	176BThe US Study takes a more conservative approach based on the current electricity mix (49% coal according to Janardhan and Fesmire (2011b)) and vehicle fleet consumption the CO2 emission per mile travel is calculated; the hydrogen greenhouse gas emissions are based on reforming of natural gas to hydrogen. The CO2 emission per mile for an average gasoline US internal combustion engine (ICE) car is: 473 grams/mile, for a battery electric vehicle (BEV) are 337 grams/mile of CO2-equivalent and for a hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle are 260 grams/mile. The statistics in Figure 1.3 is taking this conservative approach into account and only minor changes in the feedstock of the electricity production, towards less CO2 and general Green House Gas (GHG) emissions from now to the year 2035. The figures of the BEV represents the replacement of small and midsize car by BEV because of range and power consumption limitations for big cars. The Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) scenario takes in plug-in electric vehicles like the Chevy Volt. The mixed scenario takes in BEV and PHEV depending on the best suitability. The study shows a clear advantage for hydrogen fuel cell vehicles to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by more than 50% if all vehicles are replaced. 
	177BThe truth will be somewhere in between. First the change of vehicle drive trains take time, and I truly hope that the electricity production mix will reduce the CO2 emission by implementing more renewable energy (not nuclear energy) and by this the greenhouse gas emission WTW will also be better for electric cars (Riis et al., 2006).
	178B/
	179BFigure 1.3 US Study on reduction of traffic based greenhouse gas emission (GHG) for replacing the existing vehicle fleet with a new vehicle fleet based on different drive trains (Thomas, 2011).
	180BPersonal mobility plays a vital role in the modern society. Motorcycles are major vehicles used for mobility especially in Southeast Asia, with their number doubling in the last decade. However, most of the motorcycles on the road presently are powered by internal combustion engine using fossil fuel, which poses several threats to the society and environment. The ICE engine has a low tank to wheel efficiency due to its engine characteristic. It also creates noise pollution when millions of ICE vehicles operate on the road daily. The use of petrol and diesel creates significant CO2 emissions. Many oil dependent countries face national energy security threats as fossil fuel reserves can only be found in limited regions. Hence, it is critical to investigate alternative energy sources and motorcycle power train solutions to help countries moving away from oil dependency, increase efficient use of energy and cut down pollutions created by both greenhouse gases and noise. 
	181BOnly very limited studies on triple hybrid drive trains with fuel cells, batteries and ultra-capacitor were done. These studies never get applied to a fuel cell powered two wheeler yet. That led to one of the research gaps for the study.
	(i) 7BTo design, fabricate and test a hydrogen fuel cell powered motorcycle prototype and study the effect of different design parameters including ergonomics, weight distribution, vehicle mass, aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance on its fuel economy.
	(iii)  9BTo determine and test all fuel cell motorcycle drives train componentsand derive different promising (meaningful/ practical) hybridisation configurations
	11BMotorcycle usage is growing rapidly, especially in the emerging markets. Greenhouse gasses (GHGs) and noise pollutions are emitted. These are sought to be the main cause of global warming. A hydrogen fuel cell motorcycle operates without local emissions and low noise. Hydrogen as an energy carrier can be provided through environmentally friendly ways. The fuel cell drivetrain efficiency and performance can be improved with hybridization. This thesis investigates the design of the Pios fuel cell motorcycle with a triple hybrid drivetrain. 
	(iv)  10BTo test and compare different drive train hybridisation configurations in terms of acceleration performance, drive train component efficiency and tank to wheel efficiency.
	12BPollution from millions of motorcycles in Asian cities contributes to a significant part of air pollution. 77% of all motorcycles worldwide are in Asia, according to figures presented by Rodger (2008). Distribution of motorcycles by region was presented by the International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association (IMMA) 2010 report, (IMMA, 2010). The growth pattern of motorcycle population in the period of 2000-2008 can be observed in Figure 1.1 and Table 1.1. The increase in motorcycle population among emerging markets is the main driving force of growth in the worldwide motorcycle market. In the South American market, Brazil had shown a strong growth of motorcycle population from 2.2 million in 2000 to 9.1 million in 2008. In Asia, China led the growth in the motorcycle market. The number of motorcycles increased from 37.72 million in 2000 to 89.537 million in 2008. The number of motorcycles remained stagnant in most of the developed economies over the same period. Especially in countries like Japan, motorcycle population shrank from 13.974 million in 2000 to 12.787 million in 2008. In Europe, there was a trend of larger size motorcycle replacing smaller size mopeds. The number of motorcycles increased from 15.17 million to 21.7 million while mopeds decreased from 15.04 million to 12.3 million from 2000 to 2008. The author feels this shift from mopeds to larger motorcycles represents the paradigm shift in consumers’ behaviour from only satisfying transport needs to the desire of more comfort and leisure.  
	182BThe research scope covers the following elements:
	 183BThe design parameters for a fuel cell motorcycle.
	 184BConsiderations of industrial design, weight analysis and distribution, basic ergonomics, process media flow, hydrogen storage and mobile hydrogen refilling.
	 185BData acquisition system to measure the major individual drive train components separate and extended data acquisition system to measure the input and output parameters of whole fuel cell drive train in a dynamometer set up.
	 186BComparison between drive train architectures in terms of performance by acceleration tests and efficiency by drive cycle test; leading to recommendations of drive train architectures.
	187BThe introduction looks at worldwide increasing individual road transport with powered two wheelers and its consequences for air- and noise pollution. It is also broad in the content of the global warming discussion. As possible solution pathway the bigger picture of a hydrogen society with hydrogen production is described. Together they build the background framework for this study of the hydrogen fuel cell motorcycle. The objectives can be summarized in: - design, analyse and fabricate of fuel cell motorcycle, - develop, test and simulate of portable hydrogen refuelling system,-  determine and test drivetrain components and hybrid drive train configurations, develop data acquisition system and analyse drive cycle tests.
	188BThe second chapter is the literature and technology review, it starts with the basic historic background and looks on the current state of technology and research. It looks on other fuel cell two wheeler projects. It looks on fuel cell drive train hybridisation, - different possibilities of drive train components, - the selection of hybrid configurations and drive cycles.
	189BThe third chapter is giving an overview of the research approach and contains the equations used for the research.
	190BThe forth chapter looks on the fuel cell motorcycle from the industrial and mechanical point of view. It starts with the target design parameters and ends with the achieved parameters. Furthermore, it shows the practical picture of hydrogen mobility with the fuel cell motorcycle road test and a study on hydrogen consumption; - it explains and simulates the portable hydrogen refuelling.
	191BThe chapter five is about the fuel cell drive train and fuel cell drive train variations. It explains and measures all drive train components individually, - explain the measurement system, - gives an overview of the motorcycle schematics. It explains the selected hybrid drive train configurations and gives the results for acceleration and drive cycle tests.
	192BChapter 6 presents conclusions and recommendations. 
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	2 CHAPTER 2LITERATURE AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
	2.1 Introduction 

	The literature and technology review looks on the work which is done in academics and the state of technology in the respective industry. Besides a classic review of books and journals, it is also based on the active participation in more than 55 specific conferences, trade fairs and presentations in the area of hydrogen fuel cells, renewable energy and electric vehicles over the past decade, a list of the more recent once are in Appendix A1.4 and A1.5.  It is focused on the development of fuel cell motorcycles and there are related areas which include: definition and function of full cells, other fuel cell vehicles, hybridisation possibilities of drive trains, principal fuel cell drive train components and its selection, hydrogen storage, and drive cycle overview.
	2.2 Definition and Principle of a Fuel Cell

	A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that produces electricity directly out of fuel as long as fuel is provided. In comparison to a battery, a fuel cell does not get consumed/emptied by producing electricity. In comparison to a combustion engine–generator, a fuel cell produces electricity directly without thermal combustion of the fuel and the mechanical conversion to electricity (O'hayre et al., 2006). Therefore the fuel cell does not rely on the Carnot efficiency cycle of thermal power machines which is limited by the highest and lowest temperature of the process cycle (Barbir, 2005). To sum up, a fuel cell is a device producing electrochemically electricity without getting consumed and is able to operate at lower temperature with higher efficiency than a thermal combustion engine. Figure 2.1 is a schema of a hydrogen oxygen fuel cell.
	/
	2.2.1 The Discovery of Fuel Cells

	After 1783 Alessandro Volta of Pavia, Italy with his `Volta Pile` developed the first battery and before the invention of the dynamo in 1866 by the German Werner von Siemens and the internal combustion engines by Nicolaus August Otto 1862 and Rudolf Diesel 1892, the fuel cell effect was discovered and the fuel cell was invented (Geitmann, 2002).
	The polarisation effect as principle of the fuel cell was discovered in 1838 by a Swiss German Professor Christian Friedrich Schönbein at the University of Basel. In December 1842 in communications with his friend Schönbein, Sir William Robert Grove from Wails, United Kingdom, published “on a Gaseous Voltaic Battery” in Philosophical Magazine (Grove, 1842). Grove and Schoenbein are shown in Figure 2.2 `The Fathers of Fuel Cell´. Further work was published by Grove in the following year in May with the title “On the Gas Voltaic Battery. - Experiments made with a view of ascertaining the rationale of its action and application to Eudiometry.” (Grove, 1843). In 1845 Grove developed the first `Gasbattery` with continues operation the now called `fuel cell` was invented (Grove, 1845).  Figure 2.3 shows the Grove’s first experiment of 1842 and the ten cell continuous power generator from 1844/45 (Bossel, 2000).
	The Fathers of Fuel Cell
	Christian Friedrich Schönbein
	18th Oct.1799 - 29th Aug.1868
	Discovered the fuel cell effect 1838 in Basel
	Sire William Robert Grove
	11th July 1811 – 1st Aug. 1896Inventor of the first fuel cell 1845 in London
	Figure 2.2 `The fathers of fuel cell´ (Bossel, 2000).
	But with the invention of the dynamo and internal combustion, the fuel cell technology got nearly forgotten. One reason was that internal combustion engines require much less pure fuels than fuel cells which use chemical pure hydrogen.  Another issue was the materials. It took nearly a century untill interest comes back to the fuel cell principal as requirements for fuel cells come from the space programs of the 1950s and 1960s (Sørensen, 2011). But according to Sandstede, Cairns, Bagotsky and Wiesner (2003) there was still some fuel cell research activities in the various countries during the `forgotten century’. In Germany Varta and Siemens start working on fuel cells (Geitmann, 2006).
	Grove’s experiment of 1842
	Four in series connected cells connected to an electrolyser or a Voltammeter. Platinum plated electrodes create out of hydrogen and oxygen electrical voltage and current, this can be visualised with the voltammeter or electrolyser. Dilute sulphuric acid was the electrolyte fluid. (Grove, 1842)
	Grove’s ten cell continuous power generator of 1844/45 Grove about his development: “We have now a gas battery. The terminal wires of which it will give the usual voltaic effects, the atmospheric air supplying an inexhaustible source of oxygen, and the hydrogen being renewed as required by the liquid rising to touch the zinc; by supplying a fresh piece of zinc when necessary, it thus becomes a self-charging battery, which will give a continuous current; no new plates are ever needed, the electrolyte is never saturated, and requires no renewal except the trifling loss from evaporation, which indeed is lessened, if the battery be in action, by the newly composed water.” (Grove, 1845)
	It is the principal of a modern air berating fuel cell with the main difference of a polymerised solid electrolyte today.
	Figure 2.3 Development of the `Gasbattery` by Grove from the first recorded experiment 1842 to a technical useful set up of a continuous power generator 1843, the today called fuel cell.
	2.3 Different Fuel Cell Types

	There are different types of fuel cells existing and the most common one are: alkaline fuel cells (AFC), proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC or short PEM), direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC), phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC), molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC).The main difference is the electrolyte that is mostly reflected in their names, the different electrolyte gives different fuel possibilities and different operation temperatures, (Sopian and Wan Daud, 2006). An overview is presented in the Table 2.1 (Nettesheim and Klos, 2005).
	Table 2.1 Overview of the major different fuel cell types (Nettesheim and Klos, 2005).
	/
	2.4 Structure of a fuel cell stack explained on a PEM fuel cell 

	The primary task of a fuel cell stack is to provide electrical power. By the active surface of the fuel cell electrical current gets generated; the enlargement of the surface can therefore generate more electricity. The cell voltage is relatively low and varies between 1.0 V and 0.6 V. To obtain technical sound voltage, several cells are connected in series. Structurally, the stacking of single cells is an easy way to implement the series connection (Ruge, 2003). These two cells must be connected to an electrical conductor so that the electrons from the anode of one cell are connected to the cathode of the next cell. This function of electron conduction will be taken over by the bipolar plate. Figure 2.4 shows the basic structure of a fuel cell stack. A fuel cell stack may contain more than hundred cells in series, especially in automotive applications. Figure 2.7 shows a 144 cell Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperation (AFCC) stack. 
	/
	Figure 2.4 Basic structure of a fuel cell stack graphic adapted from Ruge (2003).
	At the end of a fuel cell stack the electrons must be collected by a conductive end plate before they can be supplied to the consumer and flow back to the other end of the stack. To generate the same current in each cell, it is necessary to produce the same cell flow conditions in every cell. For the gas supply to the cells (hydrogen and air) the main supply and dissipation channels for each cell are parallel. The reactants (H2 and O2/Air) get distributed to the anode respectably cathode of the membrane through channels in the bipolar plate which form the socalled flow field. Since the electrochemical process has losses, which generate heat, a coolant flow is used to prevent overheating of the stack and remove continuous heat. The temperature distribution on the cell surface must be as uniform as possible. To ensure this, a parallel water cooling for each cell is used especially for larger stacks, they are called water cooled closed cathode stacks. For lower power stacks the heat can also be removed by air instead of water channels, which decreases the volumetric power density of the stack but removes the system effort of a cooling water circuit. Socalled air cooled close cathode stacks or double air stacks. To even minimise system efforts further, only one set of fans is used to supply cool air and process it to the fuel cell through the same channels, in which this design is called open cathode fuel cell stack. Because of the high air flow required for cooling, dust and water management are an issue on the open cathode surface of this fuel cell type. But in a range about 1.5 kW, an open cathode stacks can achieve the best gravimetric power density if considering the whole fuel cell system with the balance of plant. 
	It shows in summary: 
	 All cells are electrically connected in series 
	 All cells are supplied in parallel with gas 
	 The electrons pass through the bipolar 
	 Hundreds of cells can be stacked 
	 Each cell consists of equal parts (of a bipolar plate, two electrodes, a cell membrane and seal)
	 All cells are cooled in parallel, 
	 Air cooling reduce system efforts but decrease power density of stack
	 With air cooling system, equal temperature distribution get more difficult for large stacks.
	A fuel cell stack is a system consisting of identical components connected in series. The single cell is the central component of a fuel cell stack. In each cell hydrogen and oxygen are introduced through separate flow fields to each side of the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). The MEA contains of two gas diffusion layers with catalyst loading centring a hydrogen ion conductive membrane where the electrochemical reaction takes place. This electrochemical fuel cell reaction is illustrated with the principal single cell schema in Figure 2.5, equation (2.1) and explained in Figure 2.6, with the fuel cell reaction displayed on the cross section of the MEA.
	/
	Figure 2.5 Principal single cell fuel cell schema (Macdonalds and Berry, 2007).
	𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒:                                2𝐻2→4𝐻++4𝑒−  𝑂𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠) 𝐶𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒:    𝑂2+4𝐻++4𝑒−→2𝐻2𝑂          𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠)
	/
	Figure 2.6 The process of the electrochemical fuel cell reaction displayed on the cross section of the membrane electrode assembly of a polymer electrolyte fuel cell (Macdonalds and Berry, 2007). 
	2.5 History of Fuel Cell Vehicles - with Alkaline Fuel Cells

	The first practical functional fuel cells are the alkaline fuel cells, and the first fuel cell vehicles were powered by them. The main interest for fuel cell development came from the space program in the 1950’s and 1960’s.
	But before fuel cell gone to space there was a terrestrial fuel cell application, it was demonstrated on a tractor in 1958 (Mitchell, 1963). This was also one of the first fuel cell road vehicle and it has created many significant interest for the fuel cell technology. The fuel cell in the tractor was a 15 kW alkaline fuel cell which was operated by four hydrogen and oxygen compressed gas tanks (Sandstede et al., 2003) p180. The tractor model D-12 was from the American company Allis-Chalmers, Figure 2.8, (Geitmann, 2006). Interesting enough: more than half a century later a new fuel cell tractor was demonstrated at the Challenge -Bibendum in Berlin 2011 (first time shown in 2009). The prototype NH2 fuel cell tractor, shown in Figure 2.9 is based on the T6000 tractor model of the New Holland, Agriculture brand, Italy. It is equipped with a hydrogen-air PEM fuel cell system with two independent 75 kW motors, one for propulsion and the other for agricultural auxiliary devices, (New Holland, 2010). 
	The first fuel cell passenger car was the Electrovan developed by General Motors (GM) based on a GMC Handivan displayed in Figure 2.10. GM developed this prototype van from 1963 to 1966 and it was powered by alkaline fuel cells. 32 alkaline fuel cell stacks with each 1 kW continuous power and 5 kW peak power were used in this development. It means that at 32 kW it continues and160 kW at peak power. It was a direct fuel cell drive train without hybrid drive battery (Kordesch et al., 2008) p4-5, which requires a high peak power for the heavy vehicle, with 3220 kg. The fuel was super cold liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen. The van achieved a maximum speed of 104 km/h (65 mph) and reached a distance of 192 km (120 mils). After the fuel cell conversion only 2 seats out of the original 6 seats were left in the vehicle (Slavnich, 2011) p92. Another interesting fact was what the Electrovan use its propulsion induction motors with inverters for speed regulation, for the first time based on an electronic thyristors technology (Ehsani et al., 2010) p13. The project was discontinued because of economic financial reasons, no hydrogen infrastructure and safety concerns of the liquid hydrogen fuel which was evaporated (Kodesch and Simander 1996; Slavnich 2011) p.257, p55.
	Figure 2.10 Electrovan from General Motors (GM) based on a GMC Handivan (left picture). GM developed a prototype van powered by alkaline fuel cells. (right graphic) (Slavnich, 2011).
	The first fuel cell motorcycle shown in Figure 2.11 was developed and driven by the fuel cell vehicle pioneer Prof. Dr. Karl Kordesch. He was an Austrian electrochemist born in 1922, Vienna and died on 12 January 2011in Eugene, Oregon, USA. From 1997 till 2007 he was very active at the Graz University of Technology supervising research on alkaline fuel cells and Ammoniac cracking (Kordesch et al., 2008).
	/
	Figure 2.11 Karl Kordisch on his Fuel Cell Motorbike 1967 in Ohio, USA(Geitmann, 2002).
	The fuel cell motorbike was powered by two 400 W Hydrazine Alkaline Fuel Cell (800 W total) hybridised with a nickel cadmium accumulator (NiCa) powering a 2 kW peak DC electric motor. It reached 40km/h with 1kW continues motor power, Figure 2.11. It reached 100 km on about 2 l Hydrazine solution. Figure 2.12 shows the chemical principal of the Hydrazine-Air Alkaline fuel cell. As Hydrazine was tested toxic all further research on hydrazine fuel cells were stopped worldwide.
	/
	Figure 2.12 Hydrazine-air alkaline fuel cell: the electro chemical principal.(Kodesch and Simander, 1996).
	More fuel cell vehicle demonstrators with alkaline fuel cells and compressed hydrogen were built in the 1960s and 1970s and early 1980s such as golf cars, forklifts, buses and passenger cars. The most prestigious application was the American and Russian space programmes. In space alkaline fuel cells where used with hydrogen and oxygen tanks to provide electricity and water to the astronauts. 
	The incompatibility from the KOH in the alkaline fuel cells with CO2 was the main factor that the alkaline fuel cells lost their applications to the upcoming PEM fuel cells mainly driven by Ballard in the 1980s. This means if an alkaline fuel cell is not operated on pure O2, the CO2 of the air has to be removed and the hydrogen has to be free from CO2. Beside this, KOH causes corrosion problems and the cell life time is reducing to around 1000 to 2000 h which is typical. The last application in the aerospace is also taken over by PEM fuel cells, due to their higher volumetric and gravimetric energy density. The only small company producing still alkaline fuel cells is Apollo Energy Systems in the USA.
	2.6 Fuel Cell Mobility

	Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells seem to be ideal for fuel cell vehicles compared to alkaline fuel cells which have higher gravimetric and volumetric power density higher operation lifetime estimation at 5000 h in the vehicle sector and being able to run on air as oxidant. Due to their low operation temperature the PEM fuel cells have a fast loade response and start up time in the range of several seconds. But still till today fuel cell vehicles face challenges in comparison with gasoline vehicles with lack of infrastructure, power density of fuel cell, secure lifetime and most overall cost for fuel cells. 
	2.6.1 Status of Fuel Cell Mobility Deployment

	Even if fuel cell vehicles are known for a while, there was up to August 2011 no fuel cell passenger vehicle on the consumer marked available (McNerney and Cheek, 2012). Due to the authors continued active work in the area of fuel cell vehicle development since the year 2000 and the back up with data from Fuel Cells 2000 (2011) and from TÜV Süd and Ludwig Bölkof Systemtechnik (2011). There is an estimate of less than 90 passenger vehicle with fuel cell worldwide at the time the fuel cell motorcycle project started in Malaysia in the year 2003. Still at the time of successful demonstration of the working fuel cell prototype motorcycle in 2008 the number of vehicles worldwide was still under 300. Due to its larger scale programmes of fuel cell powered fork lifts and fuel cell vehicle demonstration programmes in Europe, Japan , US and now aggressively China, the total number of fuel cell powered passenger vehicles increased to around 600 worldwide till August 2011.
	On the other hand, the fuel cell drive train is still considerd as the ultimate goal in the transportation industry as there is no major car manufacturer who has not at least a fuel cell car prototype or small fleed of fuel cell test vehicles. One of the more active players in the fuel cell car demonstration is Daimler Benz, (Beretta et al., 2010), with its Model F–cell A class and B class and F 600 based on Ballard Automotive Fuel Cells stacks from Vancouver, Canada. One of the most advanced fuel cell car with mass production capability design is the Honda FCX clarity. Based on own design of fuel cell stack both vehicles are shown in Table 2.2.
	Table 2.2 Fuel cell car examples: Daimler F-cell and Honda FCX clarity
	Daimler F-cell A class. There is still a strong believe in fuel cell drive train for further generation Daimler cars.
	Honda FCX clarity at the NHA conference in South Carolina, US 2009. Own driving experience is like a silent modern car.                    Picture J.Weigl
	The most sold fuel cell car is by far the H racer fuel cell education toy from Horizon, a fully functional fuel cell car with independent solar powered hydrogen filling station for about 100 USD retail price, Figure 2.13.
	/
	Figure 2.13 2007 H-racer fuel cell education toy car with real working solar powered hydrogen electrolyzer refilling system, sold more than 100.000 times.
	2.7 Fuel Cell Powered Two Wheelers

	The total number of fuel cell two wheeler vehicles is even much smaller than the number of other fuel cell vehicles. Even from major manufacturers only single prototypes or maximum a couple of fuel cell powered motorcycles were built. Only in the year 2011 field test of about 30 vehicles were planned to take place with Suzuki / intelligent Energy fuel cell Scooter in London, UK and Taiwan with Asian Pacific Fuel Cell Motorcycles. Both Projects did not start in 2011. 
	As fuel cell technology for vehicles especially through automotive manufactures is not open available, it is very important to do own research in Malaysia to get own and unique knowledge and technology in the area of fuel cell motorcycles to have a comparative advantage. 
	2.7.1 Small fuel cell two wheelers

	Small fuel cell two wheelers are the start of fuel cell vehicles. It also marks the start of involvement in fuel cell vehicles for the author. Figure 2.14 gives an overview of some fuel cell two wheelers. The pictures are named and given the year of being built, as they are also time steps for the small fuel cell vehicle development.
	Figure 2.14 Small fuel cell two wheelers.
	In the year 2000 Eitek started to offer a PEM-fuel cell with metal hydride hydrogen storage for their construction toys at the same time with the author’s internship in the company. It was followed in the year 2001 with the `Pios - H2-power Scooter´ which demonstrate that fuel cell technology can move a person. It was a FC-direct powered DC- motor (60 W 6 km/h) and won the environmental prize of the town of Ulm. In 2002 the `Pios hydrogen cycle´ was developed and got awarded at the Tour de Ruhr 2003 international electric car rally in Germany. In 2003 the Pios hydrogen tricycle followed a fuel cell vehicle for live demonstration and on road use (Weigl, 2003).
	At the Hannover Fair 2003 `Willi 2´ Fuel Cell mini electric scooter based from ZSW on the German MZ Charly Electro scooter was launched. It goes 20 km/h with 60 km range and has a 50 kg metal hydride H2 storage. In 2004 Dr Han Ming in Singapore developed a fuel cell bicycle with its own open cathode fuel cell with 400 W and metal hydride H2 storage, (Qi, 2009). In 2005 the Fuel Cell Institute of Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia launched SERINDIT II Fuel Cell Motorcycle Prototype. It is based on a converted battery electric mini motorbike with open cathode 200 W fuel cell (Daud, 2008).
	2.7.2 Fuel Cell Motorcycle Prototypes by Companies

	There are a few fuel cell motorcycle prototypes developed by companies, like shown in Table 2.3. Most of them are in the range of small fuel cell scooters with 1 to 3 kW fuel cells. 
	An exception is here Honda with their 10 kW fuel cell scooter prototype launched in 2004/2005. It was developed based on their fuel cell stack technology from the fuel cell car program. But even big companies like Honda only built one single working prototype and one mock up model. Clear to see from the wide back of the Scooter are the usage of two H2 cylinders with one filling interface. Not too many details on the technology of this fuel cell hybrid scooter were made public.
	Table 2.3 Fuel cell motorcycle prototypes by companies.
	Also Yamaha made a hydrogen fuel cell scooter prototype with exchangeable high-pressure hydrogen cylinders, with 1.2 kW fuel cell power and also only one prototype was built, see picture in Table 2.3.  Asia pacific fuel cells scoters in Taiwan also build fuel cell scooter prototypes with 1.2 kW fuel cell with exchangeable metal hydride hydrogen tanks, likewise did the metal hydride supplier Japan Steel with the Itaka fuel cell scooter. Rütgher Engineering in Spain developed 2010 for the European HyChain project a fuel cell scooter with exchangeable high pressure hydrogen tank and a 2 kW fuel cell. Dr Arthur Koshany expert in light weight fuel cell systems developed several fuel cells for two wheeler prototypes with up to 2 kW, picture in Table 2.3. Intelligent Energy together with Suzuki made 2009 a fuel cell motorcycles prototype called Cross Cage with 50 km/h and 200 km range. 2011 they released the fuel cell Burgman Scooter with a total number of 6 pieces build by June 2011. The fuel cell scooters were developed for a small fleet test in London 2012, see Table 2.3. 
	The Italian company Alcatronics fuel cell division based in Bologna, Italy (now sold to Morphic Sweden) developed a 3 kW fuel cell motorcycle in 2006 together with a motorcycle prototyping workshop in north Italy, see Figure 2.15. Range is limited by the two 200 bar 2.5 litre H2 steel cylinders to about 70 km because of Italian regulations. Besides well-kept Honda and the 2011 released Suzuki Burgman scooter none of the other fuel cell motorcycle fulfils the minimum performance criteria of a common Malaysian 125 cc motorcycle with 80 km/h and 300 km range that is where the Pios fuel cell motorcycle is targeting to fulfil this research gap.
	Figure 2.15 Italian 3 kW FC scooter prototype
	2.7.3 Fuel cell vehicle prototypes by Universities

	A few universities developed fuel cell vehicle prototypes. A few examples which are interesting for the Pios fuel cell motorcycle project are shown in Table 2.4. The first example is the Hochshule Esslingen Hydrofighter scooter from 2007. 
	Table 2.4  Fuel cell vehicle prototypes by universities.
	Equipped with a modified 1.2 kW Ballard Nexa fuel cell system (Zigler et al., 2009). A small hydrogen pressure storage bottle give a range of 30-40 km with a top speed of 55 km/h with LiPo hybrid battery. 
	The Formo Sun team of the Advanced Power Research Centre (NTUME) hosted by the Mechanical Engineering Department of the National University of Taiwan in Taipei, under Prof. Cheng Jung-Ho and Prof. Hung Ming-Shi, developed a fuel cell scooter prototype from 2005 to complete in early 2009. The team comes originally from the development of solar racing cars for the World Solar Challenge in Australia. Due to packaging difficulties the scooter gets significant underperforming with a 3 kW fuel cell and a 21 litre compressed hydrogen tank it gets a range of approximated 90 km at 35 km/h cruising speed and a short term 60 km/h top speed for one person and an empty weight of 270 kg. Technical details of the planned and achieved parameters are in Figure 2.16 (Lin et al., 2009). Computer drawing and picture of fuel cell scooter prototype are in Table 2.4.  As this research was not published internationally, the author only got to know about this interesting project by personal contact through the EVS 25 conference 2010 and follow-up site visit in December 2010.
	The Osaka University made a fuel cell car with Hydrogenics HyPM7 Fuel cell module and participate in the World Solar Challenge 2007 Australia Green fleet category, as given in Table 2.4. Interesting was that the author was also participant in this event and uses the same fuel cell module for the Pios fuel cell motorcycle.
	//
	Figure 2.16 FORMOTO 1 fuel cell hybrid scooter (Lin et al., 2009).
	2.7.4 Direct Methanol Fuel Cell Vehicles (DMFC-Vehicles)

	Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC) are a mentionable alternative to provide power especially to small vehicles. Methanol has the advantage of being a liquid fuel that is easy to handle compared to a gas like hydrogen. The gravimetric energy density of 1 kg Methanol is equivalent to 0.456 kg gasoline and 0.164 kg hydrogen (based on lower heating value) and 27.35 kg of high energy density batteries (LiPo 0.2 kWh/kg) (Root, 2010). Referring also to Appendix B2.1 hydrogen data. The volumetric energy density of 1 l of methanol is equivalent to 0.505 l gasoline, 1.870 l liquid hydrogen (at 20 K) (LBST, 2009) and 8.073 l high energy batteries (LiPo0.55 kWh/kg) (Root, 2010). That means in other words methanol has about half the energy density by volume and weight than petrol that is still acceptable as for example small motorcycle have about 2.2 l petrol tank and a 4 l methanol tank of a DMFC motorbike with higher efficiency would give equal range. The comparison with hydrogen is not straight forward as hydrogen outperforms other fuel by gravimetric energy density by far it is 2.75 times lighter than petrol and 6 times lighter than methanol. But because of the nature of the gas fuel hydrogen storage enclosures are heavier than containers for liquid fuels. In terms of volumetric energy density, methanol is still nearly half the volume than liquid H2 not considering the fact that a ultra-vacuum isolated tank necessary to keep liquid hydrogen at 20 K.
	The clear advantage of methanol comes in the comparison with higher energy density batteries. That means that every a battery can be substitute or supported by a DMFC and a significant longer operation time can be expected. That is why there is a lot R&D work is done on DMFC at Sony, Japan and Samsung, Korea to power mobile devices. But so far no commercial products come out yet. Problems are cost, miniaturisation and fuel supply (Linden and Gibbard, 2011).
	The only DMFC fuel cell that reaches mass production is the EFOY fuel cell systems from Smart Fuel Cells (SFC), in Brunnthal near Munich Germany. SFC produce DMFC fuel cell systems as battery charger for mobile power supply like for camper-mobiles, sailing yachts and other off grid power solutions. Some of them found the way in low power vehicles like trishaws and electric bicycles. The author did a small research project of an electric bicycle equipped with a EFOY DMFC fuel cell, as shown in Figure 2.17 below. The silver colour fuel cell system in the back of the bicycle gets its methanol from the 5 l white canister in the back and continuously recharges a LiPo hybrid battery with 65 W. This shows already one problem of the direct methanol fuel cell system which is its power density. This system has a total electricity: output of 4 kWh at 19% system efficiency that provides 400 km range on a electric bicycle (1 kWh for 100 km at 25 km/h) but it needs two and a half days (62 h) to produce this energy, information derivate from own tests and owner manual of SMF1600 (SFC, 2007). So it is interesting only for long operation hours and distributive daily mileage like electric bicycle based post delivery services or tourist trishaws. But the market is moving and the new 2011 released models of Smart Fuel Cells have increased the system efficiency to 25%, increased continues power to 105 W and the similar size and weight set up generates now from a 5 litre methanol canister 5.5 kW/h (SFC, 2011). That would transfer to a range of 550 km on the same electric bike and the time of energy production reduce to 52 hours - a bit more than two days. 
	Significant work in the area of larger size direct methanol fuel cell systems and vehicles have been done by Forschungszentrum Jülich in Germany (Schröder et al., 2009) with 1.6 kW DMFC power four wheel vehicle and now the 2.3 kW DMFC hybrid material handling forklift as shown in Figure 2.18.
	Figure 2.18 JuMOVe 2 (Juelich Methanol Operated Vehicle) from 2006 during Hannover fair Germany and the material handling forklift launched 2008 are about the biggest DMFC powered vehicles (Forchungszentrum Jülich, 2007).
	/
	Figure 2.19 The Yamaha “FC-Dii” DMFC motorcycle with specifications (Adachi, 2010; Adachi, 2007). X-ray drawing of the Yamaha “FC-Dii” is given in Appendix B6, Figure B10.
	Yamaha made the only known motorcycle based on direct methanol fuel cell, the small 35 km/h motorcycle is powered by an in-house developed 1.2 kW DMFC with remarkable compact design. Figure 2.19 shows the motorcycle and its specifications. It was finished in 2007 and is still the latest version of DMFC fuel cell motorcycle. The previous model “FC-me” has gone through customer tests in Japan 2005 to 2007 with good results (Adachi, 2007). Dr Shuh Adachi a German trained senior manager of the Yamaha fuel cell program still, sees the bottle neck of DMFC fuel cell in the too high catalyst costs for mass production; taking already in account the mass production capabilities of Yamaha for the rest of the components (Adachi, 2010). 
	Direct methanol fuel cell is an interesting technology for portable applications and also for small vehicle propulsion. The disadvantages of CO2 emission of DMFC during operation can be compensated by using bio methanol from plants which captured the same amount of CO2 during their grow process. 
	The main cut out criterion for not using a DMFC fuel cell for this fuel cell motorcycle project is that large size DMFC fuel cell systems from 1 kW and about power output are only in research stage and not available on the market at all. Additional, the power density of this prototype DMFC is 10 times lower than of hydrogen fuel cell.
	The bottle neck for commercialisation of DMFC powered vehicles is the still the cost of catalyst. The platinum catalyst loading of a DMFC is about 20 times the one of hydrogen fuel cells. 
	2.7.5 Methanol Reforming on-board of Vehicles

	By thermal reforming or electrolysis process hydrogen can be comparable easy released from methanol. This hydrogen can be used in a hydrogen fuel cell. This system has the advantage of using a liquid fuel and the advantage of power density of a hydrogen fuel cell. Problems appear here with the overall efficiency from the electrolytic splitting of methanol and the thermal management of thermal reformer which is scaled down from industrial size to fit in a car. Daimler demonstrated a methanol reformer integrated in an A-class fuel cell car project name NECAR5. It worked but from reliability and cost sides it has huge problems that Daimler stopped the research in this on board reforming in 2006. 
	2.7.6 SOFC fuel cell Vehicles

	Beside PEM and DMFC there is also a possibility of using high temperature SOFC fuel cells for vehicle propulsion. Although not done, as the start and stop time of most SOFCs is in the range of a couple of hours due to the high temperature of 700℃ to 1000℃ and the packing size is in many cases a 20 feet container. So ship applications and long distance trains are suitable, with long operation times and less space constraint. But recently small-scale, quick start up SOFC fuel cell system was developed. One example of a small SOFC is shown in Figure 2.20, the Revolution H50 from Nanodynamics, Buffalo, USA (Nano Dynamics Energy, 2010). The advantage of SOFC fuel cells is the operation on easier available propane gas as fuel like used for camping, heating and cooking applications. The disadvantage is some local CO2 emissions, but SOFCs are still double as efficient as a combustion engine with no noise operation. The author sees possible applications of this type of small SOFC fuel cell hybrid systems in low power long operating two wheel vehicle for example postal delivery electric bicycles, or long distance fuel cell electric bicycle. But durability for quick start up and vibrations have to be solved first The power to weight and size ratio (50 W for 7 litre) and load profile is not suitable yet for fuel cell motorcycle applications. 
	/
	Figure 2.20 Micro-tubular SOFC system as example of a new generation of quick starting small SOFC fuel cell systems (Nano Dynamics Energy, 2010).
	2.8 Hybrid Drive Train

	By looking on a fuel cell vehicle from the perspective of the drive train it does not matter so much how many wheels it has or if it has wheels at all. More important is the average and peak power demand and the intended load cycle and operation time to determine the best fuel cell power train. 
	A fuel cell drive train is a serial drive train or a serial hybrid drive train. Depending on the energy storage size, it is a different type of serial hybrid. The Table 2.5 makes a classification of the different categories of fuel cell drive trains according to electric energy storage capacity and fuel cell power.
	Table 2.5  Hybrid drive train classification.
	2.8.1 Fuel Cell Hybrid Drive Train Studies

	Minggao Ouyang et al. (2006) compared two fuel cell hybrid busses with different drive train architecture. They found out that the fuel cell architecture with the high load changes had a larger performance loss of 10% compared to 2.4% for the fuel cell architecture with more steady operation; after 7000 km test. They suggested an advanced energy management strategy to balance between the battery and fuel cell to improve durability.
	The study defines the so called energy hybrid structure and power hybrid structure both shown in Figure 2.21. The energy hybrid structure decouples the fuel cell with a DC/DC converter from the power bus voltage and the power bus voltage is determined by the battery. The energy hybrid structure had a tank to motor input efficiency from 48% in cycle test and 49% in 40 km/h constant speed cruising test. The power hybrid structure determines the power buss voltage by the fuel cell. The power hybrid structur had a 37.9% cycle and a 37.6% constant speed efficiency; and additional higher stack degradation. 
	/
	/
	Figure 2.21 Energy and power hybrid structure of the fuel cell buses tested by Ouyang et al  (2006).
	The upper schematic in Figure 2.21 shows the energy hybrid structure where fuel cell voltage is decoupled from the power train voltage by a DC/DC converter. The input voltage of the motor controller is determined by the battery state of charge. The lower schematics shows the power hybrid where the fuel cell power gets boosted by the power from the battery via a DC/DC converter in voltage control, this creates a much wider working range and a rapid load change for the fuel cell system.  The outcome of this study is that a decoupling of the fuel cell from the fuel cell power bus and the determining of the power bus voltage with the hybrid energy storage is clearly favourable for efficiency and lifetime.
	Corbo, Migliardini and his team published extensively on fuel cell hybrid drive train systems. The comparison of a 2.4 kW PEM fuel cell system for a Scooter and a 20 kW PEM fuel cell for hybrid city car show a similar system efficiency from over 40% in the range of 0.1-0.6 A per cm² peaking in 50% fuel cell system efficiency (Corbo et al., 2009). That means in other words that a downsizing of fuel cell system from multi kW size to single kW size can be done without system efficiency or performance losses. 
	Nuno Bento (2010) talks about the comparison of plug in hybrid and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. As a result of his study he sees a higher readiness for the plug in hybride gasoline vehicle to the multi-purpose car market. Furthermore he suggests a governmental help to push infrastructure for the cleaner hydrogen fuel cell vehicle to have an equal chance in the market. 
	My suggestion is a plug in fuel cell hybrid vehicle or a so called fuel cell range extender for electric vehicles which needs for daily commuting operation only be recharged on the electricity grid and for long distance refuelled sometimes with hydrogen for locally emission free driving. Also Corbo, Migliardini (2011a) sees in PEM fuel cells a very promising on-board power generators in hybrid electric vehicles.
	2.8.2 Fuel Cell Triple Hybrid Drive Train Studies 

	Fuel cell hybrid configurations are already well described in literature especially in terms of performance. Fuel cell hybrid systems with multiple energy storage, for example, fuel cells with batteries and ultra-capacitor energy storage at the same time are only rarely found in literature. This hybrid system is also referring to as triple hybrid. None of these fuel cell triple hybrid systems integrated in a motorcycle was found so far literature or at exhibitions. So I focus here on other relevant fuel cell vehicles or stationary applications using triple hybrid system. 
	Nicu Bizon (2011c) looked at new topology of fuel cell hybrid power sources with a AC output for grid connection or AC motor load. His approach is interesting in terms of reducing of power ripple on the fuel cell by using a feedback system with capacitor and battery buffer descript for AC systems. 
	More relevant publications are written by the same author on “nonlinear control of fuel cell power source” -Voltage control (Bizon, 2011a) and respectively current control (Bizon, 2011b). He describes a control system for AC grid connected or AC load connected fuel cell hybrid system with battery and ultra-capacitor based on a Matlab/Simulink simulation to reduce the voltage ripple factor and the current ripple factor on the fuel cell. His work is describing a fuel cell, ultra capacitor, battery (NiCa) hybrid system. But the system cater for specific problem of periodic current and voltage ripple which are mainly accorded with grid type AC loads, not like the used DC power train for our fuel cell motorcycle. 
	Fuel cell forklifts have a generally high potential for commercial market, that is why they get fetched several times in the Fuel Cell Bulletin like the plug power fuel cell ultra-capacitor forklifts (Fuel Cells Bulletin, 2008) or two major review articles one in the September 2010 issue for “Fuel cells in forklifts extend commercial reach” (McConnell, 2010) and then in the October issue with the title: “Rapid refill, high uptime: running forklifts with fuel cells” McConnell, 2010b). The later publication also featured on page 17 the project of the Finnish VVT institute on a triple hybrid fuel cell forklift. It is very interesting as this forklift is using a triple hybrid configuration of fuel cell, ultra capacitor and batteries in one system.
	Keränen et al. (2011) explains in his paper the dynamic behaviour of this interesting fuel cell hybrid system. The described system is a passive fuel cell hybrid system with the fuel cell system direct in hybrid connection with a lead acid battery and an ultra-capacitor pack connected to motor controller and motor. The only power electronic components used is a diode to prevent reveres current to the fuel cell stack and relay contactors and fuse, see Figure 2.22. The advantage of the system is that no power electronic with possible failures is required. 
	/
	Figure 2.22 Passive triple hybrid architecture of Finnish fuel cell fork lift; for lab test a half system with one ultra-capacitor pack, fuel cell stack and battery pack was build up which is following very similar in power to our fuel cell triple hybrid system (Keränen et al., 2010).
	Experiments and simulations demonstrate that for fuel cell with battery hybrid, the load transient from the fuel cell can be reduced by half; with the additional parallel hybrid capacitors the load transient of the fuel cell can even reduce to 20% of the original load transient. The capacitor is taking over the peak power for the short peak load which very typical for forklifts during lifting of goods, Figure 2.23. (This peak power is actually similar to a Southeast Asian driving profile of a motorcyclist with a maximum possible acceleration from the traffic light). The smaller laboratory set up with one 8 kW fuel cell stack described here is very similar to our fuel cell motorcycle with a 7 kW fuel cell system. The ultra-capacitor pack used in this research is described as relatively small with 80 F (or 165 F) and 48.6 V and it is true if you build a forklift but for a motorcycle even the smaller 80 F ultra-capacitor with its 8.5 litres and 11.5 kg would be challenging to integrate. For the research on our fuel cell motorcycle we use a 29 F 60V ultra capacitor with 4 kg, which provide less transient load reduction, which is suitable as we have a lower peak load and with this a lower transient load. 
	/
	Figure 2.23  Load response test of triple hybrid forklift with battery and ultra-capacitor, taking the heavy transient load from the fuel cell. The experimental result from the 8 kW fuel cell triple hybrid system is confirming our previous made tests on our fuel cell motorcycle triple hybrid (Keränen et al., 2010).
	The research of the Finish fuel cell triple forklift shows very interesting results for the dynamics of a non-regulated fuel cell triple hybrid system. This confirms our results of our earlier developed triple hybrid fuel cell system in our fuel cell motorcycle. No results of efficiency or efficiency comparison are made in the research paper of the triple hybrid forklift.
	The Proton Motor Fuel Cell, GmbH based in Germany, first time introduced the word triple hybrid for a fuel cell ultra-capacitor and battery hybrid system. This system was first integrated in a forklift in November 2007 (Fuel Cells Bulletin, 2007), two years later a fuel cell triple hybrid system was put in a modified Czech Republic Skoda Electric trolley bus, to run as a fuel cell hybrid bus (Fuel Cells Bulletin, 2009). Figure 2.24 shows the schematic of drive train architecture of the triple hybrid bus.
	/
	Figure 2.24 System Architecture of active controlled triple hybrid configuration of Proton Motor fuel cell bus (Proton Motor, 2010).
	It is an active controlled triple hybrid structure with the advantage of an independent state of charge of ultra-capacitor and battery and fuel cell. This system has compared to the passive triple hybrid system the advantage of fuel control and full usability of the capacity of the electric energy storage devices battery and ultra-capacitor. But it certainly requires a much more reliable control than a passive system. Furthermore, as bottle neck a high power and fast responding DC/DC converter this can get similar heavy than the energy storage unit itself, especially for a smaller triple hybrid set up like in the fuel cell motorcycle; for example a required 15 kW DC/DC converter from Zahn electronic has 15.4 kg and the battery has only 17 kg. 
	General advantage of triple hybrid system are high efficient, requires only average power from the fuel cell system no peak power so fuel cell system can be downsized. Operates fuel cell, battery and ultra-capacitor under minimum stress conditions for increased lifetime (Proton Motor, 2010).
	The research gap: Even though there are some triple hybrid fuel cell systems found in other than fuel cell motorcycle applications none of the studies make an in deep comparison of the efficiency of triple hybrid to single hybrid. In addition general studies are done on the dynamic response not on the efficiency of triple hybrid systems. There was no study found on using triple hybrid fuel cell drive train architecture for powered two wheelers. 
	2.9 Batteries as hybrid energy storage

	Different battery types are used in vehicle applications. An overview of possible traction batteries used for vehicles is given in Table 2.6, (Broussely, 2007).
	Table 2.6 Comparison of battery types by specifications (Broussely, 2007).
	/
	Lithium batteries have the highest specific energy density and the second highest power density after DLC –ultra-capacitors. That makes the Lithium battery technology the technology of choice for the fuel cell hybrid drive train. The high power density makes the DLC ultra capacitor an ideal performance boost element for the lithium battery in the triple hybrid.
	2.10 Ultra Capacitors 

	Ultra-capacitors have compared to normal capacitors an approximately 100,000 times larger capacity. But compared to lithium batteries their specific energy density is only 5 Wh/kg compared to 150 Wh/kg for Lithium batteries (Broussely, 2007).  Their strength is very high power density of 5000 W/kg, (Broussely, 2007) due to their low internal charging and discharging resistance. This low resistance makes them also very efficient. Furthermore they can withstand more than 500,000 load cycle (Hammerschlag and C.P.Schaber, 2008). Figure 2.25 shows the advantage of extreme high power for short time peak. These characteristics are ideal to provide fast peak for hybrid fuel cell drive trains.
	/
	Figure 2.25 Power density verses energy density of different electricity storage devices (Maxwell, 2005).
	2.11 Power conditioner

	To adjust voltage or peak power in a drive train system power conditioning steps are necessary, most of the time there are DC/DC converters (James et al., 2009). A DC/DC converter can change the voltage level.  The more current a DC/DC converter has to switch the generally larger it gets.
	2.12 Electric Drive System

	Historically the first electric vehicle was invented by R. Anderson between 1832 and 1839 (Corbo et al., 2011), way before the internal combustion car by G. Daimler 1886. But only with improved capacity rechargeable batteries inter alia by G. Plante 1881, cars with electric drive get more useful and popular. In the years around 1900 there were more cars with electric drive train on the road than internal combustion engine (Reichelt, 1996). The most significant energy efficiency advantage of regenerative braking for electric cars was invented by the French M. A. Darracq in 1897. The first hybrid electric vehicles where shown at the Paris Salon in 1899. There, the electric motor helps the combustion engine in acceleration (Ehsani et al., 2010).  As combustion engines get more reliable the higher power density of the petrol fuel compared to lead acid batteries give internal combustion engine drive trains the clear favour.
	Electric motors have a wide torque speed range; in comparison the torque speed range with reasonable efficiency of a combustion engine is quite low (Sul, 2011). In a vehicle application high torque and low speed for starting is required and then high speed low torque when cruising, an electric motor with single gear transmission can perform the same traction effort than what a gasoline engine need 4 speed transmission as shown in Figure 2.26.
	/
	Figure 2.26 Comparison of traction effort of a 4 gear gasoline transmission with a single speed electric drive (Ehsani et al., 2010).
	It can be mentioned that an electric drive without a gear shifting transmission is practical and efficient as electric drive single gear transmissions are implemented in electric bicycles, cars, trains, mining trucks, cruising vessels and submarines. Nevertheless a changeable two speed transmission with a large ratio difference between 200-300% especially for fast electric vehicles can enhance their performance and efficiency. For example, the Tesla Roadster as one of the first produced electric sports car was planned to be equipped with mechanic two speed transmissions (Neff, 2007; Kiermasch, 2010). Advanced research for commercial two speed transmissions for electric drives are done by the UK company Vocis in conjunction with the University of Surrey (Viotto and Graziano, 2011) which claim a 5% efficiency gain in the European drive cycle; Drivetrain Innovations claims for their planetary two speed EV drive even 10% improvement (Drivetrain Inovations BV, 2011).  Some solar racing cars have some kind of a two-speed transmission by changing the air gap of their disk type motors; it is shifting the speed torque curve of the motor towards higher speed with a slightly larger air gap. Development of virtual gearing to enhance performance and improve efficiency of an electric drive system, which does not require a mechanical gear shifting, would be preferred. With the implemented dual motor drive system of the motorcycle we work towards this direction. 
	2.12.1 Type of Electric Motors and Trends

	There are many designs of electric motors, also more generally called as electric machine, with slightly differ and arrangement of windings, rotor and magnets. Out of them there are two main types of electric machines usually used in electric vehicle drives: brushed DC motors and AC motors (Larminie and Lowry, 2003). Generally if current flows through a conductor in a magnetic field a force will be generated. An electric machine consists of two parts, a stator and a rotor. One of them provides the magnetic flux while the other one consists of coils to carry the armature current. The magnetic field can be produced by an electromagnet or by permanent magnets. As electromagnetic excited machines need energy to build up the magnetic field, permanent magnet machines are more energy efficient. Recent progress in the availability of high magnetic flux rare earth magnets include materials like SaCo or NeFeBr. The higher efficiency makes permanent magnetic machines in all size and types more and more common (Sul, 2011), for example: DC brushed, AC synchronous or DC brushless permanent magnet machines (Zeroemissionvehicles, 2010). To have a number of magnitude a typical efficiency of a brushed permanent magnet motor in a 50 km/h electric motorcycle is 85% and 93% for a permanent magnet brushless DC Motor in the same application according to Hodkinson and Fenton (2001) .
	2.12.2 Low Speed High Torque Verse High Speed Low Torque Motor drives 

	There are two important parameters in the electric motor, speed and torque. The power (P) of the motor is the rotational speed (ω) of the motor times the torque (τ), see formula (2.2). 
	P= τ ( ω                                                                (2.2)
	The same power can be achieved either by high rotational speed or high torque. High torque requires higher electromagnetic field and normally results in larger motor size. Higher rotation speed does not influence the motor size significantly. For most driving applications a low rotation speed and high torque is required. Either a larger direct drive motor integrated as hub motor or attached to the wheel is used or a light high speed low torque motor with a multi-stage reduction gear to the wheel or any combination in between. In most cases a higher efficiency can be achieved if a direct drive larger motor is used which avoids efficiency losses through gearing. The offset in weight compared to a smaller fast spinning motor with multistage gearing is mostly compensated by the higher efficiency of the motor. For example weight and efficiency optimised solar racing cars use relatively heavy direct drive motors for higher overall efficiency. If for space costs or weight reasons a direct drive cannot be selected a single stage reduction gear is preferred to minimise friction losses. But both designs have good engineering examples: a good example for a direct drive is the motor used and developed by River Simple UK for their fuel cell city car. Each wheel has its own motor to maximize regenerative braking efficiency see Figure 2.27. A well-developed drive solution for high power electric motor scooter with a 1:20 two step compounded gear reduction and a 20 kW engine is the Vectrix drive system all integrated in the back swing arm to save space and be practically maintains free sealed, see Figure 2.28. 
	/
	Figure 2.27 River Simple, high efficient fuel cell city car with 4 direct drive hub motors.  Picture at Silverstone UK. 31.Dec.2010.
	/
	Figure 2.28 Vectrix motor swing arm unit with gear motor driver to be more compact and cost competitive
	2.13 Hydrogen on board storage 

	Hydrogen is the lightest fuel for the fuel cell, that means for using it on the vehicle there must be a storage solution (Schlapbach and Züttel, 2001). There are four ways to store hydrogen on-board a vehicle:
	i. As pressurized gas
	ii. In physical absorption materials
	iii. As cryogenic liquid
	iv. In chemical binding with on-board production.
	2.13.1 Pressurised Hydrogen storage

	Hydrogen can be stored as pressurised gas, typical storage pressures for standard steel pressure vessels are 138 bar (Australia) to 200 bar and 300 bar (Germany). The standard Volume for a large bottle is between 44 litre (USA) to 50 litre (Central Europe, South Africa). The connections for standard hydrogen bottles also varies, mostly influenced by the ruling country during industrialisation; for example Malaysia, Singapore, South Africa and Australia follow the British BS4 connection standard from the British Empire. But same connection standard does not mean the same hydrogen bottle pressure and volume. So basically each country and sometimes each supplier follow their own standard in the above mentioned boundaries for “standard” hydrogen gas bottles. That is why an international standard was developed for the hydrogen pressure vessels in vehicles with worldwide same filling connectors and pressure levels. The pressure levels are 250 bar, 350 bar and 700bar nominal Hydrogen pressure; thereby the 250 bar level for hydrogen is not used in new projects anymore. Only 350bar and 700 bar are the vehicle pressure standards. The filling connectors are standardised and coded that every 350 bar connector can fill 350 bar and 700 bar tanks but 700 bar connector can only fill 700 bar tanks. The technology is analogue to the refuelling technology for natural gas vehicles (NGV) but with different connection sizing to avoid mistakes. That is why the leading suppliers for hydrogen filling systems are also leader for natural gas vehicles, the most common one is the company WEH from Illertissen, Germany, followed by Nitto, from Japan, and Stäubling from France. Hydrogen pressurised cylinders are normally carbon fiber reinforced cylinders with a metal or plastic inner liner, type3 and type 4 cylinders respectively (Sirosh, 2009).
	2.13.2 Hydrogen Storage with Physical Absorbing Materials

	Hydrogen can be stored also under low pressure in absorption materials where hydrogen forms a temporary bond with surface of the material. All commercial scale hydrogen storage materials are so far based on metal hydrides. Structural based hydrogen storage materials on carbon, like carbon nanotubes are still in material research stage. Metal hydride materials are classified based on how much hydrogen they can store relatively to their weight. They are in the range of 1-2.2% for the hydrogen. This weight is for the naked material only to be used it needs to be in a low pressure vessel with up to about 30 bar operation pressure, depending on the hydride material. To absorb hydrogen, metal hydride materials need to release heat to the environment and to release hydrogen they need to get heat from the environment. So the enclosure for metal hydride must be also good thermal conducter, to decrease filling time active cooling systems are integrated in metal hydride storage systems. But the filling time is still in the range of 10 to 30 minutes; similar like 20 minutes quick charge time for lithium polymer batteries. To release hydrogen from metal hydride, heat need to be transferred to open the bindings, for faster heat transfer a heating system, maybe from the exhaust air from the fuel cell is used. Generally the weight and cost of a metal hydride hydrogen storage system goes linearly up with the amount of hydrogen stored. So small systems for metal hydride hydrogen storage have cost and weight advantage in comparison with pressurised hydrogen storage systems. A pressure vessel does not increase linear in costs and weight with the hydrogen storage capacity. As they have a higher offset for the smallest allowable tank, due to wall surface to volume ratio and then the efforts for a double volume tanks are less than 25%. A pressure storage system has advantage for larger hydrogen storage quantities, starting at about 50 g H2 and above.
	Interesting is that 350 bar storage has a weight advantage and 700 bar tank has a volume advantage as for double pressure the wall strength need to be 4 times higher. 
	2.13.3 Combined High Pressure Absorption Hydrogen Storage 

	BMW made some research on a combined hydrogen storage solution with a pressurized cylinder from Dynateck. Partly filled with metal hydride from Ovonix presented on the World Hydrogen Energy Conference 2008 in Brisbane Australia. The result was that the hydrogen storage size can be reduced to the similar size like 700 bar pressure storage and high peak flow rate can be maintained easily, which brings metal hydride systems to the limit. However, the problem is a significant weight and cost increase. 
	2.13.4 Liquid Hydrogen Storage

	Hydrogen becomes liquid at 20 K or -253℃. The energy density of hydrogen in liquid form is higher than pressurised hydrogen gas can get because of the nonlinear hydrogen compression factor. An ultra-vacuum isolated tank with heat reflection liners is needed to store liquid hydrogen. Evaporating hydrogen is used to cool the layers of the tank isolation to keep it longer refrigerated, based on a patent of Linde AG. A picture of liquid hydrogen tank is given in Figure 2.29(Hobein and Krüger, 2010).
	Liquid hydrogen is the classic fuel for rockets where the gravimetric highest energy density of hydrogen compared to other fuels is important. Liquid hydrogen is also in consideration for commercial aeroplanes as more environmentally friendly fuel. Successful tests have been done in Russia in the 1970s already.
	Problems with liquid storage for the fuel cell motorcycle project are:
	 The smaller the amount of hydrogen the more the wall surface of the tank brings in heat to the tank and the more hydrogen gets evaporated. So the larger the amount of hydrogen stored the more suitable is the cryogenic hydrogen storage. The hydrogen demand for a bigger motorcycle with 2 kg is still lighter to store in a pressurised tank.
	 The high energy demand to liquefy hydrogen; it is about 30% of the hydrogen energy content, for large scale liquefaction plant with 10000 kg per 1h. For small size like 10 kg per 1h and below it is 100% and more of its energy content. (Bansal et al., 2010).
	 So far no facility in Southeast Asia is available that provides liquid hydrogen.
	 Tank and fuelling systems are still extremely expensive compared to all other solutions as special cryogenic materials are needed and the production quantity in specialised companies are very small for these systems.
	/
	Figure 2.29 Schematic of liquid hydrogen tank (BMW Groupe, 2002).
	2.13.5 Hydrogen Storage in Chemical Binding

	Examples like alcohol, methanol, ethanol, metal like aluminium or NaBH4 natrium borohydride are good storage media but not practical for daily operation for cost reasons. However, on-board hydrogen reforming device is bulky. Chemical hydrides like sodium borohydride (NaBH4) react with water to release hydrogen as expressed in equation 2.3.
	𝑁𝑎𝐵𝐻4 + 2𝐻2𝑂  →      𝑁𝑎𝐵𝑂2+ 4𝐻2                            (2.3)
	2.13.6 Hydrogen Safety 

	Generally, hydrogen like any other vehicle fuel carries energy and if this energy is released suddenly not in the intended way for propulsion it could cause a hazard. In comparison with liquid fuels and natural gas, flammability of hydrogen in air is the highest of gases. A 4-75% hydrogen air mixture is theoretical flammable and 18-70% explosive compared to natural gas with 15-35% (Rolf and Eckhoff, 2005) and Appendix B2. But nevertheless hydrogen has so far an excellent safety record. Hydrogen is non-toxic to human and to environment. In comparison with all other fuels, hydrogen diffuses rapidly in open areas, as it is lighter than air. Even if a flame appears it is safer in a hydrogen vehicle than a gasoline powered vehicle as Table 2.7 shows published by Swain (2003). The hydrogen flame radiates low heat only and the flame goes up. In petrol powered car, the flame stays at the ground and burns down the car. Important for hydrogen to be safe in this situation is a functional Pressure Relies Device (PRD). The device operated at overpressure and/or over temperature to release hydrogen to prevent a tank from sudden mechanical burst. Pure hydrogen in the tank with the absent of oxygen cannot burn or explode. Only a hydrogen mix with air is flammable or explosive. The highest potential risk appears if hydrogen and air mixture is trapped in a closed environment, like a passenger car cabin. To avoid a flammable hydrogen air concentration, hydrogen sensors and ventilation have to be implemented. The absence of a passenger cabin on a motorcycle reduces the risk of hydrogen air mixture built up on the vehicle tremendously. But still it is advisable to install hydrogen sensors on the fuel cell motorcycle and to ensure good ventilation on the highest point of any larger enclosed area; like for example the luggage top case, which is placed above the hydrogen refuelling connector.
	Enclosed indoor parking areas for hydrogen vehicles like fuel cell vehicle workshops or fuel cell vehicle laboratory need to be equipped with hydrogen sensors and automatic explosion proof ventilation to detect and vent hydrogen in the air.
	Table 2.7 Comparison of hydrogen and petrol powered car 3 seconds and 1 minute after ignition of fuel. The hydrogen flame rises and the petrol flame stays below the car.
	Hydrogen Fuel
	Petrol Fuel
	3 sec
	1 minute
	Source: (Swain, 2003)
	2.13.7 Vehicle Integration and Refilling of Hydrogen Storage 

	By looking at different hydrogen powered vehicles in the last decade, I found two different pathways of refuelling the hydrogen storage on the vehicle. Firstly through a filling station for hydrogen or respectively methanol where only the fuel gets transferred and the hydrogen storage is permanently fixed to the vehicle. Secondly, through exchange of the hydrogen storage cartridge system which can be refuelled or refurbished centrally (Schneider, 2011). It can be summarised that it is either a vehicle fixed hydrogen storage system or an interchangeable hydrogen storage cartridge (or a combination of both) this system can be combined with all different hydrogen storage methods mentioned. An overview of fuel cell motorcycle storage solutions is presented in Figure 2.30.
	/
	Figure 2.30 Variations of fuel and fuel storage types for fuel cell scooter was presented by Dr Shuh Adachi head of Yamaha fuel cell research group at the fuel cell scooter seminar in Taipei Taiwan. It illustrated existing fuelling solutions for fuel cell two wheelers. 
	2.14 Drive Cycles

	Drive cycles are standardised driving patterns defined by a speed-time diagram. Drive cycles get developed to compare different road vehicles. At the beginning used for performance comparison. The wide use of drive cycle in automotive testing was established with the emission control of vehicles. There are reference-driving pattern, needed to define the maximum allowed emissions. Today’s drive cycles are also used to compare the fuel economy and CO2 emission of vehicles under different driving patterns. 
	There have been several drive cycles established in different continents. It follows the historically strong regions of car development like the US drive cycles, Japanese drive cycles and European drive cycles.
	Drive cycles can be mainly differentiated into artificial drive cycles and real world drive cycles. Over the past decade a new “hybrid drive cycle” category was established. This is an artificial drive cycle based on real world driving patterns.
	2.14.1 Real world driving cycle 

	The North American drive cycles are based on real world drive cycles. Like the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS); also called ‘LA4’ driving cycle or city test, for light duty vehicle. These drive cycles are drive patterns originating in a specific region so on the other hand a whole bunch of different drive cycles exist for different regions with a different use for example a Hanoi Vietnam drive cycle developed by Tong Tuang et al. (2011).
	An overview of the common North American drive cycles with their main use and application is summarized is given in Appendix B7 (Metric Mind Co., 2010). Real world drive cycles have the problem of regional limitation and due to their high velocity fluctuations they are difficult to follow on manual operated dynamometers. Therefore results are not always reproducible. They have the clear advantage of being closer to real world consumption and emission.
	2.14.2 The European and Japanese drive cycles

	The European and Japanese drive cycles are mainly model based artificial drive cycles. 
	Examples for European driving cycles which are commonly used are the European Urban Driving Cycle (ECE-15), and the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). The NEDC consists of four times the ECE 15 drive cycle followed by the EUDC suburban drive cycle (Tzirakis et al., 2006). Figure 2.31 shows the NEDC drive cycle.
	/
	Figure 2.31 The New European Drive Cycle (NEDC) is an artificial drive cycle. It contains four times the ECE15 city drive cycle for vehicles till 50 km/h followed by the suburban driving of the EUDC cycle. It has a maximum speed cut at 90 km/h for vehicles with top speed below 120km/h (Tzirakis et al., 2006).
	The artificial European drive cycles are very accurate by defined in terms of testing conditions and are easy repeatable drive cycles especially on manual dynamometer tests. This is the reason for choosing four times the ECE 15 cycle for our initial tests to compare different drive drain architectures on our fuel cell motorcycle.
	To be closer to real world driving the measurement based European HYZEM drive cycle was developed. Other often used new European drive cycles for emission tests are ECE R40 (Economic Commission for Europe Regulation 40; for motorcycle gaseous pollutant emission) and R47 (Economic Commission for Europe Regulation 47; for mopeds gaseous pollutant emission). The R40 just got replaced by the World harmonised Motorcycle Test cycle (WMTC) as explained below. 
	The Japanese Industrial Safety and Health Association (JISHA, 1983) specified driving cycles. Japanese driving cycles which are usually used for cars and motorcycle testing are 10 mode driving cycles and 15 mode driving cycles.  The 10 mode test is used for low speed urban drive cycle (maximum speed is 40 km/h) and the 15 mode test is used for extra urban drive cycle (maximum speed is 70 km/h).
	2.14.3 The Worldwide harmonized Motorcycle Test Cycle (WMTC)

	Since the year 1999 a project was established to develop a worldwide harmonised Motorcycle Test Cycle (WMTC) from an international committee. It is a hybrid drive cycle based one real world a date in an artificial combined average driving pattern. The committee consists of the European Commission, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, USA, United Kingdom, Federation of European Motorcyclist (FEMA), Association of Emission Control by Catalyst (AECC), and International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association (IMMA).  In 2005 the United Nations Social and Economic Council (2005) came out with the “Proposal to develop a global technical regulation concerning worldwide motorcycle emissions test cycle”(United Nations, 2008). Many other countries agreed with the regulation, Malaysia for example signed the accession on 3rd March 2006 (United Nations, 2010). With this documents and the amendment 2008 and corrigendum 2009 the Worldwide Harmonized Motorcycle test cycle was established (United Nations, 2008; United Nations, 2009).
	The Worldwide harmonised Motorcycle Test Cycle is a new type of drive cycle. It is an artificial drive cycle based on a collection and analysis of real world motorcycle driving behaviour. It has a very wide international base. Data for Europe were collected in Paris, Pisa, Amsterdam, Biel, Frankfurt, Darmstadt and Munich and in the Tokyo area the data for Japan were collected. Further data for Asia were collected in the Ji Nan city area in China. In the USA the data came from Birmingham and Alabama (United Nations Economic and Social, 2005).
	The WMTC is divided into three parts, each 600 seconds. Part one represent urban driving, part two represent countryside and intercity driving, part three represents high way driving. Figure 2.32, Figure 2.33 and Figure 2.34 shows the different parts of the WMTC, the red line is the reduced speed mode for vehicles with maximum speed below 60 km for urban driving and vehicles below 95 km for intercity driving. 
	/
	Figure 2.32 WMTC part 1 for urban driving with the officially defined reduced speed profile for vehicles with a maximum speed below 60 km/h. The reduced speed mode was changed after the 2006 WMTC conference in Bangalore India to accommodate better the low speed vehicles used in India and China; official published with the corrigendum 2009 (United Nations, 2009).
	The classification of vehicle is done based on speed and combustion engine capacity. For electric vehicles an equivalent engine capacity needs to be declared. In our case with a top speed of the fuel cell motorcycle of about 82 km/h and an equivalent power of a 150 cc motorcycle engine we belong to the test part 1 and part 2 both in reduced speed mode. The rules for the WMTC require that if the reduced speed for part two is used it also has to be used for part one; if the speed is not sufficient the highway test cycle (part 3) has to be dismissed.
	/
	Figure 2.33  WMTC part 2 simulates intercity and rural road driving, the reduced speed mode is marked pink for vehicles with maximum speed below 95 km/h (United Nations, 2009).
	The advantage of the world harmonised motorcycle test cycle is that it is specified for motorcycles and based on a very wide international data range with real world driving characteristic. It has replaced the European artificial N40 drive cycle used by the European Commission Institute for Environment and Sustainability Emission and Health (European Commission, 2006), because it relay reflects real world driving conditions. Compare to the especially in North America developed drive cycle based on real world measurement the WMTC is much easier and precise to follow and it gives repeatable results.
	/
	Figure 2.34 WMTC part 3 for highway driving with red marked reduced speed mode for vehicles maximum speed below 130 km/h (United Nations Economic and Social, 2005).
	Beside the mentioned reasons, the main reason to use in this thesis is the WMTC part 1 and part 2 drive cycle, and the European EDE15, is the possibility of comparison of the research results with international research results. The self-developed drive cycle for Kuala Lumpur Malaysia is interesting but would not give us the opportunity to compare our results internationally. Nevertheless, a Kuala Lumpur Motorcycle Test Cycle (KLMTC) as a regional specific drive cycle based on measurement is a project by its own and is outside the scope of thesis. A KLMTC would be a new study approach for the average emission and fuel consumption of the motorcycle fleet used in Kuala Lumpur; and further study on how the introduction of pure battery electric and fuel cell electric motorcycles would improve the environment. 
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	3 CHAPTER 3RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
	3.1 Introduction

	The research methodology of the thesis is described in the following chart in Figure 3.1. 
	Figure 3.1 Research methodology chart.
	The research starts with identification of problems and defining scopes of research. It follows with literature and technology review. In order to be able to design develop and explain the fuel cell motorcycle with its drive train, mathematic models of the fuel cell motorcycle and its drive train components have been formulated. The models contains of: schematic drawings, the description of the model with introduces the relevant variables and the formulas which is detailed in this chapter. The research steps (approach / methodology) for the design of the fuel cell motorcycle from mechanical engineering perspective are described at the beginning of Chapter 4. The research methodology for the fuel cell hybrid drive train analysis is described at the beginning of Chapter 5. The thesis ends with conclusions and outlook followed by writing of scientific paper. Publications of paper are in Appendix A.
	The models derived and describe in this chapter follows the order of the research and thesis. It starts with the design of the motorcycle in Chapter 4 followed by the fuel cell hybrid drive train performance and efficiency analysis in Chapter 5. 
	The motorcycle is designed as a technology demonstration with its target parameters based on users’ needs and environment circumstances in Malaysia for South East Asia. With the vehicle driving resistance the target motorcycle parameters get verified based on estimated resistance parameters, in the design process the estimate resistant parameter get quantified; resistance parameters are: vehicle mass, rolling resistance, and aerodynamic. The influence on driving energy by changing these resistance parameters is simulated in a sensitivity analysis. It shows the optimisation potential by changing the design of the motorcycle. Furthermore, the vehicle mass is analysed based on the mass and volumetric density of subsystems. For weight distribution, the placement of the subsystems in the vehicle with their volumetric density is illustrated. For the cooling system as part of the mechanical design of the media supply system the maximum cooling load is identified. Also part of the mechanical design is the hydrogen fuel storage and the calculation of its storage pressure as non-ideal gas.
	The performance and efficiency analysis of the fuel cell hybrid drive train starts with the definition of energy content of hydrogen. Next is the theoretical approach for the fuel cell efficiency calculation; followed by the fuel cell stack and system efficiency based on the measured hydrogen flow rate.
	The research is about the design, prototyping, analysis and optimization of a hydrogen fuel cell powered motorcycle. The fuel cell drive train is the core element to be analysed. The analysis for the drive train is done in terms of performance and efficiency. Different hybrid drive train configurations get tested under different load settings and drive profiles. From the comparison of performance and efficiency results suggestions for optimisation are derived. 
	The analysis of performance is done for four different hybrid drive train configurations under six different load settings on acceleration test from zero to maximum speed. The acceleration performance from 0 to 50 km/h and from 0 to 97% of the maximum speed and the cruising at maximum speed are analysed. Based on the acceleration test with different configurations/ loads, the load responses of the hybrid drive train components are compared. The basic formulas for the acceleration are given with equation (3.1). There F is the force needed to accelerate m the vehicle mass at the acceleration a.
	The analysis of the efficiency of the fuel cell drive train and the individual drive train components is done for the same four hybrid configurations on three drive cycle configurations, two main drive cycles for urban and exurban driving respectively (WMTC 1 & WMTC 2) and one drive cycle (E15) to verify the prediction of drive train efficiency.
	3.2 Vehicle Driving Resistance

	To move a vehicle the sum of all the driving resistances has to be overcome. It can be expressed in the following general formula and is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
	/
	There traction force 𝐹traction equals to the sum of acceleration resistance (𝐹acc), aerodynamic resistance (𝐹aero), rolling resistance (𝐹roll), hill climbing resistant  (𝐹slope), as given in equation (3.2)
	The acceleration resistance (𝐹acc) is acceleration (a) times total vehicle mass (𝑚total) (3.3); there the total vehicle mass 𝑚total is calculated by equation (3.4), with the sum of vehicle mass(𝑚vehicle), mass of rider (𝑚rider) and mass of cargo or pillion (𝑚cargo) if any. The acceleration is expressed by the integral of speed dv divided of the integral of time dt as in equation (3.5). For a sampled system it can be expressed by the speed difference ∆𝑣 divided by the time difference ∆𝑡  as in equation (3.6) or (3.8).
	The air resistance 𝐹aero, equation (3.8), depends on the shape of the vehicle expressed by the drag coefficient cD, the frontal area of the vehicle (A) , the speed of the vehicle (v) and the density of air( 𝜌air) which is assumed constant at 1.2041 kg/m3 at 20°C and 101.325 kPa, condition based calculation for air density can be found elsewhere (Fischer and Dorn, 1992).
	The rolling resistance is mainly caused by the deformation of the tread shuffle, which means the more tire and the more often the tire gets deformed the higher is the rolling resistance. That is why adequate tire pressure is important to lower rolling resistance. The contact forces of the tire get not consider as they vary a lot according to road surface and they are relatively small compared to the deformation work on the tire. Many other factor play a role in the rolling resistance as there are tire width, contact area, tire diameter, thread pattern, tire reinforcement lamination direction, the material mixture used in different areas of the tier, the texture of the street surface, street conditions like dry-wet-ice and temperature; details on this can be found at (Santin, 2007).
	The simplified rolling resistance (𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 ) can be expressed with equation (3.9). There, the gravity force which is perpendicular to the ground is multiplied with the rolling resistance coefficient (𝑐𝑟). Gravity 𝑔 is assumed to be constant at 9.806 m/sec2.
	The hill climbing resistance (equation (3.10)) or resistance to overcome up or down slopes 𝐹slope can be expressed by the fraction of the gravitational force that is parallel to the street surface of the slope. The hill slope angle is denoted 𝛼. If it is a down slope 𝐹slope will be negative. For standard drive cycle test the road is assumed to be flat, hill slope angle 𝛼 is 0.
	With the above equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10), 𝐹traction can be expressed in the overall equation (3.11).
	3.3 Vehicle Mass Analysis

	Basically the vehicle mass is the mass of all the parts or subassemblies of the vehicle plus the fuel, operation fluids, the rider weight and optional luggage or pillion (Passenger), like similarly expressed already in equation 3.4. The vehicle mass analysis looks at the subsystem masses and compares it with the total mass; it also look at the density of subsystems (𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) by considering weight (mass [kg]) to volume ratio (𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 l), equations (3.12). The results are used to analyse the weight distribution of the motorcycle as described in section 4.6 fuel cell drive train and motorcycle mass analysis and Appendix B8 and B9. 
	3.4 Cooling System Load

	As part of the mechanical design of the motorcycle media flow system, the cooling system needs to be designed and sized. The key parameter for sizing the cooling system is the maximum cooling load of the fuel cell. The cooling load (− 𝑄fc  stack max) for the fuel cell can be obtained by equation (3.13) . The maximum heat load is expected to be at the maximum electrical fuel cell stack power 𝑃fc stack max. At the maximum fuel cell stack power 𝑃fc stack max is the stack efficiency 𝜂fc stack@Pmax already below its maximum value that is why the fuel cell stack heat load 𝑄fc  stack max is at this point at its maximum, (Hawlader and Amin, 2008). 
	3.5 Hydrogen Fuel Storage 

	Part of the mechanical design of the fuel cell motorcycle is the compressed hydrogen fuel storage. The Redlich-Kwong equation of state (Hobein and Krüger, 2010) can be used to calculate the stored hydrogen pressure as non-ideal gas (3.14). 
	There 𝑝H2 is the hydrogen gas pressure in [Pa], a and b are empirical constant a = 0.42748(RH2(2Tc2.5/pc and b = 0.8664(RH2(Tc/pc; RH2 is the ideal gas constant for hydrogen 𝑅H2= 8.31398 J mol-1K-1, pc is the critical pressure of hydrogen pc=1.316MPa, Tc is the critical temperature of hydrogen Tc = 32.23 K, 𝑉H2 is the molar volume [m3/mol], 𝑇H2 = temperature in [K].
	3.6 Hydrogen Energy Calculation

	The consumption of the Hydrogen is measured in standard litre hydrogen per minute at ambient pressure of 1.013 mega Pascal. The hydrogen flow rate 𝑉𝐻2 is in normally expressed in litres per minute [l/min]. As it is a volumetric measurement of gas it depends on pressure, temperature and purity of the gas. In Europe (excluding Great Britten), Japan and China ISO standard is adopted, which defines standard litre hydrogen at 0°C or 273.15K ( 𝑉𝐻2𝑎𝑡 0°𝐶). The measured value was referring to the temperature of 25°C (𝑉𝐻2𝑎𝑡 𝑇25°𝐶) so the conversion is made using the ideal gas law, equation (3.15) and (3.16).
	For the low temperature PEM fuel cell high purity hydrogen of minimum 99.99% is needed to avoid catalyst poisoning; normally 99.995% or higher purity grade hydrogen is used. So we can assume that the gas is pure hydrogen and the contained energy (𝐸H2_in) can be calculated with the hydrogen flow (𝐹H2at 0°C) multiplied with the energy of lower heating value (𝐿𝐻𝑉H2 at 0℃), of hydrogen gas which is 3 Wh per 1 standard litre of hydrogen, equation (3.17). 
	3.6.1 Energy Content of Hydrogen

	The energy content of hydrogen can be measured in a calorimetric bomb. The energy emitted as heat by a complete combustion of hydrogen with oxygen to liquid water at 25°C is called the higher heating value. The energy emitted at combustion of hydrogen with excessive oxygen and water vapour as product is called the lower heating value of hydrogen the difference is the condensation energy of the water vapour. Values for the reaction are given in Table 3.1.
	Table 3.1 Energy contend of hydrogen oxidation.
	Source: (Barbir, 2005)
	3.6.2 Hydrogen Heating Value for Comparison

	The theoretical energy content of hydrogen gas is the higher heating value (HHV). But for a number of reasons, comparisons are traditionally made with lower heating value (LHV) of the gas or generally of the fuel used.
	In literature authors like Barbir (2005), Yuan and Wang (2008) and Ehsani et al. (2010) who look at PEM fuel cells, PEM fuel cell fundamentals and Fuel Cell Vehicles mentione that the lower heating value of the fuel is traditionally used to express fuel efficiency.
	In today’s automotive industry, Honda FCX clarity fuel cell car and Daimler with the Mercedes B-class F-cell fuel cell car follow the efficiency statement based on the lower heating value of hydrogen, or other fuels. This is also in line with the efficiency definition of the European commission standards for vehicle emissions.
	Several international fuel efficiency rallies also adopted this standard and make classifications based on the lower heating value of the fuel. To mention some of them are: World Solar Challenge - Greenspeed Category, the South African Solar Challenge - Technology Class, Shell Eco Marathon globally (Shell, 2010) and Challenge Bibendum by Michelin (Michelin, 2010).
	Some reason for using the lower heating value comes from the mechanical or general engineering point of view, which is also the background of this thesis. In a vehicle, the exhaust is mainly water vapour. So condensation heat is not used for vehicle propulsion independent of the fuel. Even efficiencies in combined heat and power production applications are based traditionally on the LHV which gives state of the art condensing boilers efficiency beyond 100% but only because the condensation energy is not consider for the heat generation.
	3.7 Theoretical Approach for Fuel Cell Efficiency

	Theoretical fuel cell stack efficiency 𝜂fc_stack_theo can also be determined by the measured stack voltage, 𝑉fc_stack  divided by the theoretical fuel cell stack voltage,  𝑉𝑃,𝑇. Theoretical stack voltage potential 𝑉𝑃,𝑇 is the theoretical voltage of a single cell multiplies by number of cells in the stack, 𝑛fc_stack, equation (3.18).
	The theoretical single cell voltage potential of a fuel cell, 𝑉𝑃,𝑇 depends on temperature T and partial pressure P in line with Barbir (2005).
	3.7.1 Polarisation, Voltage Losses 

	The difference in theoretical open cell voltage 𝑉𝑃,𝑇 and cell voltage of the fuel cell can be characterised as expressed in Figure 3.3, (Ming, 2006; Weber and Newman, 2007). The losses can be categorised in three areas: first activation polarisation losses at low current density high voltage, second ohmic polarisation losses at the main operation current density of the fuel cell at voltage of 0.8 to 0.4 V per cell and third oxygen transport losses which is outside the stable operation area of the fuel cell.
	/
	Figure 3.3 Fuel cell polarisation curve: theoretical and actual fuel cell voltage/current characteristics; voltage loss mechanisms in various regions (Ming, 2006).
	3.7.2 Fuel Cell Current Efficiency

	Besides the above section describing theoretical fuel cell voltage efficiency, the fuel cell current efficiency which describes the fuel utilization. How much of the hydrogen fuel gets converted into electric current and how much of the hydrogen fuel gets lost. Hydrogen fuel can get lost by purge of the fuel cell stack, leakage of gaskets and diffusion through the membrane. As membrane and fuel cell gasket in a well-manufactured stack can be consider tight. The main losses are the purge losses, which are the losses, generated by periodically opening the hydrogen side to release water and inert gas from the gas flow channels. Water H2O and inert gases like nitrogen N2 may accumulate on the hydrogen side do to start up procedure or diffusion though membrane. 
	The current efficiency 𝜂I fc stack is the ratio of the measured fuel cell stack current 𝐼𝐹𝐶 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 and the theoretical fuel cell stack current 𝐼fc theory as given in equation (3.19).
	The theoretical fuel cell current 𝐼fc theory is calculated on the supplied hydrogen flow rate using Faraday's law in equation (3.20), (Waller, 2006). If coming from a measured fuel cell stack current 𝐼𝐹𝐶 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 the theoretical flow rate 𝑉𝐻2 0℃ 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 for a full hydrogen utilization is expressed in equation (3.21). Equation (3.22) shows that the theoretical hydrogen flow rate 𝑉𝐻2 0℃ 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 can be expressed by approximately 7 times the stack currents 𝐼𝑓𝑐 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 times the number of cells 𝑛 in the stack. 
	For equation (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22) the symbols are:
	𝑉𝐻2 0℃   Hydrogen flow rate corrected to 0℃ 
	NA  Avogardo number (6.022*10²³)
	e  elementary electrical charge (1.602*10-19C)
	z  =2 the number of electrons per reaction
	𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙  22.4 l/mol, the molar gas volume at 0℃
	n   the number of cells in the stack 
	The gap between theoretical hydrogen flow rate 𝑉H2 0℃ theory and measured hydrogen flow rate 𝑉H2 0℃  are hydrogen fuel losses 𝑉H2 0℃ loss mainly from stack purging. Other hydrogen losses like stack leakage and diffusion through membrane are relatively small. The purging losses are expressed in equation (3.23). Equation (3.24) describes another way to express the hydrogen purge losses 𝑉H2 0℃ loss by taking the difference between the theoretical fuel cell voltage efficiency 𝜂fc stack theo and the measured fuel cell stack efficiency 𝜂fc stackmultiplied by the hydrogen flow rate 𝑉𝐻2 0℃ .
	3.8 Fuel Cell Stack and System Efficiency Based on Hydrogen Flow Rate

	A measurement approach for the fuel cell efficiency 𝜂fc system is based on the measured hydrogen flow  𝑉𝐻2 0℃  entering the fuel cell system, the measured stack current 𝐼fc stack and voltage  𝑉fc stack and the auxiliary current  𝐼fc aux. The auxiliary current   𝐼fc aux is the current used from the stack to power the fuel cell balance of plant (BOP). The BOP includes air blower, cooling water pump, radiator fan, fuel cell control system, sensors, and humidifier. The fuel cell stack efficiency 𝜂𝑓𝑐 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 can be expressed by equation (3.25) where 𝑃fc,  stack is the electric power generated from the fuel cell stack and 𝑃𝐻2 𝑖𝑛 is the energy input based on the hydrogen flow rate and the lower heating value of hydrogen. Analogue to the fuel cell stack efficiency is the fuel cell system efficiency in equation (3.27) there 𝑃fc,  system is the electrical fuel cell system power output. The electrical fuel cell stack power 𝑃𝑓𝑐 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 is the fuel cell stack current 𝐼fc stack times the fuel cell stack voltage 𝑉fc stack in equation (3.27). The fuel cell stack auxiliaries’ power 𝑃fc aux for the BOP is described in equation (3.28) where 𝐼fc aux is the fuel cell system auxiliary current. The net output power of the fuel cell system 𝑃fc system is expressed in equation (3.28). The fuel cell system current 𝐼fc system  is the off stack current minus auxiliary current expressed in equation (3.30). The variables are also illustrated in Figure 3.7 under section 3.10.4 Auxiliaries Power Consumption.
	For the comparison of different fuel cell stacks the specific current density 𝐼fc specific per square centimetre active membrane area 𝐴fc cell is calculated by equation (3.31). The single cell voltage 𝑉fc single cell for comparison is calculated by division of the fuel cell stack voltage 𝑉fc stack and the number of cells 𝑛 in the fuel cell stack.
	The specific current density 𝐼fc specific is also limiting by the fuel cell Membran Electrod Assambly (MEA) material which is used for the fuel cell stack.
	3.9 Basic Equations for Efficiency and Performance Analysis

	Instead of power, energy is used as the basis for all efficiency analysis. The instantaneous power 𝑃(t) can be generally expressed in integral from time 0 to time 𝑇 equation (3.33) where 𝑖𝑡 the momentary current at the time t is and 𝑣𝑡 the momentary voltage at the time t is. The energy E can be expressed by the integral over the momenta power  𝑝𝑡 at time t as in equation (3.34). For a sampled system with high enough sampling rate the general energy 𝐸general can be calculated with the sum of voltage V times current I and time t as given in equation (3.35). Instantaneous energy or constant energy E in a DC system is based on equation (3.36).
	Instantaneous efficiency 𝜂instant calculates by power input 𝑃in divided by power output 𝑃out as in equation (3.37). Average efficiency is input energy  𝐸in divided by output energy 𝐸out as in equation (3.38).
	𝜂𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒= 𝐸in𝐸out
	The energy losses 𝐸Lost results in equation (3.39) to be expressed in Wh. The power loss 𝑃loss motor of the motor is the electrical power input 𝑃in electric of the motor minus the mechanical power output 𝑃out mechanical of the motor as in equation (3.40).
	3.10 Models for Fuel cell Drive Train Components 

	The models related to the fuel cell drive train component can mainly be explained with basic resistance, capacitance and inductance. Therefore the calculations are based on: resistance, voltage and current, serial and parallel connections, power and energy calculation for capacitance. An overview of the Drive Train with all measured values and probe points are given in Chapter 5 Figure 5.70 Pios fuel cell motorcycle design schematics.
	3.10.1 Ultra Capacitor

	Figure 3.4 describes the electric equivalent circuit of the ultra-capacitor pack used for the drive train. The ultra-capacitor pack consists of two parallel strings of 4 ultra-capacitor modules in series. Each pack is represented with its capacity C and its internal resistant R. There are total of 8 equal ultra-capacitor modules in the pack withC1 –C 8 and  Ri1 – Ri8. As all ultra-capacitor modules are equal in Capacity C and internal resistance Ri the total ultra-capacitor pack capacity 𝐶uc pack and internal Resistant 𝑅ESR UC pack can be expressed with equation (3.41) and (3.42). 
	/
	Figure 3.4 Model of ultra-capacitor electric equivalent circuit (Inayati, 2011).
	The ultra-capacitor and battery and motor are defined as consumer. Therefor voltage and current are going in the same direction, that means a charging current is positive and a discharging current is negative. Consequently the ultra-capacitor energy and power follows the same directional system.
	Energy 𝐸uc stored or released by ultra-capacitor pack depends on its capacity 𝐶uc pack and the ultra-capacitor voltage after 𝑉UC final and before 𝑉UC inital storage or release as given in equation (3.43). 
	The power 𝑃uc of the ultra-capacitor is its voltage 𝑉uc times its current 𝐼uc as in equation (3.43). The ultra-capacitor efficiency 𝜂uc depends on the value of the ultra-capacitor current 𝐼ucand internal resistant 𝑅ESR UC pack and is calculated as in equation (3.44). The power losses 𝑃uc loss in the ultra-capacitor depend on the power 𝑃uc and efficiency 𝜂uc of the ultra-capacitor as in equation (3.45). 
	3.10.2 Battery Calculations

	Different battery models have been developed (Rao et al., 2003). The performance of the battery depends on: capacity C, charge and discharge rate (C rate), state of charge SOC, temperature T and shelf life or state of health SOH. The state of health SOH where consider by determining the actual battery capacity in discharge experiments before the experiments and the temperature was measured and find to be kept fairly constant. That is why the factors of temperature T and state of health SOH can be assumed constant throughout the experiment.
	The electric equivalent circuit model of capacity Cbat and internal resistance Ri bat of the battery is given in Figure 3.5. The battery voltage 𝑉bat can be calculated based on the electric equivalent model with the battery open circuit voltage 𝑉bat OCV  and the battery current 𝐼bat as in equation (3.48). 
	/
	Figure 3.5 Battery electric equivalent circuit model.
	The battery power 𝑃bat is the battery voltage 𝑉bat multiplied battery current 𝐼bat as express in equation (3.48). 
	The battery efficiency for discharging 𝜂bat_dis and charging 𝜂bat_ch is depending on the momentary battery voltage𝑉bat  and the respective battery open circuit voltage 𝑉bat_OCV of the battery at the same state of charge SOC as in equation (3.49) and (3.50). Battery open circuit voltage (OCV) is a function of state of charge of the battery as in equation (3.51). The function for OCV can be found by individual discharge experimental for batteries and expressed in empirical equations. Battery tests are in section 5.2.5.2 Battery test results and the empirical equations are in section 5.8.3.1 Determination of initial SOC. 
	Energy 𝐸bat in a battery pack which contains a number of single battery cells 𝑛bat cell with battery capacity 𝐶bat can be expressed in equation (3.53). The numeric values for the two different battery packs Kokam battery 𝐸bat_40  and Thunder Power battery 𝐸bat_5 used in this thesis are given below equation (3.53). The energy lost 𝐸loss in the battery is a function of the difference between open cell voltage 𝑂𝐶𝑉 and battery voltage 𝑉batt times battery current 𝐼batt and time 𝑡, as in equation (3.54).
	𝐸bat_40=3.7𝑉∗14∗41.68 Ah Kokam Battery𝐸bat_5=3.7𝑉∗14∗3.6 Ah Thunder Power Battery
	3.10.3 Power Conditioner Efficiency 

	A power conditioning step is necessary between fuel cell and power train to limit the maximum power train voltage as illustrated in Figure 3.6. The power conditioner is either a DC/DC converter or a smart voltage limiting switch. Based on input current 𝐼fc_system and input voltage 𝑉dcdc_in from the fuel cell the input power 𝑃dcdc_in can be calculated. using output current 𝐼fc_conv and output voltage 𝑉pwr, the output power 𝑃dcdc_out can be calculated as in equation (3.54) and (3.55). The power conditioner efficiency 𝜂dcdc can be calculated with equation (3.56). The power loss of the converter 𝑃dcdc_loss or is expressed in equation (3.57).
	/
	Figure 3.6  Schematic model of power converter.
	3.10.4 Auxiliary Power Consumption

	Fuel cell system auxiliary power consumption can determined from fuel cell stack voltage and fuel cell auxiliary current as illustrated by Figure 3.7 and equation (3.58).
	/
	Figure 3.7  Simplified schematic of fuel cell system.
	Figure 3.8 gives the schematic of the power bus as centre piece of the power train. The schematic is an electric flow plan with in mathematical positive directions indicated for all currents and voltages. 
	/
	Figure 3.8  Schematic of fuel cell power train - power bus with auxiliary power supply for other auxiliaries and vehicle auxiliaries.
	Vehicle auxiliary power 𝑃veh_aux is used to power the motorcycle auxiliaries like lights, horn and windscreen wiper, they get supplied by a galvanic isolated integrated DC/DC converter of the main motor controller. Vehicle auxiliary power 𝑃veh_aux is calculated in equation (3.59) by the vehicle auxiliary voltage 𝑉veh_aux times the vehicle auxiliary current  𝐼veh_aux. Other auxiliary power 𝑃other_auxis supply by a non-isolated DC/DC converter and used for other auxiliaries like the data acquisition system including computer and sensors. Equation (3.60) is used to calculate the power 𝑃other_aux of the other auxiliaries with the power train voltage 𝑉pwt and the other auxiliary current 𝐼other_aux.
	3.10.5 Motor Calculations

	Figure 3.9 is the electric equivalent model of an armature controlled DC motor. The motor is represented by the armature inducted Larm and the armature resistant Rarm  the motor voltage Vmotor and armature current 𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑚 is supplied by a DC source (Pillay and Krishnan, 1988).
	/
	Figure 3.9  Electric equivalent circuit model of DC motor connected to DC source.
	Figure 3.10 gives the schematic of the dual motor drive. Parallel supplied from the power bus with powertrain voltage Vpwt and motor current Imotors main motor controller and boost motor controller control supply their respective motors. Each of the motor is powered by individual gearing the same back wheel of the motorcycle. The motor calculations are the same for both motors and exampled for main motor from New Generation Motor (NGM) US. Motor 2 is a boost motor from Lynch UK. Main motor NGM has angular shaft speed 𝜔𝑁𝐺𝑀, torque 𝜏𝑁𝐺𝑀, gear ratio iNGM , motor torque constant 𝐾τ_NGM, and is supplied by motor controller current INGM, Booster motor has the variables consequently with booster index in the same manner.
	The wheel has wheel speed in rotations per minute 𝑅𝑃𝑀wheel, angular speed  𝜔wheel, torque 𝜏𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙,and has effective wheel radius reff wheel . 
	/
	Figure 3.10  Schematic of dual motor drive with main motor NGM and booster motor; including gearing, wheel and motor controller.
	The angular  𝜔NGM speed of the motor can be calculated in rad/sec by equation (3.61). Electric motor input power is given by equation (3.62). Mechanic motor output power 𝑃NGM_out is given in equation (3.63), motor efficiency 𝜂NGM by equation (3.64). The wheel power 𝑃wheel is calculated in equation (3.65) with the mechanic motor output power 𝑃NGM_out times the gear efficiency 𝜂gear_NGM.The forward motor torque 𝜏NGM forward in equation (3.66) is the product of motor torque constant 𝐾τ_NGM times the difference of motor currents 𝐼NGM minus motor no loads current 𝐼NGM no load. The back electro motive force back EMF creates a reverse directed torque 𝜏NGM_back_EMF on the motor as given in equation (3.67).The resulting motor output torque 𝜏NGM_out is the forward motor torque 𝜏NGM forward minus the reverse motor torque 𝜏NGM back EMF as expressed in equation (3.69). The current of the motors 𝐼motors is the sum of the NGM motor current 𝐼NGM and the booster motor current 𝐼booster as in equation (3.70).
	3.11 Dynamometer Test 

	Generally the dynamometer simulates the driving resistance of real world driving in the laboratory. The used dynamometer is a chassis dynamometer where the whole motorcycle is mounted on. The tire of the back wheel is in contact with two steel dynamometer rollers. The dynamometer rollers are connected to a water brake which provides backing torque. As illustrated in Figure 3.12. If slip between wheel and dynamometer roller is neglected the wheel power 𝑃wheel and roller power 𝑃roller are equal as equation (3.71). The roller power 𝑃roller can be calculated by the torque 𝜏roller and angular speed 𝜔𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 as equation (3.72). The relationship between wheel and roller in terms of angular speed  𝜔wheel/𝜔roller torque  𝜏wheel/𝜏roller and diameter  𝐷𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙/𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 is also given in equation (3.73) and (3.74) respectively.
	Figure 3.11 Dynamometer schematics. 
	The vehicle speed v in [m/sec] is calculated based on the effective wheel circumference (2( 𝜋( 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙) times the rotations per minute 𝑅𝑃𝑀 of the wheel, divided by 60 for to convert to second as equation (3.75).
	The power on the wheel 𝑃𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 can be divided into power for acceleration 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 and power for cruising 𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 as in equation (3.76). 
	The cruising power 𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 is an empirical function based on dynamometer cruising tests. Thereby at different constant speeds, the wheel power gets recorded from the dynamometer and a quadratic equation is generated to connect the recorded operation points in a speed versus cruising power diagram. This test is repeated for different dynamometer load settings to get a single function for each load setting. The diagram and empirical functions for curising power 𝑃cruising are given in chapter 5, section 5.3.1 Dynamometer, Figure 5.53 cruising power diagram.
	The acceleration power 𝑃acc or representatively the acceleration energy 𝐸acc necessary to accelerate the motorcycle on the road 𝐸acc road try to be matched by the dynamometer 𝐸acc dyno as in equation (3.77). Figure 3.12 is a model to compare the acceleration energy on the road 𝐸acc road and on the dynamometer 𝐸acc dyno.On the road the acceleration energy 𝐸acc road is the kinetic energy 𝐸kin vehicle massof the total accelerated a vehicle mass mtotal, plus the rotational energy of the front wheel  𝐸rot front wheel, the back wheel 𝐸rot back wheel, and the motor drive 𝐸rot motor drive. On the dynamometer the motorcycle is not moving (a=0), so kinetic energy of the motorcycle is zero 𝐸kin vehicle mass = 0 and therefore no influence of the vehicle mass mtotal.
	Figure 3.12  Acceleration energy comparison model for road and dynamometer.
	The front wheel is not moving so the rotational energy of the front wheel is zero 𝐸rot front wheel=0. The rotational energy of the back wheel 𝐸rot back wheel and the motor drive 𝐸rot motor drive are the same for road and dynamometer. The kinetic energy of the motorcycle 𝐸kin vehicle mass and the rotational energy of the front wheel  𝐸rot front wheelmust be compensated by the rotational energy of the dynamometer roller 𝐸rot dyno rollersas in equation (3.78). The kinetic and rotational energy is given in equation (3.79), (3.80), (3.81). The inertial for the roller  𝐽roller and the front wheel  𝐽f wheel is given in equation (3.82) and (3.83) assuming a cylinder shape with equal mass distribution with roller mass 𝑚roller and front wheel mass 𝑚f wheel. The relation between vehicle speed 𝑣 angular speed of front wheel 𝜔f wheel and roller 𝜔roller are given in equation (3.82) and (3.83). If equations (3.79) to (3.85) are inserted in equation (3.78) it leads to equation (3.86). Simplification of equation (3.86) leads to equation (3.87) than (3.88) and finally (3.89). If the relative small mass of the front wheel  𝑚f wheel is neglected it can be sad that the mass of each of the two rollers 𝑚roller should be double the total vehicle mass 𝑚total to fully compensate the acceleration energy needed on the road as concluded in equation (3.90).
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	4. 647B699BCHAPTER 4FUEL CELL MOTORCYCLE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
	4.1 648B700BIntroduction and Research Approach

	114B167BThis chapter looks at the fuel cell motorcycle design and development from a mechanical engineering point of view. The electrical engineering point of view will be discussed in the next chapter on fuel cell hybrid drive train. The mechanical point of view covers the entire vehicle design process, explains the prototyping and concludes with road durability test and fuel supply results. An overview of the research steps are given in Figure 4.1.
	115B168B/
	2B55BFigure 4.1  Overview of the research steps for the motorcycle design in chapter 4.
	116B169BThe research and development steps for the fuel cell motorcycle are as follows:
	 43B96BA user background study was made on how is the current use of motorcycles in Malaysia as a representative of the target market of Southeast Asia. Furthermore this study should investigate what are the environmental conditions for motorcycles in Malaysia. The thesis continues with a market study for the fuel cell motorcycle. It sets the target design parameters, calculates power requirements for the target design and looks for comparable fuel consumption of motorcycles. 
	 44B97BThe work follows the design concept with the first industrial design and continues with ergonomic studies and frame design. 
	 45B98BNext is the engineering design of the motorcycles which takes all the parameters of driving resistance into account like: 
	- 46B99BMotorcycle mass analysis  and weight distribution
	- 47B100BSuspension
	- 48B101BThe motorcycle fairing design and manufacturing
	- 49B102BMotorcycle air resistance
	- 50B103BWheel size and selection of tyres in terms of rolling resistant and durability
	- 51B104BIt concludes with a sensitivity analysis of vehicle design parameters on the energy consumption of the fuel cell motorcycle. 
	 52B105BFocus for the prototyping is to find the most practical and reliable design solution rather than the most energy optimised.
	 53B106BThe design of media supply systems includes the cooling system, process air supply and purge system. It is an innovative system using the stressed motorcycle frame and body parts for media supply.
	 54B107BThe hydrogen fuel system includes the design parameters for the hydrogen system, the schematics of the hydrogen storage, portable refilling interface and safety measures.
	 56B109BThe design chapter shows the challenges of the design and concludes with the comparison of the target design parameters and achieved parameters.
	4.2 649B701BUser Background and Target Design Parameters 

	117B170BBefore starting with the fuel cell motorcycle design we look at the current motorcycle use, the environment circumstances and market for motorcycles in Malaysia as representative for Southeast Asia. We look at how this new environmental the friendly technology could be different from current motorcycles with combustion engine. This background gives the basis to derivate the target design parameters for the Pios Fuel Cell Motorcycle.
	4.2.1 665B717BCurrent Motorcycle use

	118B171BMotorcycles in Malaysia and Southeast Asia are mainly used for daily commuting transport. Getting the driver or his whole family from Point A to point B, but not to forget to stop sometimes in between these two points for some food or drinks (in Malay, Makan Minum). Motorcycles are also used for businesses: to transport goods or passengers commercially which is more common in neighbouring countries of Malaysia. Mobile footstalls or other sales booths are often based on motorcycles as well. But not only small businesses use motorcycles, big chain stores adapt to the motorcycle culture and use motorcycles for food delivery, like burgers and pizzas. The national and private mail services also operate large fleets of motorcycles for their deliveries. Motorcycles are chosen for being significantly cheaper and faster to move than cars in the urban environment. The police force operate a large fleet of small and big motorcycles mainly for traffic control an being faster on the necessary occasions. Fire brigade and ambulance operate also some motorcycles for being first at the emergency spot. Motorcycles are used in Southeast Asia from both genders and all age groups, for example: One can observe infant passengers with grand grandfather drivers. But there are slightly higher percentages of young male users like students who cannot afford a car. The motorcycle usage in Malaysia is illustrated in Figure 4.2 by a selection of pictures taken by the author in the KL area from 2005 to 2011.  Further examples of typical motorcycle usage are given in Appendix C4.
	119B172BThe statistics for Malaysia shows that 60% of all registered road vehicles are motorcycles (Nabhan, 2010; International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association, 2010). 98% of these motorcycles are in the classes of smaller Motorcycles below 500 cc with the majority of them around 110-150 cc (Rogers, 2008; International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association, 2010). These small motorcycles are used for commuting and abovementioned activities.  Big motorcycles are mainly for leisure travel (and Police force) and have a smaller market share. 
	120B173BTable 4.1 shows the motorcycle usage in Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, Ho Chi Min City, Japan, Korea, Western Europe and USA expressed in passenger kilometres per capita per year (2005), (Kenworthy, 2011). The motorcycle is a major transport factor in Southeast Asian cities of Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok and Ho Chi Min City, 4 times higher than in high income Japan and Korea, but Japan and Korea are still triple from Western Europe and more than 7 times more as compared to USA. The Motorcycle kilometre per capita in Kuala Lumpur is 11 times higher than in Western Europe and 30 times higher than in the USA.
	3B56BTable 4.1 Motorcycle usage in km /person for different regions, (Kenworthy, 2011).
	121B174BPongthanaisawan and Sorapipatana (2010) from Thailand studied the relationship between car and motorcycles ownership as shown in Figure 4.3. It clearly shows that clearly Malaysia has one of the highest motorcycle ownership per person worldwide and about equal amount of cars and motorcycles (240 cars to 260 motorcycles per 1000 persons).
	122B175B/
	4B57BFigure 4.3 Car and motorcycle ownership per 1000 persons for selected courtiers, figures 2005, (Pongthanaisawan and Sorapipatana, 2010).
	4.2.2 666B718BEnvironmental Circumstances

	123B176BMalaysia and Southeast Asian countries are equatorial countries. It has the typical climate of heavy afternoon rain and year round temperature in the range of 21°C to 36°C. Even in very high altitude areas, temperatures never drop below freezing. The season differs only between the monsoon season and the normal humid sunny season.
	124B177BDuring monsoon seasons (November till February for West Malaysia), heavy afternoon rain can continue for a few hours that can result locally in temporary road flooding. 
	125B178BVehicles for this region must be capable of standing the environmental conditions of heavy rain, humidity and heat. Vehicle don not have to deal with the problems of freezing temperatures and ice. Even a prototype vehicle for this reign must be capable of withstanding heavy rain and to have a concept for road flooding; Figure 4.4 and appendix C5 illustrates the extreme weather conditions in Malaysia.
	5B58BFigure 4.4 Environmental circumstances for motorcycles.
	126B179BThe road condition in Southeast Asia vary. In Malaysia they are generally good and all major streets are paved. Nevertheless reliable a vehicle suspension is essential for motorised vehicles, it allows easy vehicle handling around pot holes and in heavy traffic and helps in daily operations. 
	4.2.3 667B719BMarket Study 

	127B180BThe Malaysian motorcycle market is dominated by smaller size motorcycles in the 110 - 150 cc class. The study carried out in the thesis, we looks in the motor scooter market as their market share is increasing and a motor scooter platform seems to have good potential for fuel cell drive train integration. The design of motor scooters in the market can be differentiated by the attributes: retro, futuristic, sporty and luxury, (Wahab et al., 2004). It is illustrated in Figure 4.5 on how a possible differentiation can be done. In this study, a futuristic approach is preferred over a retro approach as we are developing a futuristic drive train. As fuel cell scooter drive train is heavy, a sportive approach seems not realistic at the time when the project started. The convenient feature of continuous on-board electricity with minimum noise and vibration offered by fuel cells operation make the scooter a luxury object. That is why a fuel cell scooter with a luxury approach seems to be most suitable.
	6B59BFigure 4.5 Market segmentation study for scooter type motorcycles. The green circle luxury, futuristic corner seems at the time of the study the most suitable area for placing a fuel cell motorcycle, (Wahab et al., 2004). 
	4.2.4 668B720BTarget Design Parameters

	128B181BThe design parameters can be separated into more qualitative design parameters and quantitative parameters. The qualitative parameters are listed in Table 4.2 while the quantitative parameters are listed in the technical specification comparison at Table 4.3.
	7B60BTable 4.2 Qualitative design parameters for fuel cell motorcycle based on environment and user circumstances in Malaysia.
	  69B122BNeeds significant higher range than existing battery electric motorcycles
	129B182B*Since 2009 the word ”rampits” is banned from movie titles in Malyasia.
	130B183BThe aspect of being affordable was not a main consideration for the design parameters at this point of time as it is a technology demonstration project first. For sure a further project in direction of commercialisation would focus on this aspect with minimising drive train costs.
	131B184BQuantitative design parameters are mentioned in the Table 4.3. In this table is also a comparison of the target technical specifications of the fuel cell motorcycle with an ICE motorcycle and a battery electric motorcycle.  As comparison for the ICE motorcycle an Elegan Scooter from the Malaysian national motorcycle manufacturer Modenas was chosen. It is in terms of power, speed and range in the upper limit of the most common motorcycle class of 100-150cc motorcycles. For the Battery Electric Motorcycle a Vectrix scooter is chosen, as it was the first commercial available electric maxi scooter motorcycle and is still the benchmark for high power electric motorcycles in scooter design. The Specifications in black letters are for the classic Vectrix scooter V1 with NiCa Batteries and in blue colour for the new version VX-1 Li+ from 2010 onwards with LiFePo batteries.
	 132B185BTable 4.3 Comparison of technical specifications of ICE, battery electric and fuel cell motor cycle / scooter target parameters.
	133B186BThe fuel consumption and range estimations of the ICE and battery electric motorcycle in Table 4.3 are given by the manufacturer. To have a more realistic comparison of the fuel consumption of motorcycles in drive cycle use and real world driving the fuel consumption was analysed in academic papers and is given in section 4.2.6 below. Mentionable for the ICE motorcycle comparison is the very popular slightly smaller Modenas Krissi 110 cc motorcycle, with maximum fuel autonomy of only 218 km from the 4.2 litre tank at 52 km/l consumption (15.71 kWh per 100 km). 
	134B187BFrom the energy consumption point a clear advantage for the battery electric drive is noticeable as there is no further fuel conversion involved. The fuel cell drive is more efficient than petrol ICE. The battery electric drive has a clear lack in fuel autonomy one third of the autonomy of hydrogen fuel cell. The fuel cell is targeted to get the same traveling autonomy as petrol motorcycles. 
	4.2.5 669B721BCalculation of Power Requirement for Target Design Parameters 

	135B188BBased on the target design parameters and estimation made in Table 4.3 the power demand for the fuel cell motorcycle can be calculated for different driving situations. The driving situations are: acceleration 0-50 km, maximum speed, cruising at maximum speed, 50 km/h and at 7 kW input power, power demand at maximum hill slope. Based on equation (3.9) from chapter 3 the mechanical traction force can be calculated. By translating the force in Newton [N] to mechanical power in Watt [W = Nm/sec] on the wheel the force is multiplied by the distance travelled in 1 sec as shown in equation (4.1) at a speed v in [m/sec].  To calculate the electric power input from the mechanical power on the wheel, the drive train efficiency of the gearing ηRRgearRR = 98%, motor ηRRmotorRR = 92% and motor controller ηRRcontrollerRR = 98% has to be estimated and a drive efficiency of ηRRdriveRR = 88% results (Beretta et al., 2010). The electric input power is calculated based on equation (4.2). To obtain to the hydrogen input energy the fuel cell system efficiency is estimated with ηRRfc systemRR = 50% based on Corbo and Barbir (Corbo et al., 2011; Barbir, 2005). Equation (4.3) calculates the hydrogen input energy 𝐸H2100km to travel 100 km at constant speed.
	𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛=𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙( 𝑎+12𝜌𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜( 𝐴( 𝑐𝐷( 𝑣2+𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙( 𝑔( 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼( 𝑐𝑟+ 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙( 𝑔( 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼             (3.11)
	4.2.5.1 682B734BCruising with constant speed

	137B190B(4.4) and (4.5) are valid for power at the traction wheel 𝑃traction for cruising at 50 km/h (=13.89 m/sec) on flat land (a = 0; α = 0°). Electric input power 𝑃el.cruising50km/h for cruising at 50 km/h is given by equation (4.6).
	𝑃cruising 50km/h=
	139B192B1124.67 W
	140B193BWheel power 𝑃cruising 50km/h and   𝑃cruising 110km/h and electric input power 𝑃el.cruising50km/h and 𝑃el.cruising110km/h for cruising at constant speed of 50 km/h and at v max 110 km/h (= 30.56 m/sec) can be calculated with equation (4.4) and (4.7)
	141B194BCruising speed at 7kW electric input power, means (𝑃electric =7 kW) if equation (4.8) gets converted like in equation (4.9), it can be solved as an equation third order (4.10). The theoretical cruising speed at 7 kW input power   𝑣crusing @7kW  is then given in (4.11). That means with the rated continuous supply from the fuel cell a cruising speed from 22.6 m/sec or 81.5km/h could be reached. The reality might be a bit lower for not considering some factors. The estimations here are made for constant speed cruising without considering acceleration.
	142B195BOr
	0.03909416( 𝑣3+5.6057142( 𝑣=0
	4.2.6 670B722BFuel Economy of Motorcycles

	144B197BAs the fuel economy / efficiency of the motorcycle is a key figure in this research this paragraph defines the way to express fuel economy, the standard heating value of petrol and looks for comparable fuel consumption data of motorcycles in publications. 
	145B198BCommon ways to express fuel economy are different in different regions of the world. In the USA and related countries the fuel economy is expressed in miles per US gallon petrol (3.785 litre) (MPG(US)) in UK mils per Imperial gallon petrol (4.546 liter) (MPG(Imp.)) and in Southeast Asia often expressed in kilometre travelled per litre petrol. To minimise confusion and increase comparability in this theses all fuel consumption figures are based on the European used expression in fuel efficiency in litre petrol per 100 km; with 1 litre petrol equals 9.076 kWh energy, based on Shell 95 Unlead EU petrol, (Shell, 2010) like shown in Table 4.5. The expression l/100 km is also used in China, Australia, New Zealand, Russia, and Canada and is part of the ISO 31-0 standard as introductory of quantities and units, (International Standard Organisation (ISO), 1999). For British and US educated readers the conversion factors and tables for fuel efficiency in MPG(US) and Imperial are given in Appendix B1.4 and all results for fuel consumption of the fuel cell power train study are given in all units in Appendix F. 
	146B199BFuel consumption data are given by manufacturer according to a standardised test procedure, real life fuel consumption is usually much higher. However this applies for all vehicle types resulting in comparable fuel consumption number between different vehicles. The author looked through several recent publications on motorcycle use, extracted fuel efficiency data and convert the data to litre per 100 km and kWh per 100 km, as shown in Table 4.4. The conversion to kWh is based on LHV of petrol given in Table 4.5. 
	147B200BA result of 3.15 l (28.6 kWh) to 4.1l (37.2 kWh) for 100 km for a 100 to 150 cc class motorcycle can be concluded. This is a realistic comparison base for fuel economic data from the fuel cell motorcycle tests.
	8B61BTable 4.4 Fuel consumption of small motorcycles reported in academic papers.
	9B62BTable 4.5  Reference petrol energy.
	4.3 650B702BIndustrial Design Concept in General

	148B201BThe industrial design is focusing on the qualitative design targets. With distinguished optics, ergonomics, weight distribution, the industrial design has to catch attention of the public and financer of the fuel cell motorcycle prototype with its new environmental friendly drive train. But at the same time it also has to earn acceptance by being a real usable working vehicle.
	149B202BIndustrial design which means in general the design of the shape of the vehicle influences the driving parameters of the vehicle most significant. The size, height, weight and wheelbase of the motorcycle influences the ergonomics and the usability of the motorcycle. If the basic ergonomics are fulfilled and the motorcycle is easy to handle the human machine interface gets important for the driver experience. The external shape of the fairing determines the air resistant of the motorcycle. The size of wheels, selection of tyres and road surface determines the rolling resistance. The weight influences acceleration and incline forces. The design of the motorcycle determines the driving force parameters.
	4.3.1 671B723BFirst industrial design Studies

	150B203BAs the fuel cell motorcycle has a complete new drive train from a conventional motorcycle, outside appearance should also be different reflecting the new inside technology. Based on the market segment study and the Malaysian weather a partly protection of the driver from sun and rain with a roof was the major design feature. The second design feature from the background study was the need for space for two people and luggage. The base is a roofed motor scooter for two persons. Around this theme, our industrial designer Zudi Wahab made first design drawings in displayed Figure 4.6. 
	151B204BAlso the author made design drawings in Appendix C2. The fuel cell vehicle team logo shown in the centre left picture of Figure 4.7 with its green HRR2 RRand two blue wheels was developed based on an idea of the author and got its final graphical design by industrial designer Ahmad Zuhdi Abdul Wahab. The design process of the logo is documented in Appendix C1 and is now a register trademark of the author, as documented in Appendix A2.5 (name and picture trademark registration). In homage on the HRR2RR fuel cell vehicle team logo and with technical guidance of the author graduate student Andereads Buettcher (2005) designed the shape for the cover of the fuel cell motorcycle following the logo Figure 4.7. His final design study of the fuel cell motorcycle in Figure 4.8 was guidance for the later realised design.
	10B63BFigure 4.8 Fuel cell motorcycle design drawing by A. Büttcher (2005).
	4.4 651B703BErgonomic Design Studies

	152B205BErgonomic studies of the motorcycle design is based on the build of 95%  average Asian man and women (Buettcher, 2005). Comfortable ergonomics are also confirmed by first driving and ergonomic tests of motorcycle, Table 4.6 and Appendix C7 Fuel Cell Motorcycle Prototype Testing in Malaysia.
	153B206BTable 4.6  Basic ergonomic studies of the fuel cell motorcycle. 
	154B207BFigure 4.9 compares the first ergonomic design parameters from Andreas Buettcher (2005) with the realised design parameters of the motorcycle frame in 2007 by the authors and contractor Lee Bikers. The ergonomic principles of the motorcycle design where taken over. Only a decision was made to raise the handlebar height by about 5 cm to accommodate the ergonomic elements typical for the Harley Davison Chopper style motorcycle design with lower seat height (-1 cm) and higher handlebar. Besides the comfortable chopper like driving position the 5 cm higher and about 4 cm wider handlebar also improves the handling of the heavier motorcycle. Adding additional distance between handlebar to the centre of gravity of the motorcycle reduces the force needed by the rider to manipulate the motorcycle tilting angle. This helps during driving and manual handling; especially important by tilting in steep corners and for taking the motorcycle from the side leaning parking stand, it also helps to balance the motorcycle during pulling the motorcycle for parking, refuelling or trailer transport.
	11B64BFigure 4.9  Comparison of first ergonomic design parameters of motorcycle on left-hand side with realised design on right-hand side.
	155B208BFigure 4.10 gives a force distribution graph illustrating the position of the forces and their distances; based on the mechanic law the tilting force is calculated, see Figure 4.10. Also in Figure 4.10 is a numerical example given for the force needed to take the motorcycle from the tilting position of the side stand and for lifting it up in case it falls completely over to the side. A 5.45% decrease in force for the higher and wider handlebar design of the author in comparison with the preliminary design can be found for normal operations. Also 5.45% less force but 1003.14 N is required to pull up the motorcycle from a complete fall over position; full side lay position may appear if the motorcycle is blown over by the wind, the side stand sink in soft ground or in cases of accident. The difference in handling forces maybe just the difference so that the rider is able to lift up the motorcycle by him- or herself or needs to rely on help from others.
	12B65BFigure 4.10  Force distribution graphic (top left) and tilting angel force calculation (right and centre) of fuel cell motorcycle with numeric examples (bottom).
	4.5 652B704BFrame Design

	156B209BThe frame design is new and specifically built for the fuel cell motorcycle. Classical motorcycle frame designs have the main frame tubes through the centre of the motorcycle; but that is also the best place to put a fuel cell system. That is why a new frame is designed around the fuel cell system. Some parts from a Morenas Elegan scooter are taken like:  front wheel, steering tube, front fork, brake system, horn and light switches. The frame design and dimensioning is originally designed to be manufactured in aluminium. Due to local manufacturing issues it was manufactured in steel that increases the weight from 2.8 g per cm³ aluminium alloy to 7.9 g per cm³ in steel. The concept was an oversized aluminium frame with main tube diameter up to 80 mm with thin wall tubing getting stiffness by the large diameter, the inside of the tube has double function to lead process air and exhaust air to and from the fuel cell system. Further, more, it is designed for ventilation supply in the fuel cell compartment. Manufacturing of the frame was outsourced to Lee Bikers in Kuala Lumpur, a motorcycle workshop specialised in customisation of Harley Davidson chopper motorcycles. The main frame was welded with the support of a major double T beam as directional bench (see Figure 4.11), with 0.4 mm accuracy in width and straight driving properties, minor fitting work like the submerged hydrogen filling receptacle in the frame was done afterwards (see Figure 4.12). Refer also to Appendix C.6.1 Fuel Cell Motorcycle Prototype Testing in Malaysia. 
	13B66BFigure 4.11 Main frame welding on directional bench.
	14B67BFigure 4.12 Frame fitting works were performed after the main frame was completed.
	4.6 653B705BFuel Cell Drive train and Motorcycle Mass analysis 

	157B210BThe drive train components of a fuel cell motorcycle are significantly different from the drive train components of a common ICE powered motorcycle. There are some similarities with pure battery electric powered motorcycles, as both have an electric drive and in a fuel cell hybrid case also some energy storage. But still a pure electric motorcycle drive train describes only half of a fuel cell motorcycle drive train. On a fuel cell drive train on board electricity production with fuel cell and fuel storage (hydrogen tank) is added. In the prototype stage, a fuel cell motorcycle is heavier than a comparable motorcycle with ICE engine. Table 4.7 gives an overview of the weight, volume and density of the motorcycle subassembly and their function components used. The configuration for the road rally in South Africa with fewer components is marked in blue colour in the column `Rally` and changes in green if weight reduction and red if weight increment compared to standard-comfort set up. 
	15B68BTable 4.7 Weight, volume and density of all motorcycle subassemblies, with their assembly and function (table continue on next page).
	158B211BSubassembly
	159B212BWeight (kg)
	160B213BVolumen (l)
	161B214BDensity (kg/l)
	162B215BFunktion
	163B216BAssembly
	164B217BStandard
	165B218BRalley
	166B219BHydrogen Tanks 
	167B220B31.50
	168B221B31.50
	169B222B54.00
	170B223B0.58
	171B224BPrime Energy Storrage
	172B225BHydrogen Storage
	173B226BGas Piping
	174B227B1.90
	175B228B1.90
	176B229B0.54
	177B230B3.52
	178B231BHydrogen Gas
	179B232B1.30
	180B233B1.30
	181B234B52.00
	182B235B0.03
	183B236BHydrogen Storage
	184B237BFuel Cell System Main
	186B239B38.50
	187B240B59.17
	188B241B0.65
	189B242BPrime Energy Conversion System
	190B243BFuel Cell System
	191B244BFC Power Control Circuit
	192B245B6.40
	193B246B6.40
	194B247B4.30
	195B248B1.49
	196B249BFilter and Tubing
	197B250B1.99
	198B251B1.99
	199B252B6.50
	200B253B0.31
	201B254BWater Cooling System
	202B255B8.61
	203B256B8.61
	204B257B22.73
	205B258B0.38
	207B260B4.40
	208B261B4.40
	209B262B4.50
	210B263B0.98
	211B264BMain DC/DC converter or Voltage Limiting Switch with Heat Sink
	212B265B8.70
	213B266B0.00
	214B267B7.34
	215B268B1.19
	216B269BPower Conditioning 
	217B270BFuel cell Power conditioner
	218B271BPower Cable, Connector & Relay
	219B272B5.39
	220B273B5.39
	221B274B2.26
	222B275B2.38
	223B276BPower Distribution
	224B277BMain Power Cables
	225B278BBattery System
	226B279B16.13
	227B280B8.00
	228B281B10.85
	229B282B1.49
	230B283BHybrid energy Storage
	231B284BBattery System
	232B285BUltra Capacitor
	233B286B4.50
	234B287B0.00
	235B288B5.24
	236B289B0.86
	237B290BMain Motor& Controller(NGM)
	238B291B29.00
	239B292B29.00
	240B293B14.16
	241B294B2.05
	242B295BMechanic Energy Conversion
	243B296BMotors
	244B297BBooster Motor& Gearing
	245B298B20.10
	246B299B20.10
	247B300B10.00
	248B301B2.01
	249B302BCompact RIO Module
	250B303B2.50
	251B304B0.00
	252B305B2.19
	253B306B1.14
	254B307BData Acquisition 
	255B308BData Acquisition System
	256B309BPower Supply for Data Acquisition and Sensors
	257B310B0.90
	258B311B2.45
	259B312B1.20
	260B313B0.75
	261B314BSensors
	262B315B3.55
	263B316B2.55
	264B317B3.10
	265B318B1.15
	266B319BSensors
	267B320BComputer& Accessories
	268B321B7.57
	269B322B2.50
	270B323B8.66
	271B324B0.87
	272B325BHuman Machine Interface
	273B326BComputer
	274B327B&A.
	275B328BMotorcycle Displays&Controls
	276B329B1.44
	277B330B1.44
	278B331B2.31
	279B332B0.62
	280B333BMotorcycle Displays &Co.
	281B334BLighting
	282B335B1.77
	283B336B1.77
	284B337B2.11
	285B338B0.84
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	363B416BTo make the weight influence of the separate assemblies / functional units more visible, the software Treemaps is used. Treemaps is developed by the University of Maryland USA to make values graphically visible by the area size of a field and make a second value and its trend visible with the colour chosen for the fields. The author uses the software to express the separate functional units of the motorcycle in different colours and the weight by the area size of the field in Figure 4.13. The area of the whole field symbolises the weight of the motorcycle (The weight is based on the standard configuration from Table 4.7). The larger the area of each sub assembly the larger is their portion on the weight of the motorcycle. For example in Figure 4.13 the classic motorcycle parts make more than 1/3 of the total vehicle mass and the frame is the heaviest part of it, with the highest potential of efficient weight reduction. Other parts like the prime energy conversion system mainly with the fuel cell make about 1/5 of the total mass and could be reduced by downsizing of fuel cell system but this will affect the performance as further discussed in chapter 5. Same for mechanical energy conversion and hybrid energy storage: They have potential of weight reduction but this also influence the performance. For further studies in this chapter we only consider the weight reduction done with the racing set up from South Africa and a further weight reduction which is possible with a lighter motorcycle frame which is dimensioned for aluminium alloy but manufactured in steel, (Frame weight in steel 47.9 kg (7.9 g/cm³) - frame weight aluminium 16.9 kg (2.8 g/cm³) = 31 kg reduction). Table 4.8 lists the vehicle mass considered for further studies. 
	364B417BA Treemaps diagram from the motorcycle showing the weight of the subassemblies by the area and the colour and numbers reflecting the density of the components is given in Appendix B5. The density distribution of this diagram is used as supplementary information for the weight distribution of the motorcycle. 
	365B418B/
	16B69B. 
	17B70BTable 4.8 Total vehicle mass for different set up of the fuel cell motorcycle. 
	4.6.1 672B724BMotorcycle weight distribution 

	366B419BAn overview of component placement in the motorcycle is given in Figure 4.14. The heavy components are placed in the lower centre, light components on top. The weight distribution between the wheels is planned to be 40/60 that means 40% of the static load is carried by the front wheel and 60% of the static load is carried by the back wheel. This is typical for a chopper style motorcycle configuration. Race motorcycles have a 50/50 distribution. Measurements on the motorcycle with two scales in the rally configuration show 166 kg on the back wheel and 130 kg on the front wheel which is 56% to 44% and is nicely balanced. By the more upright rider position the weight gets distributed slightly further to the back to be close to a 60/40 distribution. The components placement in the driving axis for left-right balance is achieved by mirror symmetric component placement as far as the components allow it. The result is a well-balanced motorcycle with safe and good driving behaviour.
	367B420B/
	368B421B/
	4.7 654B706BSuspension

	369B422BThe front suspension is a telescopic spring suspension with oil damper fork from a Morenas Elegan Scooter, to cater for increased weight the fork is added with air valves to use pressurized air to support the spring suspension. 
	370B423BA simple rocker with symmetric suspension dampers is used for the rear suspension has a good and proven performance according to Dixon (2007), more complicated suspension designs have mainly size advantages, which is not an issue in the case of the fuel cell motorcycle as the space beside the back wheel is available. Beside the symmetric force distribution the double suspension damper design is also chosen to cater for the higher weight compared to a common 150 cc motorcycle.
	4.8 655B707BThe Motorcycle Fairing 

	371B424BThe fairing has several main functions. First, it determine the look of the motorcycle. Secondly it provides rain and dust protection to the fuel cell drive train and to some extend also to the rider. Third it determines largely the aerodynamic resistance.
	372B425BIt also protects the rider and other people from touching drive train components like battery and other power electronic parts. Mudguards protect from the dust and water taken up by the tyres from the road. When the motorcycle is parked the fairing protects from tempering and stealing of drive train components. Even for the prototype a system of lockable hinge was designed to lock the main drive train compartment. For fire safety reasons, to have fast access to batteries it was not installed on the prototype. For the consumer market, the electric two-wheeler definitely needs a lockable power train/ battery compartment; for example electric bicycles in China get retrofitted with battery cages to prevent stealing of the batteries. 
	4.8.1 673B725BFairing Design and Manufacturing

	373B426BThe motorcycle design includes a main metal frame to carry the major loads; the fairing parts are designed as structural parts. The loads to be carried are the wind load, the spill of water from tyre and rain, the rider and pillion weight. The fairing parts are manufactured with carbon fibre and glass fibre composites in a negative mould by hand lamination. Figure 4.15 shows parts of the manufacturing. The Front fairing determines the main aerodynamic characteristics of the motorcycle prototype and has the highest potential to easily improve the motorcycle aerodynamics like discussed below.
	18B71BFigure 4.15  Fabrication of fairing parts in carbon and glass fibre with clear or blue paint finishing. Left: ergonomic test, right up: naked bike, right bottom colour selection pallet.
	4.9 656B708BMotorcycle Air Resistance 

	374B427BThe aerodynamic of the motorcycle fairing is expressed by the aerodynamic drag. The aerodynamic drag is influenced by the frontal area multiplied by the aerodynamic drag coefficient which is influenced by the shape of the vehicle. Table 4.9 gives an overview on the aerodynamic drag coefficient, frontal area and air resistance of the fuel cell motorcycle prototype in current configuration without and with fairing and shows possible design optimisations. Values for frontal area are based on own measurements and drag coefficients values are based on similar motorcycle configurations from existing motorcycles according to official aerodynamic tests results published in Bayer (1998). Comparison is done to the new Zerotracer a full faired electric motorcycle prototype. Further values for the designed fairing and the possible optimised fairing are based on simulations of Lim (2009) and calculations based on full faired recumbent two wheelers published by Andreas Pooch (2001).
	4.10 657B709BWheel Size and Selection of Tyres 

	375B428BBy selecting a scooter type motorcycle as target design the wheel size was predetermined. According to studies of graduate student Andereas Buettcher (Buettcher, 2005), motor scooters typically have slightly smaller wheels than equivalent motorcycles. They can be classified in two classes of (a) mini scooters with  10 to 13 inch wheels up to 150 cc and (b) maxi scooter with 12 to 15 inch from 200 cc onwards, general motorcycles have wheel size of 15-16 inch.(Bauer, 2000). Our fuel cell motorcycle prototype is from its power in the 150cc mini scooter class, from the size in the maxi scooter category.
	376B429BAt our motorcycle, the front fork and head steering tube comes from a “Morenas Elegan Scooter”, a 125 cc motorcycle, with 12 inch front wheel and disk brake. The initial design for the back wheel was also a 12 or 14 inch wheel but its size was limited by the prefabricated electric motor swing arm design of New Generation Motors (NGM) which allows only a 10 inch back wheel. The prefabricated swing-arm-motor-unit out of brittle sand casted aluminium alloy did not permit modification of the swing arm to house a larger wheel diameter. A new design of the back swing arm to house a 14 inch wheel would be the best option but was not realised. In the motor section of Chapter 5 the influence of a larger back wheel in terms of performance and speed is simulated. The advantages and disadvantages of a larger back wheel are given in Table 4.10
	19B72BTable 4.9 Overview of aerodynamic properties of fuel cell motorcycle.
	20B73BTable 4.10 Comparison of small and large motorcycle wheels.
	21B74BTable 4.11 Selected tyres for fuel cell motorcycle. 
	22B75BTable 4.12 Rolling resistant coefficient µ of different tyres on dry concrete or asphalt surface, with maximum nominal allowed air pressure.
	377B430BInformation obtained from: (Bauer, 2000; Santin et al., 2007; Wikipedia, 2011)
	4.11 658B710BSensitivity Analysis of Vehicle Design Parameters on Energy Consumption of the Fuel Cell Motor cycle.

	378B431BThe vehicle design influences the driving resistance of the vehicle and its energy consumption. The previous sections have discussed the design factors from the vehicle engineering point of view. The most significant factors identified are: the vehicle mass, aerodynamic drag and rolling resistant. In this paragraph we want to get reasonable numbers of magnitudes to the influencing factors.
	379B432B For this the research approach is to make a simulation model of the current fuel cell motorcycle and verify its performance results with our measured results in terms of power needed and energy consumed to go through a drive cycle. The chosen drive cycle was the European EDE15 city cycle 4 times repeated. 
	380B433B To make a sensitivity analysis we vary the vehicle mass, aerodynamic resistance and rolling resistance and compare the mechanical energy needed on the wheel to go through the drive cycle. The European EDE15 drive cycle is 800 seconds and 4056.47 m long. The results are expressed in Wh mechanical energy on the wheel and Wh losses through aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance. Means the lower number of Wh the lower the required additional loss energy.
	381B434BThe aerodynamic drag coefficient follows the table of the aerodynamic case studies in section 4.6.2 “Motorcycle Air Resistance” in values and uses the same colour scheme. It stands for different aerodynamic envelopes of the motorcycle overview in Table 4.13. The air resistance is independent from the vehicle mass or rolling resistance. The air resistant cRRDRRA is the drag coefficient cRRDRR times the frontal area A.
	23B76BTable 4.13 Overview of air resistance values for different fairings.
	382B435BThe total vehicle mass is based on the vehicle empty mass the standard driver and luggage or extra equipment (if any). The centre column with mass of 296 kg + 80 kg represents the set up like it was used for the South African Rally 2008. Higher and lower mass are both 60 kg different from the Original mass. The lower mass stands for a motorcycle with the same drive train component but weight optimised frame in aluminium and full carbon fibre light weight fairing and lighter drive motor mount. The heavier set up stands for 30 kg of more equipment on the motorcycle for main power converter, top case box and holder comfort adjustable laptop holder, 50% larger battery, full data acquisition system, spray wiper and GPS. The 30 kg cargo on top stands for a heavier rider with luggage or light rider with light pillion.
	383B436BThe rolling resistance for the full table set up was chosen as 0.011 according to the used motorcycle tyres. The current aerodynamic set up was repeated for different rolling resistances according to different tyres possible like shown in Table 4.14. A simple first order equation for the rolling resistance was chosen. A more accurate model makes no sense as the rolling resistance is highly influenced by the unknown road surface. The rolling resistance depends on the total vehicle mass not on the aerodynamic drag.
	24B77BTable 4.14 Rolling resistance of different tyres.
	384B437BThe simulation gives quantitative ideas how design changes, influences the consumption and how the fuel economy can be optimised. 
	385B438BThe software used for this simulation is Powertrain System Analysis Toolkit (PSAT) updated verion 6.1 sp1. It is a detailed industrial used software for advanced vehicle drive train simulation (Liaw and Dubarry, 2010). It is running on Matlab / Simulink; with capability of any road vehicle simulation but its strength on passenger cars. It is developed by Argonne National Laboratory USA. Beside the further functionalities we only concentrate on the influence of the physical vehicle design parameter and on the energy demand of the vehicle in the European city drive cycle ECE15.
	386B439BFrom Table 4.15 we obtain that an increase or decrease of 60 kg in the vehicle mass equals about 20% of the empty vehicle mass. The 20% change of vehicle mass increases the average energy required by +10.13% and decrease the average energy required by – 13.42%. The higher and lower vehicle mass reduces the energy losses from rolling resistance in average by – 18.15% and increases it in average by 12.9%. If the rolling resistance coefficient reduces nearly by half the rolling resistance losses also drop nearly by half (- 45.47 %). This rolling resistance reduction can be obtained by changing from the used motor scooter tyres to commercial low rolling resistance car tyres. But this would require the integration of a larger back wheel with a new motor mount. If this low rolling resistance commercial tyres get changed to ultra-low rolling resistance tyres like used in solar cars or urban concept Shell Eco Marathon cars. The rolling resistance coefficient will reduce by ¾ and the energy losses also reduce by nearly ¾ (73.33%). The disadvantage of solar car tires is a significant reduced lifetime.
	25B78BTable 4.15  Results tables of the vehicle resistance simulation.
	387B440BImprovement Scenario 1: If the initial design could be realised with an lightweight aluminium frame one motor and a more aerodynamic faring the energy demand  could be reduced by - 14.27%. 
	388B441BImprovement Scenario 2: If more significant changes are done by still keeping the scooter style sitting position with an optimised aerodynamic faring design, optimised weight of the vehicle frame by keeping the same drive train components and the wheel size can be changed and fitted with an commercial low rolling resistance tyre the energy demand could be further reduced by - 31.71%  compared to the South Africa rally set up.
	389B442BImprovement Scenario 3: If a radical new design with a full faired recumbent motorcycle with lightweight cover with solar racing tyres is created the energy demand could be nearly half (- 48.6%) with the current drive train components. But for this radical design a new, lighter drive train could also be chosen.
	390B443BFigure 4.16 gives an overview of the different improvement scenarios. It compares different scenarios with an energy demand graphs to each other. “Naked” stands for the open design motorcycle with pillion or lugged. “Current” stands for the realised prototype design. “Planed” stands for improvement scenario 1,”optimised” stands for 2, and “radical aero” stands for 3.
	391B444BRelative Energy Demand 
	392B445BScooter Design
	393B446BNaked 110%
	394B447BCurrent 100%
	395B448BPlaned 86%
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	410B463BVehicle mass 
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	419B472B-Roofed scooter in set up for rally- (Reference)
	420B473B-Improved fairing aerodynamic -Lighter frame  
	421B474B- Aerodynamic optimised faring- Low rolling resistant tire
	422B475B- Full faired recumbent design- Ultra low rolling resistance tire
	4.12 659B711BDesign of Process Media Supply Systems 

	423B476BAs part of the mechanical design of the motorcycle the media flow system needs to be designed and sized. The media supply system includes ventilation and process air supply, product water and air exhaust system and most important the fuel cell cooling system. The hydrogen supply system is discussed subsequently in a separate paragraph.
	424B477BThe media supply system is an own developed highly integrated system. It integrates the mechanical mounting and enclosure of the fuel cell system with the cooling water channel and heat sink. The cooling system is for both: fuel cell and power electronics. Further it is using the same fuel cell enclosure and motorcycle frame for the forced ventilation and process air supply system. 
	425B478BThe core of the system is a CNC machined aluminium compartment for the fuel cell system and electric components in the centre of the motorcycle connected to the main steel frame. Figure 4.17 shows the compartment structure.
	26B79BFigure 4.17 Drawing of fuel cell compartment structure, without fuel cell system.
	426B479BThe mechanical function is to support the fuel cell system from the bottom. The fuel cell system is mounted from the bottom in the motorcycle and can also be removed this way for service work. The fuel cell system is mounted on rubber mounts to isolate vehicle vibrations from the fuel cell system. A folded aluminium sheet metal covers the bottom and sides of the fuel cell system. The cover is prepared to be equipped with PTFE from gaskets and lockable quick release hinges to easy remove the lower cover and seal it to a flood level of 30cm (1foot). This is necessary to be able to go through a flooded street with up to 30cm water level. 
	4.12.1 674B726BProcess air Supply and Anode Gas Purge System

	427B480BFor flood proving also the problems of process air supply, exhaust air and product water from the fuel cell have to be solved. This problem has been tackled with the conceptual design of a snorkel for the fresh process air supply and water separator for exhaust process water/air with rubber check valve. The airflow concept for flood proved design is illustrated in Figure 4.19. The process air is taken in through the half cut opened front tube of the motorcycle frame around the front light (see Figure 4.18) and then filtered through a micro filter with water separator if rain water appears. 
	27B80BFigure 4.18 Process air supply and purge system through motorcycle frame.
	428B481BThe filtered process air is then lead through the right frame tube to the aluminium fuel cell enclosure. There it enters through silicon radiator tubing and a thermal air flow meter, the fuel cell blower, then humidifier, and fuel cell stack. The oxygen depleted air, together with the reaction water leaves the fuel cell stack through the humidifier to humidify the incoming air. This water-air mixture exits the fuel cell system and goes in a water separator. The water separator separates the water from the process air by gravity. A second chamber of the same water separator is used to separate the anode-gas hydrogen purge of the fuel cell from water droplets. Afterwards the hydrogen purge leave together with the exhaust air stream the water separator in the right motorcycle frame pipe as shown in Figure 4.18 “Air outlet” and “Process air & HRR2RR purge”. The product water leaves the water separator through a silicon rubber check valve to the street. If flood water appears from the bottom the rubber valve temporarily closes the water drainage and the water gets collected till there is no outside water pressure any more. The rubber check valve is chosen for its resistance to fuel cell process water and its low opening resistance to be opened by gravity water flow only. 
	429B482B/
	28B81BFigure 4.19  Airflow concept for flood proved design.
	430B483BThe materials for the water separator must withstand the very aggressive fuel cell product water. Metal free constructions out of PTFE and PE with silicon hose have shown quite good results. Long-time tests performed in the lab with PE enclosures with silicon gasket and blank aluminium pipe shows only little built up of particles after 3 years test period (April 2008 to Mai 2011). Aluminium pipe with welding connections shows in the same time period significant built up of oxidation and aluminium oxide at the welding area. Finding of the long term test is welded aluminium is not suitable for handling of fuel cell product water. 
	4.12.2 675B727BVentilation System

	431B484BThe ventilation system firstly provides ventilation to the rider and to the fuel cell compartment. Air is sucked in through the donut shaped open front end of the frame Figure 4.18. The air gets distributed firstly up to the driver behind the windshield. Secondly to the process air inlet as describe previously, thirdly to the backbone main frame to ventilate the electronic compartment as shown in Figure 4.20, fourthly through the left front frame tube to the lower fuel cell compartment for ventilation and cooling of the power shotky diode and fuel cell system.
	29B82BFigure 4.20 shows details of the air ventilation and cooling system through the backbone of the fuel cell motorcycle frame. The backbone gives cooling and ventilation for the electronic compartment with booster motor controller, battery and ultra-capacitor. Forced air intake is designed to fit the Micronell high volume air blower.
	432B485BThe cooling air is extracted at the bottom and top. At the bottom through the back part of the right frame tube (Figure 4.18). At the top with two powerful radial blowers to the heat sink of the fuel cell compartment back plate (see Figure 4.21 Picture F and E). The heat sink is cooling down the fuel cell and motor controller cooling water. This is the transition to explain the integrated cooling system.
	4.12.3 676B728BThe Integrated Cooling System

	433B486BTo design the cooling system the heat load must be calculated. The main heat source is the fuel cell stack. The maximal heat to be removed from fuel cell stack 𝑄fc  stack max is calculated with the maximum electrical output power 𝑃fc stack max of the fuel cell stack and the fuel cell stack efficiency 𝜂fc stack@Pmax at maximum power, referring here to equation (3.13) from research methodology. With figures from the fuel cell system bench test the maximum heat to be removed from the fuel cell is 9.63 kW as in equation (4.12). 
	30B83BFigure 4.21  Details of multifunctional back plate. 
	434B487BThe cooling system uses the hollow designed double layer back plate shown in Figure 4.22.
	31B84BFigure 4.22 Multifunctional back plate of fuel cell casing.
	435B488BIt first leads the water up in the very confined shape of the fuel cell enclosure. The opened canal is shown in Figure 4.21 picture D. Afterwards it enters serpentine channels through the hollow back plate; as shown in Figure 4.21 picture C and Figure 4.22 with the curved arrows. On the inside of the hollow back plate the motor controller releases its heat to the cooling water stream. On the outside some of the heat gets released through the back heat sink Figure 4.22 right side schematics. The heat sink gets actively ventilated with the mentioned radial blowers from the ventilation system ventilation air stream marked with blue dotted arrows in Figure 4.22. 
	436B489BThe cooling water exits the back heat sink at the highest point to get through the silicon hoses to the cooling water reserve tank which is the highest point of the system and contains the air vent of the cooling water circuit. Figure 4.22 shows schematics of the cooling water circuit. A small part of the cooling water stream bypass the fuel cell stack to go through the deionizer cartridge and joins the stream again in the water reservoir tank. The deionizer cartridge is necessary to keep the water deionized, that means non-conductive as the water is in contact with all fuel cells bipolar-plates and would short circuit the fuel cell stack. 
	437B490BFigure 4.23  Schematics of cooling water system in fuel cell motorcycle.
	438B491BFrom the custom made water reservoir the cooling water flows through the custom made radiator to the water circulation pump at the lowest point. The water circulation pump runs with a constant water flow rate of 16 litres per minute. The water temperature is regulated by the main radiator fan with an electric peak power of 400 Watt. The radiator fan speed is regulated by a pulse width modulation (PWM) module controlled by the fuel cell system based on temperature. The speed regulation of the fan reduces the balance of plant (BOP) power consumption of the fuel cell.
	439B492BThe airstream coming out from the radiator blows at the front panel of the fuel cell compartment and helps to transport heat away from the power electronic heat sinks. The power electronic heat sinks are integrated in the front panel. Power electronics placed on the front plate are: fuel cell power conditioner, auxiliary DC/DC converter, smart voltage switch and power diode. The temperature of the power electronics can be generally higher than the cooling water of the fuel cell with max 75℃. Figure 4.24 shows the thermal image of the fuel cell motorcycle with the fuel cell in operation. Clearly visible is the cooling water tank with the highest temperature of the system 46.7℃ market in white colour. Still quit warm the radiator below visible in red colour and the cooling water pump in yellow colour pumping the cooling water back into the fuel cell stack. Due to the heat shielding casing, the fuel cell stack is not clearly visible. Clearly visible again is the hollow back plate with the back heat exchanger transporting the cooling water from the stack up to the connection tube and cooling water tank.
	440B493B/
	441B494BFigure 4.24  Thermal image of fuel cell motorcycle with fuel cell in operation.
	4.13 660B712BOn Board Hydrogen Fuel Supply System

	442B495BThe highest potential hazard in a vehicle comes from the fuel. Fuel of the vehicle has the energy potential to propel the vehicle for several hundred kilometres. So each fuel of a vehicle has a hazard potential especially if the energy stored in the fuel is released suddenly and not slowly like during normal vehicle propulsion. This is true for almost any fuel and type of vehicle, independent if the fuel is petrol, alcohol or gas or electricity stored in batteries or ultra-capacitors. The highest hazard potential comes always from the energy storage unit and not from the engine as the amount of fuel in the engine is small compared to the fuel stored in the tank/battery. That means for the fuel cell motorcycle the main effort for hydrogen safety have to be done at the hydrogen on board storage system. That is why we perform a FMEA (Failure Mode Effect Analysis) on the hydrogen supply system is pressented in Appendix B4.
	4.13.1 677B729BHydrogen Storage in Pressure Vessels 

	443B496BOne of the common ways of storing hydrogen on board vehicles as a fuel is the pressurised storage vessel. To increase the stored amount of hydrogen fuel on board the vehicle with limited space, the pressure of the storage vessel increases. 350 bar and 700 bar storage vessels pressure are in use. For this high pressure level, conventional steel or aluminium vessels need thick walls and are become heavy. That is the reason why composite reinforced cylinders were developed as shown in Figure 4.25.
	444B497BThe carbon fibre layer with increasing pressure gets significantly thicker. It uses triple the amount of fibre with double the pressure. The pressure cylinders are designed in such a way that all the force of the pressure can be supported by the carbon fibre layer only, the strength of the aluminium layer just gives additional safety benefit. Type 3 pressure vessels have a metal liner as core for winding the carbon fibre reinforcement while type 4 pressure vessels have a plastic liner as core. The advantage of a plastic liner as a core beside a small weight and maybe future cost benefit is the fact that the elasticity and thermal expansion factor of plastic and carbon fibre composite is similar for aluminium it is slightly different that there is a higher chance of delaminating of the aluminium bottle and the carbon fibre reinforcement under high pressure differences (like up to 880 bar) and high temperature differences. High temperature difference can appear especially by the refilling with super cooled hydrogen from liquid nitrogen driven booster compressors or liquid hydrogen source tank. At an advanced 2 minutes fast filling process temperature difference of up to -60°C to +80°C from can appear. 
	445B498B/
	446B499BFigure 4.25  Cut away sample of pressurised hydrogen cylinders, left a 200 bar type 3 pressure vessel and middle a 700 bar type 3 pressure vessel both from the Canadian/German manufacturer Dynatek, right a 700 bar type 4 pressure vessel from the US manufacturer Lincoln Composites. 
	447B500BThe disadvantage of Type 4 cylinders is that hydrogen can penetrate easier through the plastic liner wall than through the metal liner wall of type 3 cylinders. But the losses by diffusion can be neglected in both cases. At the shoulder of the type 4 Lincoln tank a white liner in the cylinder wall is visible; this liner has the function of a crash zone cushion to withstand the 45 degree 8 meter drop test for cylinder approval. 
	4.13.2 678B730BSafety Hydrogen on Board Storage System

	448B501BHydrogen is a fuel in gas form so it behaves differently from any liquid fuel or battery. Commonly used are natural gas vehicles, the handling systems and safety measures are similar to hydrogen; but still in some points different. Common is that both fuels are filled as compressed gas fuels in a compressed gas storage cylinder inside the vehicle. Both gases form with air a flammable and in certain concentrations an explosive mixture. The difference of hydrogen is the wider range of hydrogen air mixtures which can burn or ignit. Hydrogen is generally lighter than air so it escapes to the top if it has the possibility to. Hydrogen dose no smell so a hydrogen sensor in the system is necessary to detect leaks. The components of the hydrogen supply system can be identified on schematics in Figure 4.27 and on the photograph in Figure 4.26. 
	32B85BFigure 4.27  Schematics of hydrogen on board storage system in fuel cell motorcycle.
	449B502BHydrogen from the refuelling station enters the system through the centre tube with its filling receptacle. The receptacle includes a filter and a check valve, a second check valve is placed in the tube to prevent hydrogen back flow. Receptacle and centre pipe are submerged in the main frame of the motorcycle for additional accident safety. The high pressure hydrogen enters both tanks trough check valves integrated in the tank valves units. To dispense the hydrogen from the tank the solenoid valve need to be activated; an external safety loop allows the solenoid valve only to be opened if the hydrogen sensor detects no leak. In case of fire or accident a pressure release device (PRD) release the hydrogen at overpressure or over temperature (>145℃) to avoid explosion. A two stage pressure regulator steps the tank pressure of up to 438 bar down to 7 bar for the fuel cell system. Before the fuel cell system a micro filter (< 40 microns) prevents particles to enter the hydrogen mass flow meter and then the fuel cell system. The tank pressure and the fuel cell supply pressure are measured with explosion proof pressure transmitters. Temperature is measured in the tank and ambient. On the low pressure side of the pressure regulator a service connection with manual valve and normally closed quick connector is mounted. The connection is used to release the hydrogen gas safely from the high pressure piping or cylinders for service or air transport of the vehicle. Datasheets of all components used for the hydrogen on board storage system are given in Appendix D6 (D6.1 to D6.6). A detailed Failure Mode Analysis (FMEA) of the Hydrogen storage system can be found in Appendix B4. Detailed information about explosion hazards can also be found in Rolf and Eckhoff (2005) .
	450B503B1248 g of hydrogen can be stored in the two vehicle cylinders at nominal pressure of 350 bar. This equals 41.6 kWh or 4.726 litters of petrol equivalent; that is roughly one imperial gallon of petrol (UK gallon 4.546 litre). Based on equation 3.14 equation 4.24 is used to calculate the amount of hydrogen in mol 𝑉H2 mol  in the tank, where 𝑝cylinder is cylinder pressure,  𝑉cylinder is volume of the two vehicle cylinder, R𝐻2 is the gas constant for hydrogen, 𝑇𝐻2 is hydrogen temperature, 𝑍𝐻2 is the nonlinear compression factor for hydrogen. Figure 4.28 gives the amount of hydrogen stored on board the motorcycle at 350bar 0°C.
	4.14 661B713BMotorcycle Road Tests

	451B504BThere were two major road tests done for the fuel cell motorcycle. The first one was done on the way back from the launching with the prime minister of Malaysia in Putrajaya. The second one was performed 6 days later in South Africa during the South African Solar Challenge.
	4.14.1 679B731BH2 Motive Launching with Prime Ministerand First Road Test in Putrajaya

	452B505BThe H2 Motive or Pios fuel cell motorcycle was launched with the Malaysian Prime Minister in September 2008 in Putajaya Malaysia, Figure 4.29. It was also the first road test performed with data acquisition system on the streets of Putrajaya, Appendix C9 presents pictures and Appendix A3.2 press publications.
	33B86BFigure 4.29  Launching of H2 Motive® fuel cell Motorcycle by Abdullah Badawi, Prime Minister of Malaysia, 17.9.2008 Prime Minister Office, Putrajaya, Malaysia.
	4.14.1.1 683B735BResults from the Putrajaya Road Test

	453B506BIt was found that the acceleration with only the NGM main motor is quite limited and the power consumption to cruse at 45 km/h is 2980 W. The limited acceleration gives the initial to realise the two motors drive with the additional booster motor. The motor input power of 2980 W at 45 km/h is the base point value for the water brake dynamometer calibration. Further street tests in Kuala Lumpur followed as presented in Appendix C9.
	4.14.2 680B732BEndurance Road Test at South Africa Solar Challenge 2008

	454B507BJust 6 days after the first road test and launching the fuel cell motorcycle, was on flight to South Africa. To participate in the first South African Solar Challenge 2008, in the technology class for environmental friendly vehicles, Figure 4.30. 
	455B508BThe South African Solar Challenge was a good opportunity to test the fuel cell motorcycle on public roads with challenging terrain. The advantage of a rally is that no official license plate needs to be applied. The organizer and the motorsport federation arrange safety checks before the rally which the vehicle needs to pass to be allowed to participate in the rally, Appendix C9.1. Figure 4.31 gives the map of the 4000 km road rally around South Africa. The short logbook in Table 4.16 gives an idea of the driving conditions during the rally. Impressions of the weather and road conditions can be found in Appendix C.9.2. It was a challenging terrain for prototype vehicles. The motorcycle mastered the hilly terrain and tough weather conditions very well and received the “King of the Mountain” award. Further it was awarded with the 1PPst PPplace in technology class the “Loxodonta Africana Award”. Additional reward was given to all participate which passed technical inspection. Figure 4.32 shows the UTM team with the fuel cell motorcycle at the finish line in Pretoria in the background is the support van with the trailer carrying the mobile hydrogen refuelling system. See Appendix A3.3 for press reports.
	456B509B/
	457B510BFigure 4.31  Map of the South African Solar Challenge 2008; from Menlyn shopping centre Pretoria to Cape Town, Durban and then to the Innovation Hub, Pretoria; 3.920 km according to Google Maps.
	35B88BTable 4.16 Short logbook of the participation in South African Solar Challenge2008.
	4.14.2.1 684B736BResults from South African Solar Challenge 2008 

	458B511BTable 4.18 gives an overview of the data collection during the rally. For the first stretch till Wittendrift the data collection for the fuel consumption was not up yet. The results show daily average speed of up to 70 km/h and a top speed of 82km/h measured from the NGM motor. On the first and the last day then we drove with the NGM main motor only and the average speed droped to 47.7 km/h. But the fuel economy for this nearly constant speed operation increase up to 1.45 litre petrol equivalents for 100 km. At operation with both motors the fuel economy is in average 2.41 litre petrol equivalent for 100 km. Which is better than the fuel economy of an equal powed motorcycle which is 3.15 l to 4.1 l for 100 km, based on the research papers of M. V Prati et al. (2011), Chen et al. (2003) and  Zhang et al (2010).
	36B89BTable 4.17 Overview of performance and efficiency results for rally.
	459B512B/
	37B90BTable 4.18 Results of from rally.
	460B513BResults from Data collected, South African Solar Challenge 2008
	461B514BDate
	462B515BCity/Place
	463B516BDistance (nominal) 
	464B517BSpeed (average)
	465B518BHydrogen consumption (per/100km)
	466B519BDay 
	467B520BDate
	468B521BFrom
	469B522BTo
	470B523Bkm
	471B524Bkm/h
	472B525Bkg
	473B526BkWh
	474B527Bl*
	475B528B1
	476B529B29.Sep 08
	477B530BPretoria
	478B531BKimberly
	479B532B526
	480B533B49.50
	481B534Bno data 
	482B535Bno data 
	483B536Bno data 
	484B537BNGM only
	485B538B2
	486B539B30.Sep 08
	487B540BKimberly
	488B541BBeaufor West
	489B542B485
	491B544Bno data 
	492B545Bno data 
	493B546Bno data 
	495B548B31.Sep 08
	496B549BBeaufor West
	497B550BCape Town
	498B551B524
	500B553Bno data 
	501B554Bno data 
	502B555Bno data 
	503B556B4
	504B557B1.Oct 08
	505B558BExhibition at Cape Town Science Center
	506B559B5
	507B560B2.Oct 08
	508B561BCape Town
	509B562BPlett./ Wittedrift
	511B564B67.91
	512B565Bno data 
	513B566Bno data 
	514B567Bno data 
	515B568B6
	516B569B3.Oct 08
	517B570BWittedrift/ Plettenberg Bay
	518B571BEast London
	519B572B525
	520B573B70.35
	521B574B0.62
	522B575B20.86
	523B576B2.29
	524B577B7
	525B578B4.Oct 08
	526B579BEast London
	527B580BPort Shepstone
	528B581B539
	529B582B66.74
	530B583B0.69
	531B584B23.19
	532B585B2.55
	533B586B8
	534B587B5. Oct 08
	535B588BPort Shepstone/ Marianhill Toll Plaza
	536B589BDurban
	537B590B128
	538B591B62.92
	539B592B0.63
	540B593B21.15
	541B594B2.33
	542B595B9
	543B596B6. Oct 08
	544B597BExhibition at Durban Science Centre
	545B598B10
	546B599B7. Oct 08
	547B600BDurban/ Escourt Offramp
	548B601BErmelo
	549B602B454
	550B603B51.34
	551B604B0.63
	552B605B20.99
	553B606B2.31
	554B607Bpartly NGM
	555B608B11
	556B609B8. Oct 08
	557B610BErmelo
	558B611BPretoria
	559B612B228
	560B613B47.48
	561B614B0.39
	562B615B13.18
	563B616B1.45
	564B617BNGM only
	565B618BTotal Distance Overall Average  Speed and Energy Usage
	566B619BPretoria Manley
	567B620BPretoria Inovation Hub
	568B621B3995
	569B622B61.43
	570B623B0.61
	571B624B20.58
	572B625B2.26
	573B626BAverage  Speed and Energy Usage with NGM and Boost Motor
	574B627B 
	575B628B 
	576B629B 
	577B630B67.78
	578B631B0.66
	579B632B21.94
	580B633B2.41
	581B634B*litter petrol equivalent for 100 km based on Shell 90 Petrol 15℃ 9.073 kWh/l
	4.15 662B714BPortable Hydrogen Refuelling System 

	582B635BTo provide fuel for the motorcycle during the South African Solar challenge, a portable hydrogen refuelling system had to be designed. It needs to be small and light enough to bring around and allows a refuelling from available hydrogen bottles in South Africa. These criteria cannot be fulfilled by a normal compressor system as it is heavy and bulky. A boost compressor driven by compressed nitrogen could be used but is still heavy and not easily available. The solution was a cascade filling with three pressure levels; each pressure level consists of two cylinders parallel. Figure 4.33 shows the schematics and Figure 4.34 the picture of the realised set up.
	38B91BFigure 4.33 Schematics of portable hydrogen refuelling system.
	39B92BFigure 4.34 Picture of the hydrogen refilling system.
	583B636BFor the refuelling the motorcycle gets close to the trailer with HRR2RR bottles and gets connected with a standard 350 bar TK15 hydrogen filling nozzle. The Nozzle is approved for public hydrogen filling stations and contains a safety break away coupling if by accident forgot to disconnect the nozzle from the motorcycle and drive away. After the nozzle is connected to the vehicle cylinder the lowest pressure bottle stage gets opened first and the hydrogen pressure equalises between source tank and vehicle tank. Then the first pressure step gets closed and the next higher pressure level will open till pressure is equalised. And the same with the next pressure step. By this three-step method compared to a one step method the hydrogen in the bottle can be further utilised and the final fill pressure of the vehicle tank gets higher. But with this method the pressure in the vehicle tank cannot be higher than the source tank. Only 180 bar hydrogen bottles were available in South Africa (In Europe up to 300 bar Hydrogen bottles are available). African Oxygen Limited (Afrox) was the supplier of scientific instrument grade hydrogen. Because of this pressure limitation the following average filling conditions in Table 4.19 could be achieved during the rally. The table shows a summary of all fillings performed: The first line is the pressure variation in the vehicle tank with min, max and average pressure. The second line the pressure variation reach after refuelling. The third line is the minimum refuelled amount the maximum refuelled amount and the average refuelled amount. The last line shows the minimum, maximum and average amount travelled per refuelling.
	40B93BTable 4.19 Results from the portable hydrogen refuelling system in South Africa
	584B637BPressure and Distance Distribution between Hydrogen refilling’s during South African Solar Challenge 2008
	585B638BHydrogen Pressure [bar]
	586B639Bmin
	587B640Bmax
	588B641Bavg
	589B642BBefore
	590B643B5
	591B644B50
	592B645B21.25
	593B646BAfter
	594B647B70
	595B648B180
	596B649B127.50
	597B650BDelta
	598B651B25
	599B652B175
	600B653B96.92
	601B654BDistance between filling [km]
	602B655B10.4
	603B656B111.6
	604B657B60.24
	4.15.1 681B733BPortable Multiple Stage Hydrogen Refilling Simulation 

	605B658BBased on the portable refuelling system we developed for the South Africa Rally and academic papers of College et al. (2001) Zheng et al. (Zheng et al., 2010) and Parti at al.(Prati et al., 2011) who use the principle of the pressure equalisation refuelling a simulation for hydrogen refuelling was developed. 
	606B659BThe developed simulation on the portable multistage hydrogen refuelling was published by the author in December 2012 with the title: “Hydrogen Refuelling Infrastructure Design for Personal Mobility Devices using Frugal Engineering Approach” in Energy Procedia 29(0), page 668-675 (Weigl et al., 2012). A fuel text of the publication is given in Appendix A 2.4.
	607B660BThe research paper answer the question: How many hydrogen cylinders are necessary to travel 4200 km (the South African rally distance). Four set ups are simulated: the first simulation assuming pairs of 180 bar cylinders with a 3 stage refuelling, the second one with 6stage refuelling and the 3PPrdPP and 4PPthPP one the same with 300 bar cylinders, result overview is given in Appendix A 2.4 Table 2.
	608B661BTable 4.20 shows the archived quantitative design parameters. First is the data of the parameters accomplished with the prototype, second is the first design parameters. For further comparison, a Petrol ICE Scooter and a Battery Electric scooter are in the table. The target design parameters are mostly met or exceeded. The Maximum speed was a trade-off for a lower gear ratio for hill climbing capability with slopes up to 30%. A further drawback for the maximum speed and fuel consumption is the manufacturing of the front fairing which was not up to the aerodynamic result as we planned and could be improved in a further design iteration. Due to the higher torque and power of the two motors, the acceleration target with 0-50 km/h with 6 sec can improve to 5.2 sec. The higher power consumption at low speed is caused by the combined factor of rolling resistance with the restricted tyre size, motor gearing losses, and increased vehicle mass. The maximum driving range of 312 km can be reached if the tank is on full hydrogen tank pressure of 350 bar equals 1.25 kg of HRR2RR and economic driving with NGM main motor.
	41B94BTable 4.20 Achieved fuel cell motorcycle performance in comparison with first design target performance battery electric and ICE motor scooter.
	609B662BBeside the quantitative design parameters coming from the specifications also the qualitative design parameters have to be compared. The comparison of the qualitative design parameter with the achieved parameter is given in Table 4.21. The comparison is done with a very critical view point. To highlight possible improvements for partly achieved parameters.
	610B663BTable 4.21 Achieved qualitative design parameters for fuel cell motorcycle.
	 82B135BFull achieved (means: designed, fabricated and tested)
	 96B149BDigital driving mode of full acceleration and full stop in city cycle
	 97B150BAir quality in cities is not good, fuel cell process air need efficient filter for dust and CO.
	o 98B151Bsimple operation 
	 99B152Bsmooth driving
	 100B153Bacceptable performance
	 101B154Bsilent operation 
	o 102B155Bminimum vibration
	 103B156Bno exhaust smell 
	 104B157Bno hot exhaust part with risk of burning the skin 
	o 105B158Beconomic and fuel saving operation
	 106B159BAn electric drive has full torque from start up for acceleration
	 107B160BMissing sound of an electric drive motorcycle can be compensated by a stereo sound / music system. (Up to 7000 W continues electric power is available for street concerts if motorcycle is parked).
	4.17 664B716BDesign Summary 

	611B664BShort summary of the work presented:
	 108B161BThe background of motorcycle usage and environment were collected and design parameter found
	 109B162BDrifting resistant design parameters were found, discussed and simulated
	 110B163BThe Pios fuel cell motorcycle was designed, build and extensively tested.
	 111B164BA new media flow design for cooling water, ventilation and process air was developed  fabricated and tested
	 112B165BA portable hydrogen filling was designed, realised, tested and simulated for further developments. Results on this where published.
	 113B166BComparison of target parameters with achieved design parameters shows good results: Most of quantitative design parameters as well as the qualitative design parameter could be fulfilled. 
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	5 CHAPTER 5FUEL CELL HYBRID DRIVE TRAIN
	5.1 Introduction

	This chapter is about the fuel cell hybrid drive train. The chapter starts with an introduction and the test of drive train components. Then it explains the measurement and data acquisition system. The chapter is followed by motorcycle drive train schematic designs. For the drive train tests, it introduces different fuel cell hybrid drive train system configurations. Acceleration tests and drive cycle tests are conducted for different system configurations. From the result, comparisons are done for system responses/performances and efficiencies. In addition, a prediction model for fuel efficiency under different configurations is established using the experimental results. An overview of the research steps are given in Figure 5.1.
	/
	Figure 5.1 Overview of the research steps for fuel cell hybrid drive train in chapter 5.
	5.2 Design Concept of Triple Hybrid Drive Train

	Figure 5.2 describes the main elements of the triple hybrid drive train. The fuel cell system with the hydrogen supply act as prime energy source; the battery and ultra-capacitors are used as electric energy buffer system and the electric motor is used as drive system. In addition to the main elements, power conditioning is also required. 
	/
	Figure 5.2  Design principle of the fuel cell triple hybrid.
	The essence of the triple hybrid configuration is to utilize the advantages of different power systems. In the example of WMTC1 or WMTC2 drive cycle, the power to overcome the load is provided by three energy providers together. The fuel cell provides the average power, the battery with its large capacity provides the energy for load variations and the ultra-capacitor with its low internal resistant, high efficiency and very fast response caters for the fast load peaks from the system. With this configuration, the fuel cell system is subjected to less load variations. With a more constant load profile, the fuel cell system can significantly extend its lifetime and improve its operation efficiency. As the sudden surge in load power demand is provided by ultra-capacitor with long cycle life, the battery lifetime is also extended; charge and discharge efficiency is also improved.  In general, the hybridization process improves the peak power performance and load response as well as overall efficiency. 
	In comparison with the triple hybrid system which is used in a bus mentioned in the chapter 2, this system is simplified. There is only one power conditioning step in the motorcycle application instead of three for three different energy sources. To minimise the system effort and size, simplify the control strategy and shorten the response time no additional power converter was implemented between ultra-capacitor and motor / battery; this may change with the availability of more advanced power converters. The drive train for the motorcycle has some similarities to the triple hybrid concept of the forklift described in chapter 2 as the motorcycle has similar power demand and high load fluctuations like forklifts.  
	Figure 5.3 shows the complete fuel cell triple hybrid configuration. Fuel cell stack converts the chemical energy from hydrogen into unregulated DC electricity. A diode prevents electricity back flow into the fuel cell. A power conditioner limits the output voltage. Batteries and ultra-capacitors provide peak power to the traction motors and take the peak load from the fuel cell system. The main motor provides base traction power and generates energy from braking. The booster motor provides peak power for acceleration and fast cruising. A diode to prevent electricity back flow to the fuel cell where used as it is the most reliable way of preventing electricity back flow, an active switched field effect transistor (FET) could reduce the power losses here slightly but increase the control effort.
	/
	Figure 5.3 Schematics of fuel cell triple hybrid drive train configuration.
	Section 5.2 describes each drive train component separately. Experiments for each drive train component have been conducted to verify their specific parameters and behaviour. 
	The components are:
	 Fuel cell system
	 Batteries
	 Ultra capacitor
	 Motor and drive
	 Power conditioner and diode
	 Auxiliaries and photovoltaic energy support.
	5.2.1 The Fuel Cell System

	The fuel cell system used in this research is a low temperature (operating best at 40-75℃ ) PEM fuel cell system with closed cathode process air supply and water circulation cooling through a radiator. The model is HyPM7 from the Canadian manufacturer Hydrogenics (detailed in Appendix D1). The rated net output power is 7 kW which was verified by tests in our lab with 7.307 kW on 21 June 2007 during commissioning, Figure 5.4. The fuel cell system contains a fuel cell stack with a series connection of 80 cells and a balance of plant (BOP); the balance of plant contains the system control and media supply for the fuel cell stack. The net power of the fuel cell system already deduced the power consumption of the BOP from the fuel cell stack power. The HyPM7 system is a semi integrated system which is needed to be completed with the cooling water circuit, hydrogen supply system and is controlled through a CAN bus interface and finally integrated in the motorcycle frame. Details are shown in Appendix D1.4. At the time of purchase in 2006, the HyPM7 was the commercial fuel cell system with the highest specific power density for a complete system with 7.97 kg per kW. 
	/
	Figure 5.4 Display of the fuel cell test station showing a peak power of 7307 W at 149.7 A and 48.8 V from HyPM7 fuel cell system tested in our lab on 21.6.2007.
	5.2.1.1 The Fuel Cell System in the Hybrid Drive Train

	A serial hybrid configuration is used in this project with no combustion engine in the drive train. Primarily all the energy comes from the fuel cell system. That means no other energy like recharge of the hybrid battery from the grid is used in the overall efficiency consideration. The system with capability to be recharged by the grid is also known as a plug-in hybrid system. However, it is beyond the scope of this project.
	5.2.1.2 The Fuel Cell System Layout

	The general fuel cell system layout is shown in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.6 gives the main specifications and photo of the system. As there is no detailed schematic given by the manufacturer, we analysed the system layout ourselves. We discussed our findings with senior fuel cell researcher like Dr. Han Ming, Dr. Joachim Scholta and Hydrogenics Engineers.
	Hydrogen from the hydrogen on board storage system, which is explained in Chapter 4, enters through a 40 micron particle filter (not shown) and an external hydrogen mass flow meter into the fuel cell system if the solenoid inlet valve is open. A hydrogen accumulator which is a small hydrogen buffer tank at the inlet helps to provide a more uniform flow and eliminate pressure variations of the supply. The input pressure regulator regulates the nominal 7 bar (6-8 bar) hydrogen supply pressure down to 0.5 bar gauge pressure before entering the fuel cell stack. If the input pressure is too high the overpressure burst disk will act and release the hydrogen to the vent pipe directly, to prevent the fuel cell stack from damage. 
	Figure 5.5  Fuel cell system schematics.
	With the pressure transmitter, the system can detect if there is hydrogen available on the stack inlet and whether the pressure regulator works correctly. To get a better utilisation of the hydrogen, the exiting hydrogen is passed through a water separator and pump back into the stack with a recirculation pump. At the bottom of the separator the water separate by gravity. Water droplets and heavier inert gases accumulate in the area where the purge line is placed. Inert gases are gases which do not participate in the reaction like N2 or noble gases and sometimes get trapped in the anode side of the fuel cell. Purge valve periodically purge out the inert gases, water and also some hydrogen. The purge valve is event and time controlled. That means, it purges approximately every minute for less than a second. During start up and shut down, it purges more to get rid of accumulated inert gases and air at start as they cause stack degradation and at the shutdown of the stack to avoid water droplets trapped in the channels. The dry purging at the end of operation is very important if the fuel cell is exposed to sub-zero temperatures if not in operation. Another reason for event based purging is that, if there is a single cell voltage drop caused by water blockage, the system tries to remove the blockage by purging (also described in the fuel cell stack section). The purging frequency increases close to maximum power as abovementioned conditions appear more often; this can also be observed in the fuel cell system test graph later in this section.
	Specifications
	Fuel Cell Type
	PEM-Fuel cell system 
	Cooling
	water cooled 
	Model
	`Hydrogenics` HyPM7
	Power & Voltage
	7 kW @ 53 V 
	Operation Temperature
	max. 75°C
	Process air enters through the airlifter to the fuel cell air supply channel. The air supply channel contains of silicon hose and parts of the motorcycle frame tubing as explained in the media flow section in the previous chapter. The air filter housing is also used in commercial truck engines and larger generators. They are equipped with a rain water drainage valve. The special feature of the airlifter housing is that there is a micro filter paper with active carbon to reduce particles and CO content of the supplied air to increase membrane electrode assembly (MEA) lifetime the filter model used is a Donaldson FCX400045. The mass flow rate of air stream is measured by the fuel cell controller through a thermal air flow meter. Air is fed into the stack by a variable speed radial blower from Papst with about 0.3 bar pressure and maximum of 1200 litre per minute (at 𝜆 2.1and 𝑝max). It enters through the enthalpy wheel humidifier (explained below) to the fuel cell stack. The process air outlet carries out the process water and passes through the humidifier again to back humidify the incoming air. 
	Cooling water circuit contains of a pump at the lowest point of the system with a constant water flow rate of 16 l per minute, a radiator, a buffer tank and deionised (DI) water filter bypass, like explained below and in the media supply section in chapter 4.
	An overview of all input and output parameters of the fuel cell system is given in Figure 5.7.  Figure 5.8 shows the drawing of the fuel cell system and Figure 5.9 names the elements in the picture of the system. Appendix D1.1 gives the dimensions and weight of the fuel cell system.
	/
	Figure 5.7 Fuel cell system input and output overview schema (Hydrogenics, 2005).
	Figure 5.8  Fuel cell system layout shows the main components of the fuel cell power module. Additional power conditioning unit and radiator cooling circuit  is not shown (Hydrogenics, 2005).
	/
	Figure 5.9  Photo with description of the fuel cell system. We attached the voltage probe directly to the fuel cell stack to minimize voltage drop on the sensor lines. Beside the sensor line, the main power lines and the lines for the balance of plant power supply are attached to the terminals of the stack.
	5.2.1.3 Fuel Cell Stack

	The fuel cell stack used in the research is a cross flow design 80 cell fuel cell stack with moulded graphite bipolar plates. The cross flow design is explained in Figure 5.10. In this design, the hydrogen and process air enter from the upper left and right corner of the stack end plate and exit diagonal across on the other side of the end plate. With this design, a more homogenous reactant concentration throughout the stack flow can be achieved. Hydrogen and process air supply to each cell in a parallel manner through the main channel. Bipolar plates are hollow with integrated cooling water channels to remove the heat generated from the reaction. Cooling water stream with deionized water (DI water) passes through all cells paralleled. The cooling water is in electrical contact with all cells. That is why a high resistance of the cooling water is essential. The normal resistance of DI water used for our experiment is greater than 10 MΩ; 1 MΩ is required by the manufacturer. When cooling water resistance drops below 200 kΩ, the system will shut off and give coolant water alarm.  To keep water deionized, a DI water filter is installed in the cooling water circuit as shown in Figure 5.11. Details of the cooling water circuit are explained in chapter 4 and in Appendix D1.5.
	Figure 5.10 Schematics of the fuel cell stack with cross flow media design.
	/
	Figure 5.11 Schematics of the cooling water circuit with deionizing water filter cartridge (Hydrogenics, 2005).
	To detect non-preferred operation points of the fuel cell stack, single cell, or in our case double cell voltage monitoring is implemented as shown in Figure 5.12. If the voltage of one cell drops significantly below the average cell voltage, a problem occurs in this cell. Most likely it is caused by water droplets in the channels blocking the reactant flow. The system control tries to solve the problem by purging hydrogen through the channels or increase the air blower speed. If the problem cannot be solved after several times of purging, the system shuts down and reports low cell voltage alarm.
	/
	Figure 5.12  HyPM7 fuel cell stack with double cell voltage monitoring of every second cell of the 80cell stack.
	5.2.1.4 Fuel Cell Humidification 

	To keep the fuel cell membrane in good working condition with high proton conductivity, the used membrane material must stay humidified. To achieve humidification of 80-100%, a cathode air saturator is used in our case. It is an enthalpy wheel humidifier. In an enthalpy wheel, the outgoing humid exhausts air from the fuel cell passes through a slowly rotating wheel with long axial channels. Humidity gets absorbed on the wall of the channels. When this channel is moved into the inlet air stream, non-humidified inlet air takes humidity from the channel walls and enters the fuel cell stack as pre-moisturized and preheated air, as illustrated in Figure 5.13.
	Figure 5.13 Enthalpy wheel humidifier used in the fuel cell system left is the picture of the HyPM7 fuel cell system with the humidifier in front and the right shows the working principle of the enthalpy wheel humidifier (Picture: J. Weigl / Graphic: Humidicore). 
	5.2.1.5 Fuel Cell Control

	The fuel cell system is controlled by an electronic control unit (ECU) which controls balance of plant of the fuel cell system to prevent damage and provide the required power. User communication is done through a CANBus (CAN 2.0A protocol at 250 Kbits/s and 11 bit signal length). Heartbeat signal is implemented as a safety feature. A heartbeat signal is periodically generated by the user to detect failure of communication. It has to be sent from the user to the fuel cell system every half a second; otherwise the fuel cells system will shut down. As none of the fuel cell motorcycle operators speak CAN 2.0, an interface has to be established between computer and fuel cell. A software programme needs to be written to send the required heartbeat and the control comments to the fuel cell system. Furthermore, the software needs to be able to show and log the data sent from the fuel cell system like stack voltage, temperature and error messages. Details are given in Appendix D1.3 for CAN messages and Appendix F1 for the list of the measured and logged values by the fuel cell system (indicated in the Source column with: HYPM sync.). The main interface used was a Pecan view USB-CAN interface (as described in Appendix D1.2) and the software programmed in LabVIEW is from National Instruments. For rally operation, a national instruments PCMCIA CAN card interface was used between fuel cell and laptop computer. To be independent of the laptop computer, a standalone control unit based on the compact RIO CAN interface system was prepared (Description of the CompactRIO and its Modules in Appendix E1). The ECU also sends commands to the fuel cell auxiliary control box like explained in Figure 5.14. Fuel cell auxiliary control box contains of: pulse width modulation (PWM) unit to control radiator fan speed according to cooling water temperature, BOP power distribution board, fuses and fixed lined discharge resistor for fuel cell stack to minimize time of open cell voltage during operation and especially after shut down to reduce negative carbon corrosion effects of open cell voltage on MEA. Fuel cell system operation conditions and safety limits are described in Appendix D.1.3.
	/
	Figure 5.14  Fuel cell auxiliary control box.
	5.2.2 Fuel Cell System Test

	To get the specific parameters of the fuel cell system used for the motorcycle, a series of bench tests were performed on the fuel cell system. A complete set of data acquisition systems were set up to measure all important operations-, input- and output parameters during the tests. Based on this experiment, the system voltage under different load conditions can be determined and expressed using a polarisation curve. Based on the hydrogen flow rate, efficiency of the fuel cell stack and the system can be expressed and compared with theoretical efficiency. By this method, hydrogen purge losses can be determined. The consumption of the balance of plant over the stack power can be expressed and gives an indication of the best operation point for the fuel cell system.
	The fuel cell system test concludes with a comparison of the used closed cathode water cooled fuel cell system with an open cathode air cooled fuel cell system in terms of power density per active area, efficiency and weight. It discusses the positive and negative aspects of both systems.
	5.2.2.1 Experiment Setup

	The fuel cell system bench test is performed with HyPM 7 fuel cell system setup with cooling system and commanded through CAN Bus Peakan interface from a computer, which also logs the fuel cell specific data transmitted through the CAN interface. Further a compactRIO data acquisition system and an Eagle Tree data logger record through sensors the data like fuel cell voltage, fuel cell stack current fuel cell auxiliary current, instantaneous hydrogen flow, stack-, ambient-, and cooling water- temperatures. A more detailed description on the test conditions and measurement system is given  in section 5.3 Measurement system. For the fuel cell system start up a battery is used which is recharged back during fuel cell operations. The fuel cell system is connected to the electronic load of the fuel cell test station as shown in Figure 5.15. The load is operated in current control and gets set manually. The load current steps are selected to be smaller at the start to get a better resolution for the fuel cell activation losses and then set to larger steps at the linear part of the fuel cell polarisation curve. 
	/
	Figure 5.15 Fuel cell test set up configuration with HyPM7 fuel cell system on the right connected to Wonatech fuel cell test system with load box (Load box model: TDI WLC488 100- 1000- 12000 (Limits. 100 Volt 1000 Ampere 12 kW).
	Figure 5.16 shows the main measured fuel cell performance characteristics data over the time axis of the whole experiment. Clearly visible are the increasing steps of the fuel cell stack power for each new load current setting. The gap between fuel cell stack power and fuel cell system power is the power consumption of the fuel cell balance of plant. The hydrogen flow marked in light blue follows also the increasing fuel cell power steps. With increasing power the fuel cell voltage reduces like marked in dark blue. The orange marked fuel cell stack temperature is increasing from 40℃ to 55℃ and gets capped stable at this value by the water cooling system. Especially at higher current, a periodical power and voltage ripple can be observed on each test step, which is caused by the periodical hydrogen purge function of the fuel cell system (it is specially visible in the section 2000 to 2100 sec ~5.5 kW).
	/
	Figure 5.16  Measured fuel cell performance characteristics data.
	To get accurate values for the stack voltage, current, and especially hydrogen flow independent of the ripple of the purge cycle an average of the values in each load step was calculated. The areas considered for the values are marked with grey vertical bars. To have stable operation conditions, each fuel cell load step was kept for at least two minutes and the centre one minute which equals 600 measurement values, at 10 Hertz data collection rate, were used to build the average.
	5.2.2.2 Fuel Cell Stack: Polarisation Curve, Power and Efficiency

	The fuel cell stack polarisation curve is the main characterisation graph of a fuel cell. It shows the voltage versus current in Figure 5.17 and the red line is for our fuel cell. Compared to Figure 3.3 from the research methodology, clearly all three areas of activation polarisation (first part), ohmic polarisation (middle linear part) and concentration polarisation last part can be identified (Ming, 2006). It shows a voltage drop with increasing current. Also in this graph the power versus current is printed as light blue line, which goes in linear direction up. It means that power increases with current. The green line is the fuel cell stack efficiency which is at the beginning low and increase rapidly to be highest value  𝜂 = 54%. The fuel cell stack efficiency goes up only after a range of 20% of the full power rating. This low start up efficiency is explained with hydrogen purge losses caused by the fuel cell system around the stack.
	/
	Figure 5.17 Polarization curve measured on fuel cell stack from HyPM7 module; graph shows voltage, power and fuel cell stack efficiency versus stack current. The efficiency is based on measured hydrogen consumption and includes purge losses, which have a higher share on the consumption at low power.
	Figure 5.18 is the typical polarization and efficiency curve of a new HyPM HD30 30kW Hydrogenics system. In comparison with our measurement in Figure 5.17 it shows a very similar curve shape and efficiency characteristics. The low starting efficiency is explained here with balance of plant energy consumption and start at 0 powers actually with 𝜂 0% system efficiency. 
	/
	Figure 5.18 Typical polarization and efficiency curve of Hydrogenics fuel cell system; the curve shape match and validate our experiment conducted in the laboratory (Hydrogenics, 2011).
	Figure 5.19 shows the fuel cell polarisation curve with the hydrogen flow.
	/
	Figure 5.19  Fuel cell polarization curve with H2 purge.
	Figure 5.19 not only shows the polarisation curve with the stack voltage in green colour, the theoretical open cell voltage (blue-green colour line) is based on the measured fuel cell stack temperature and stack pressure also given in Barbir (Barbir, 2005; Barbir, 2006). With these values, the fuel cell stack voltage efficiency in purple colour can be calculated using equation (3.18). With equation (3.24) the amount of hydrogen gas purged can be expressed (red line). It is based on measured fuel cell stack efficiency, fuel cell voltage efficiency and the measured hydrogen flow rate (in blue colour). Interestingly, the hydrogen purge losses are constant at about 2.5 slpm till about 100 A. That is caused by the time controlled purge function of the fuel cell system. The purge losses slightly increase only over 100 A caused by additional condition based purging. Condition based purging is that at high current when a voltage drop of a single cell or the stack appears, the system tries to blow eventual water blockage out of the flow channels. If it is not successful, it will shut down with low cell voltage alarm.
	The constant purge losses of 2.5 slpm even at low power cause the low fuel cell stack efficiency measurement at the low power phase.
	5.2.2.3 Fuel cell system analysis

	Figure 5.20 shows the fuel cell stack power versus the fuel cell stack and system efficiency. The efficiency difference is caused by the balance of plant (BOP) or also called fuel cell auxiliary power. Fuel cell auxiliary power is the power required to run the air blower, cooling water pump, fuel cell control system, sensors, and humidifier.  The net power of the fuel cell stack is calculated by equation (3.27) and of the system by equation (3.29). 
	Figure 5.21 shows the fuel cell auxiliary power versus the fuel cell stack power output (blue line). It is clearly visible and logic that the auxiliary power increases with increasing stack power. But the increase in auxiliary power goes in steps.
	/
	Figure 5.20  Fuel cell stack power versus efficiency.
	The increasing steps of the auxiliary power can be explained by the user send signal of fuel cell current request and the system response with fuel cell current allowed, shown as purple and red dotted lines respectively. With an increased current request signal, the fuel cell controller increases the air blower speed to be ready for higher load requirements. The current request was sent in steps of 20 A, 120 A and 140 A. Interesting to observe is that, for the last two measurements at 6.8 and 7.4 kW, the auxiliary power demand is still raising even the current request is stable. The reason for this increase can be observed from the light blue line of the fuel cell temperature which is first at 58℃ and then decreases to 56℃ as the fuel cell system increase the cooling effort with higher radiator fan speed which also increases the auxiliary power demand. The target stoichiometry 𝜆 (green line) of the fuel cell system is kept in a rather constant rate first at λ = 20 for power below 800 W than at  λ = 2.3 for power 1 kW and beyond.
	A smart current request for low power city driving or a complete fuel cell shut off could improve driving efficiency.
	/
	Figure 5.21 Fuel cell stack power versus auxiliary power, temperature and target stoichiometry.
	Figure 5.22 shows the fuel cell auxiliary power consumption as percentage of fuel cell stack power. A clear decrease from the small power to below 1 kW to large power can be observed, mainly caused by the constant base load power of the fuel cell system. For fuel cell stack power over 600 W, a curve fitting model for the auxiliary power consumption can be found as given in Figure 5.23 (Inayati, 2011). 
	/
	Figure 5.22  Fuel cell system auxiliary power in percentage of fuel cell stack power (Inayati, 2011).
	/
	Figure 5.23  Curve fitting of percentage of fuel cell axillary power verse stack power (Inayati, 2011).
	5.2.2.4 Comparison of Closed Cathode Water Cooled Fuel Cell System with Open Cathode Air Cooled Fuel Cell System

	For the PEM fuel cell which takes the oxygen from the surrounding air, there are two principle systems possible: open cathode and closed cathode. Also two different cooling methods are used: air cooled and water cooled.
	This comparison is very interesting as more and more small vehicle applications are coming up with open cathode fuel cell systems and a fuel cell motorcycle is in principal at the border line between the usage of closed cathode fuel cell to open cathode fuel cell. 
	At the open cathode, the fuel cell membrane is with open channels directly exposed to the surrounding air. The air flow may be increased with a fan. The advantage is a very minimal system design with low power consumption for the BOP. The total system has the same volumetric power density with a closed cathode system up to about 5 kW, but the gravimetric power density is higher. The volumetric power density of the fuel cell stack alone is lower. Humidification and dust are an issue for the lifetime of the open cathode system. 
	The closed cathode fuel cell has a closed channel system at the cathode side and the air is forced in with a blower. This design has the advantage that an efficient air filter can be implemented and has the option of higher pressure operation. With higher pressure, the amount of reactant gas per area increases and the power density per stack area increase as well. The fuel cell stack can be smaller as it has higher power density and can operate with slimmer channels for the cathode air supply. A further advantage is the possibility of implementation of a humidification system for the membrane. The disadvantages are that a more complex system has a the higher power demand for the balance of plant and a higher system weight.
	 Hydrogenics HyPM7 with 7 kW net electrical power, water cooled, closed cathode, and 65 kg system weight.
	 Horizon H1000 with 1 kW gross electrical power, air cooled with 5 kg system weight.
	To be able to compare the different fuel cells, the fuel cell voltage gets expressed per cell and the fuel cell current per active fuel cell membrane area, as given in equations (3.31) and (3.32). Figure 5.24 shows the result of the current density comparison with double current density for the closed cathode fuel cell stack with 0.78 A/cm² to 0.38 A/cm² for the open cathode stack.
	/
	Figure 5.24  Current density comparison of close cathode Hydrogenics HyPM7 versus open cathode Horizon H1000 fuel Cell.
	Figure 5.25 shows the efficiency comparison of the fuel cell stack and system efficiency. There can be a clear advantage seen for the closed cathode fuel cell in terms of stack efficiency. But because of the higher power demand of the balance of plant, the fuel cell system efficiency of the closed cathode fuel cell gets in the range of the open cathode fuel cell but still stays most of the time slightly higher than the system efficiency of the open cathode fuel cell.
	/
	Figure 5.25  Efficiency comparison.
	Summarising it can be said that the closed cathode fuel cell system is slightly more efficient and robust to environmental influences. But the gap is not too wide and the advantage of lower system complexity of the open cathode system is strong. 
	5.2.3 Battery

	For the drive cycle test two different Lithium ion polymer battery packs were used. One is an industrial grade large cell battery for vehicle propulsion applications from Kokam Korea and the other one is a high power model airplane type battery from Thunder power USA. Specification overview of the used battery packs are given in Table 5.1. 
	Table 5.1 Specification overview of the used battery packs
	The 14 cell series (14s) battery packs were in both cases assembled out of matching smaller packs and equipped with individual cell balancing connector fitting to Schulze Elektronik Germany LiPoProfiBal14.  LiPoProfiBal14 is a lithium battery cell balancer for battery packs up to 14 cells. It equalise the voltage between the cells by distributing the charge from the highest voltage cell to lower voltage cells. In a pack, the balance current is limited to 1 Amper. The balancer has a serial port connection and software which allows reading and logging of the individual cell voltages. Figure 5.26 shows a Thunder Power battery pack with Schulze Elektronik battery balancer. Both battery packs were equipped with temperature sensors (thermocouple type K) between the centre cells. Figure 5.27 shows the Kokam battery pack with fire redundant fibreglass casing, equipped with Anderson power connectors, voltage senor connector, Schulze balancer connection and thermocouple. 
	/
	Figure 5.26  Thunder Power battery pack with Schulze Elektronik battery balancer.
	/
	Figure 5.27  Kokam battery pack, with connectors and balancer.
	5.2.4 Criteria for Battery Selection 

	As fuel cell technology is still in a pre-commercial stage, the battery was selected only by performance and availability criteria, not by economics. As time has proven that, at the stage when technology gets major, the price will come down (Pop et al., 2008a), (Pop et al., 2008b).
	Figure 5.28 shows the diagram of specific power density versus specific energy density of commercially available battery cells in the year 2005 (Jossen and Jörissen, 2007). The orange circlet at the top right corner is the selected Kokam SLPB100215215 Battery cells for the fuel cell motorcycle with 1200 W/kg and 140 Wh/kg. At the time of purchase, this is one of the best performing batteries (Dahn and Ehrlich, 2011).
	For Kokam, the high energy type battery with 5 times the capacity (5C) discharge rate and 2 times the capacity (2C) charge rate were chosen. That means a discharge current rating up to 200 A and charge rating up to 80 A for a 40 Ah battery. Main battery data sheets can be found in Appendix D2 (D2.1 for Kokam and D2.2 for Thunder Power).
	/
	Figure 5.28 Diagram of specific power density verses specific energy density of commercially available battery cells in the year 2005 (Jossen and Jörissen, 2007). 
	The Thunder Power Battery was chosen for the high power density* with 20C discharge rate and 6C charge rate. At nominal capacity of 5Ah, it means 100A discharge and 30 A charge. *High power density at the time of purchase in 2008. In 2013 lithium polymer battery packs with up to 60C short time peak discharge rate are available.
	5.2.5 Battery Test

	There are two main reasons for carrying out battery charge and discharge tests. First neither Kokam nor Thunder Power could provide detailed battery discharge curve with numerical values. Second aging of the battery packs have changed the manufactures specifications and the only way to know the specifications of the used batteries are own tests.
	5.2.5.1 Test Conditions

	All battery test curves were produced by discharge experiments in laboratory environment as specified in Table 5.1. Voltage and current values were measured close to the battery terminals with an Eagle Tree V3. The data logger is connected to a laptop computer with data logging software from Egal Tree. The discharge load used was the same TDI WLC488 Electronic load used for the fuel cell bench test shown in Figure 5.15. The discharging was stopped at 3 V per cell. Between the tests the battery there recharged using a Schulze Elektronik Charger. For the open cell voltage (OCV) tests, the discharge was several times stopped and after 1 minute the OCV voltage of the battery was measured with a fluke multi-meter. The OCV “discharge” curve was specifically verified with a charge experiment. The charge experiment was done in the reverse manner of the discharge OCV experiments, using the Schulze charger. Fan cooling was applied for continuing high current discharge experiments. For the large Kokam battery, fans was required to cool the data logger at 2.5C (100 A) and 3C (120 A) rating, the battery temperature did not increase over 33℃. For the small Thunder Power battery, fan cooling was required to keep the battery temperature below 50℃ for all experiments over 10C discharge rate. This compromise is permit able in battery temperature management as, during drive cycle operations, the temperature of the small battery never exceeds 50℃ and is normally stabilize between 38 to 48℃. This was also verified by Dan and Ehlich (2011).
	5.2.5.2 Battery Test Results

	The results of the discharge experiments are shown in Figure 5.29 for the Kokam battery and in Figure 5.30 for the Thunder Power battery. It is clearly visible that, at the Thunder Power battery, the usable discharge capacity drops with higher discharge currents. Also the voltage drop at the same state of charge (SOC) is higher for the Thunder power battery than the Kokam battery. The main reason is that the Kokam battery is conservative under specified conditions. For example, at 1C discharge, a capacity of 41.6 Ah could be measured after 3 years shelf storage. Additionally a maximum 3C discharge rating is not high but sufficient for a large battery.
	/
	Figure 5.29 Kokam 40Ah battery discharge curves, Battery pack voltage over capacity discharged for several discharge rates including polynomial curve matching functions and error (in least squares approach) for each discharge curve.
	The Thunder Power battery is beyond limits of longevity use specified by the manufacturer. As the peak discharge of 20C can only be achieved at full battery, overheating problems will occur close to empty. Additionally, the battery is not new at the beginning of the test and it reaches the limits of the battery.
	/
	Figure 5.30 Thunder Power battery discharge curves, battery pack voltage over capacity discharged for several discharge ratesincluding polynomial curve matching functions and error for each discharge curve.
	The polynomial curve fitting for the OCV curve is used to calculate the battery efficiency during the drive cycle. Description is shown in section 5.8.3.1 Determination of initial SOC. 
	5.2.6 Ultra-Capacitor

	The ultra-capacitor pack built for this research contains 2 parallel strings of 4 ultra-capacitor modules in series. Each module contains 6 ultra-capacitors in series like shown in the electrical schematic of the ultra-capacitor pack given in Figure 5.31. Each module is equipped with an active balance circuit to equally distribute charge between the capacitors. Balance circuits of multiple modules in the string are connected for overall balance. The module is equipped with a thermocouple type K temperature sensor placed inside. The voltage sensor cable is separated from the power cable to minimise voltage losses on the measurement line. 
	Figure 5.31  Electrical schemata of ultra-capacitor pack.
	Figure 5.31 shows the ultra-capacitor pack. The balance connection in light colour wires between the modules, the red main power connector, the small voltage sensor connector, and the thermocouple type K connector are clearly visible. The capacity and internal resistance or equivalent series resistant of the ultra-capacitor pack is calculated based on two parallel strings of 4 series Maxwell BPAK03500- 15EA ultra capacitor modules with 58 F 15 V; and an internal resistance of 0.019 Ω can be calculated by equation (5.1) and (5.2) respectively. As all capacitor modules are the same, equation (5.1) and (5.2) can be simply expressed as follows.
	The pack has a capacity of 29 Farad with 60 V maximum Volt and internal Resistance of 0.038 Ω on DC and weight is 4.622 kg as also given in Figure 5.32.
	Capacity / Max Voltage  
	29 Farad  /  60 V
	Discharge  and  Charge rating
	>400A 
	Arrangement
	4 Series x 2 Parallel
	Internal Resistance 
	0.038Ω on DC 
	Weight
	4.622 kg
	Specific energy density
	10 Wh/kg
	Specific  power density
	5192W/kg
	Figure 5.32 shows the ultra-capacitor pack with cover and connectors for power, voltage sensing and temperature measurement. Details of the ultra-capacitor modules used are given in Appendix D3. For calibration of the capacity, the ultra-capacitor modules were verified with individual experiments by measuring the discharge energy from Vmax to V = 0.0 with a load bench and eagle tree V3 data logger. This confirmed the rated capacity. 
	5.2.7 Motors, Controllers and Drive

	The motor is the most essential part of the drive train, together with the motor-controller and the final drive gearing system they convert the electrical energy to mechanical energy and transfer it to the wheel. For a vehicle drive, to regulate the torque or speed of an electric motor without a motor-controller is not practical or not even functional (for DC brushless machine). We look on motor and controller as one unit which belongs together in this section. The electric motors often just get referred to as a machine especially in the context of electrical drives. That means an electric machine can convert electrical energy to mechanical energy in a bidirectional way. Whether the reverse way of regenerative braking is implemented or not depends on three factors: first, whether the mechanical drive allows the wheel to spin the motor, in case of the usage of an free-wheel clutch. This is not the case here. The second one is whether the motor controller allows electricity to flow back and the third one is whether an electric energy storage device, like battery or ultra-capacitor, is connected and capable of capturing the energy. In some cases, a brake resistor which transfers this energy to heat makes sense to protect the system from overload, especially for larger electric drive application which relay on motor brake capability. 
	5.2.7.1 The Dual Motor Drive Setup 

	The motor drive setup contains of two electric motors propelling the same back wheel. The main motor mounted close to the wheel hub is from new generation motors (NGM) and the second motor connected with a chain drive is named booster motor. For two-wheel vehicles, this pretty unique setup was developed to increase the power for accelerating and maximizing speed. Both motors are engaged and allowed efficient low speed cruising. To have no drag of the second motor, an free-wheel clutch was implemented to mechanically decouple the booster motor during low speed cruising. The main motor is always mechanically engaged with the wheel which enables the main motor to perform regenerative braking and the clutch disables the boost motor from regenerative braking. This setup was chosen with a free-wheel clutch for the boost motor as it is more efficient than having the boost motor always mechanically coupled. In the same time, for a very minimum gain in efficiency, an active clutch system using the boost motor only for additional regenerative braking would add complexity and weight by reducing reliability. The two motor setup acts as a virtual two speed gearing without the need of a mechanically shifting gearbox. 
	5.2.7.2 Electronic Torque Sharing Control Concept for Two Motor Drive System

	With an advanced electronic torque sharing control between the two motors, the efficiency and/or performance of this motor drive system could be even further improved. For this the driver command from the main throttle position gets processed in an electronic torque sharing control unit and two separate torque control signals for each motor controller are generated based on the embedded individual motor characteristic diagram. From the feedback of the actual wheel speed and the input current information of each motor, the individual motor signals can be further optimized to reach the required torque by the driver with a minimum current input. That means this close loop control has the potential to optimize the power consumption of the motor drive system and increases its efficiency based on the actual driving conditions.
	The problem to implement this system in the real motorcycle was the time to make the electronic torque sharing control reliable enough for save driving. As the electronic torque sharing unit relays not only on the throttle, speed sensor, and current signal inputs, it is better to make sure that these signals are current as it generates a torque request signals to the motor which make the motorcycle drive. First attempts with the compact RIO data acquisition and control system and electro mechanic throttle activators had unacceptable time delay, that means acceleration and deceleration came dangerously late, and once failed to decelerate completely. For safety reasons, all test were performed on the dynamometer. Therefore a fail save and optimised electronic torque sharing control is suggested as separate further work on the project; which has the potential to further increase the motor drive efficiency and user comfort.
	The currently implemented control for the motors give the choice of which motor to use to the rider.  At the right side of the handlebar, a classic throttle signal for the main NGM motor with auto zero position and spring return is used; on the left handlebar end, a tune wheel for the booster motor speed connected in series with an ergonomic thumb controlled speed button to activate the boost motor is implemented. For safety reasons, the boost motor button returns spring loaded to zero position if not activated. 
	5.2.7.3 Main Motor Specifications

	The main motor is a disc type permanent magnet 3-phase AC synchronous motor which also can be operated as a DC brushless motor. It is a MSF215/125 series motor from New Generation Motors (NGM) Ashburn, Virginia, USA, (now NuGen Mobility, Inc). The motor design comes from direct drive high efficient brushless DC motors for solar racing cars as used for the world solar challenge in Australia. This specific motor model was developed for an US government and supported electric motorcycle project in India to fit directly a small Indian motor scooter back wheel mounting. The motor was designed with mass manufacturing in mind, but never gets in mass production. For these imaginary cost saving reasons, a low strength sand casted aluminium casing was used, which did not allow modifications and limits the wheel size to 10 inch as described in the previous chapter with the choice of tires, as shown in Figure 5.34. Furthermore, a fixed single stage planetary gear with gear ratio i = 3.07 was implemented to reduce size (costs) and increase torque as shown in Figure 5.33. As side effect, the motor efficiency gets reduced by the gearing efficiency (~1.5%), maximum speed reduces and some noise from the gearing gets emitted. The specifications of the motor are in given Table 5.2 and the specifications of the motor controller are listed in Table 5.3. The motor peak power is 8.6 kW in this data sheet, the revised data sheet mentions 8.0 kW as shown in Appendix D5, but in real street driving and on dynamometer test, the electric input power did not exceed 4.6 kW. As a summary, it is still a high efficient motor, proven by our drive cycle efficiency tests, and has a ruggedized package with a good protective motor controller and only a typing mistake in the data sheet power (8.6 instead of 4.6 kW).
	Figure 5.33 Open up planetary gearing with 10` rim (left) and motor casing (right) of NGM motor.
	Table 5.2 NGM Motor specifications according first data sheet from the manufacturer (New Generation Motors Corporation, 2005).
	/
	Table 5.3 NGM Motor controller specifications for model EVC400-043(New Generation Motors Corporation, 2005).
	/
	Figure 5.34  NGM motor left and right side view.
	5.2.7.4 Boost Motor Specification

	The booster motor is a high pole DC-brushed motor from Lynch, model 170-127, with permanent magnet stator. Figure 5.35 shows the Lynch DC-brushed motor with drive setup as booster motor.  At nominal 48 V, the rated motor power is 5.54 kW at rated speed of 3264 rpm and 16.2 Nm, respectively. This motor is able to provide peak power of 16 kW (at peak current of 400 A). The motor torque constant is 0.12 Nm/A, speed constant is 68rpm/V, armature current is 650 mA, and armature inductance is 20 µH (at 15 kHz) (Inayati, 2011).
	Figure 5.35 Lynch brushed DC motor with chain transmission as boost motor.
	5.2.7.5 Final Drive Gearing Ratio

	The gearing ratio for the booster motor was calculated according to the target speed of 80 km/h cruising which is also allowed by the NGM motor according to its specification sheet. During test drive in South Africa, we already suspected a slight miss alignment of the speed profiles of the NGM motor and booster motor. By having regenerative energy back flow from the NGM motor on some fast downhill sections even with wide open throttle (WOT) operations. Basically, the NGM motor gets overturned in this driving position. That means the back electromotive force (back EMF) gets stronger than the forward magnetic force and the motor starts to generate electricity. The practical solution for the reason of energy consumption and road safety was not to use the WOT for any motor during steep downhill sections and use the full regenerative energy instead to back charge the battery and reduce the speed of the motorcycle. The heavy loaded support car with trailer also had serious trouble in catching up with the motorcycle in hilly areas. At steep uphill, the two motor setup shows its full potential when both motors work together with maximum power tested on up to 30% short slope and 21% longer slope. 
	After the rally, further dynamometer lab tests confirmmed the suspected overturn of the NGM motor. Dynamometer acceleration test show that the NGM motor only contributes till a maximum wheel rpm of about 850 rpm to the acceleration till it starts to generate power back, shown in Figure 5.36 left side. The logical way to solve this misalignment and keep (or even increase a bit) the wheel speed is to lower the gear ratio of the NGM motor from i = 3.07 to i = 2.5. Due to manufacturing difficulties of a new planetary gear set for the NGM motor, a higher gear ratio for the booster motor from i = 3.5 to i = 4 was manufactured, as illustrated in Figure 5.37. The same acceleration test with the improved gear ratio shows that the NGM motor and the booster motor support each other in their full rpm range and more torque is available at the wheel displayed at the right side of Figure 5.36. The lower wheel speed could be compensated for the vehicle speed with an increase wheel diameter from 10 to 15 inch (factor 1.32 larger). The higher torque at the wheel would support this larger wheel diameter a virtual increased wheel size in the dynamometer test of a non-reduced speed WMTC2 drive cycle shows that a vehicle speed of 97 km/h during the drive cycle run could be achieved.
	Figure 5.36 Acceleration test comparison with different booster motor gear ratio, left side: i:3.5 FC direct configuration; right side: i:4 FCUC configuration. 03 load setting.
	For this special test, the dynamometer brake force was increased to match the higher driving load mainly caused by increased aerodynamic load. The speed was factored up with the increased wheel circumference and the wheel torque was factored down with the larger wheel radius. Figure 5.38 shows the resulting speed and power profile. 
	Figure 5.37 Gear ratio changes for booster motor, by increasing the sprocket diameter to reduce the gear ration from i = 3.5 (left figure, red circle) to i = 4 ( right figure, green circle).
	/
	Figure 5.38 Speed and power profile of a WMTC 2 non-reduced speed drive cycle test, Test with virtual increased wheel by factor of 1.32 and increased dynamometer load setting 05.
	Table 5.4 compares of the two gearing setup during acceleration test and shows that the acceleration time from 0-50 km reduces from 6.4 seconds to 5.0 seconds but the top speed also reduces from 82 km/h to 78 km/h. That is the reason why all following dynamometer tests will show less top speed than measured on the street.
	Table 5.4 Comparison of booster motor gear ratio i = 3.5 to i = 4.0 in terms of acceleration and maximum speed
	Configuration
	 
	Unit
	Booster motor gear ratio
	Reduction
	 
	i:3.5
	i:4
	Fuel cell direct / Fuel cell ultra-capacitor
	Max. speed
	km/h
	71.14
	62.63
	11.96%
	 Acceleration time 0-50 km/h
	sec
	6.55
	5
	23.66%
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Triple hybrid with large battery
	Max. speed
	km/h
	82.03
	77.05
	6.07%
	 Acceleration time 0-50 km/h
	sec
	6.6
	5.8
	12.12%
	5.2.8 Power Conditioner

	Between the fuel cell system and power train, a power conditioner is necessary. The primary reason is to limit the voltage from the fuel cell on the power train. The free load voltage of the fuel cell system reaches 81 Volt from the 80 cell stack; the maximum input Voltage for the NGM main motor controller is 60Volt. If the input voltage exceeds 60 V, the over voltage protection function of the motor controller shuts itself off and restarted only after reconnecting the supply. The original boost motor controller from 4qd did not have this protection function. At voltage over 66 Volt, the capacitor vent and the MOSFET transistor crack (Petruzella and Frank, 2010). After the experience of South African Ralley, the motor controller was exchanged to a modified DC/DC converter from Zahn Electronic with up to 80 Volt operations. At the planning process of the drive train, the issue of the withstand voltage of the motor controller was discussed with the supplier before delivery, but the manufacturer were not able to increase the input voltage of the motor controller, maybe they never get informed of the request from our supplier.
	The first operation strategy for the power management was to switch the fuel cell system off when the powertrain voltage limit is reached and to switch the fuel cell system on after the powertrain voltage drops below a set threshold (default setting OFF 56V and ON 54V). It was implemented by voltage monitoring of the power train through the serial/USB connection of the NGM motor controller in a laptop and computing the input with an NI Lab View based program and sending the start stop command out to the HyPM7 fuel cell system by a PCCMA CAN bus adaptor through the CAN bus communication port of the HyPM7 fuel cell. Figure 5.39 shows the set scheme of the power train with this switching function. This control strategy was successfully used in the fuel cell motorcycle during the South African Solar Challenge 2008. But a PC software based control solution seems not to be reliable enough for daily use. 
	/
	Figure 5.39 Fuel cell hybrid drive train scheme, as used during South African Solar Challenge. To prevent overvoltage of the 14cell LiPo battery packs the fuel cell gets switched on and off via the CAN bus signal.
	5.2.8.1 Power Conditioning with DC/DC Converter

	The second solution was a power conditioning with a step down DCDC from Zahn Electronic. The output voltage was set to 95% maximum battery voltage. Table 5.5 shows a picture and the specifications of the DCDC converter. It works reliable till breaker down; with 15.5 kg a bit heavy.
	Table 5.5 DC/DC converter specifications and picture.
	 Step Down,DC-DC Converter
	 Manufacturer: Zahn Electronics USA
	 Model:DCDC66/48/10KWCH100210F-SS
	 51 to 80 Volt 48V 210 A 
	o 10.08 kW
	 Weight 15.5kg
	5.2.8.2 Smart Voltage Limiting Switch with SSR

	A smart over voltage limiting switch measures the power train voltage and switches a solid state relay (SSR) in the line between fuel cell and power train. It is on if the powertrain voltage is below a set point and it switches off when the power train voltage reaches a set point and switches on again if the power point voltage falls below a set point. A threshold can be set. The smart voltage limiting switch was independently developed. Figure 5.40 shows the schematics of the controller switch. Based on a LM358 Voltage comparator integrated circuit (IC), the switching voltage can be set with the variable resistor R1. The output signal of the Voltage comparator goes on the external On/Off signal input of a micro DC/DC converter which provides the 12 V signal to the power switch. 
	/
	Figure 5.40  Schematics of the controller of the smart voltage limiting switch. Improved version of the controller is given in appendix D8 upper figure.
	For the fast and noise free power switching, we use 6 electronic solid state relay (SSR) parallel on three heat sinks with cooling fans, as shown in Figure 5.41. The setup is equipped with thermo couples to measure the temperature increase between SSR and heat sink. Over a whole drive cycle test, only a temperature increase of 4 K compared to ambient temperature was measured. That means the switching efficiency is high and the heat sink functions very well and can be reduced in size. Furthermore, the 6 used Crydom D1D40 SSR relays with 40 Amper load current could be replaced by 2 of the later version of Cydome D1D100 SSR with 100 Amper load current. The fuel cell compartment housing can be used as heat sink, like described in Chapter 4 (media flow design and cooling). So the weight of the current smart voltage limiting switch with 6.8 kg can be reduced to 0.35 kg if integrated in the motorcycle fuel cell compartment. But even with the current setup, it has less than half the volume and weight than the Zahn Electronics DC/DC converter.
	/
	Figure 5.41  Voltage limiting switch set up with heat sink.
	5.2.8.3 Efficiency Comparison of Power Conditioner

	To find out which power conditioner method is more effective, we compare the energy balance of the DC/DC converter and the Smart Voltage Limiting Switch in drive cycle tests. Calculations refer to equation (3.54) to (3.57). Both devices go through the same drive cycle (WMTC1 load setting 0_3) with the same configuration (FCBat40UC). During each drive cycle test, the energy balance of the power conditioner is measured with: energy into power conditioner, energy comes out of power conditioner and energy loss in power conditioner. The efficiency is calculated based on the energy consumption in the power conditioners. The first comparison in Table 5.6 shows an efficiency of 95.50% for the DC/DC converter and 96.03% for the Smart Voltage Limiting switch which is a efficiency improvement of 11.9%. For the second test on the different drive cycle (WMTC2) with similar configuration in Table 5.7, the efficiency improvement is 27.5%.
	Generally it can be stated that, the Smart Voltage Limiting Switch method is for fuel cell drive trains with a slightly higher or matching fuel cell operation voltage than power train voltage the more efficient solution compared to a DC/DC converter. Additionally it has a size weight and cost benefit.
	Table 5.6 Efficiency comparison of power conditioner in drive cycle test one.
	 
	/
	with DC/DC converter
	/
	With Smart Voltage Limiting Swich
	WMTC1 03 valve setting  FCBat40UC
	WMTC1 03 Valve setting  FCBat40UC 
	Power Conditioning
	Energy Input 
	[Wh]
	289.17
	374.26
	Energy Losses
	[Wh]
	13.02
	14.85
	Efficiency DC/DC
	 
	95.50 %
	96.03%
	Efficiency Improvement
	 
	11.9%
	Table 5.7 Efficiency comparison of power conditioner in drive cycle test two.
	 
	/
	/
	with DC/DC converter
	With Smart Voltage Limiting Swich
	WMTC2 03 valve setting  FC
	WMTC2 04 Valve setting  FCUC 
	Power Conditioning
	Energy Input 
	[Wh]
	576.53
	550.63
	Energy Losses
	[Wh]
	30.96
	21.43
	Efficiency DC/DC
	 
	94.63%
	96.11%
	Efficiency Improvement
	 
	27.5%
	5.2.8.4 Power Diode

	A power diode is used to prevent current back flow from the power train to the fuel cell from hybrid storage or regenerative braking. Current back flow to the fuel cell stack would damage the fuel cell membrane. To reduce power losses, a low voltage drop high current Schottky diode Model MBRT 400100 (R) is used, specifications are shown in Appendix D4. To reduce the power loss even further, 6 diodes are used in parallel, see Figure 5.42.
	The voltage loss on a single diode at 100 A is 0.698 V. On 6 Diode parallel 0.610 V improvement of 14.3% in efficiency. Or 8.8 W at 100 A and 5.5 kW results in 0.16% total electric efficiency improvement.
	Figure 5.42  Power Diode Array.
	Evens further reduction of losses would be possible if the “smart voltage switch” would be combined with the “power diode”. For this set up a controller measures the voltage level of power bus and fuel cell and detects power bus voltage limits and possible electricity back flow. The controller gives accordingly a signal to a fast electronic switch which allows power flow from the fuel cell to the power bus. To reduce power losses and heating on the electronic switch, the switch get bridged after short time with a slower reacting mechanical relay. The relay has practically no losses in the power line. The key for this approach would be a very reliable controller which was not within the expertise of the research team. The circuitry of the power switch is given in Appendix D8 lower figure.
	5.2.8.5 Fuses

	Fuses are important safety elements in an electric circuit. An electric source has the potential to deliver high power almost instantaneously. A fuse can prevent damage in case of a malfunction /short circuit happening in the fuse circuit. That means the fuse should be as close as possible to the power source since any short circuit happens before the fuse cannot protect the device. A fuse can only protect from an over current event, but not from an over voltage event. For example, if the power from a regenerative braking motor is not able to be captured by the battery or ultra-capacitor, the voltage will keep rising till the capacitor or battery overcharges and vents, bursts or burns. An additional electronic intelligent over voltage protection circuit is required here. A fuse protects from over current which means, in the simplest cases, it is a defined thin piece of conductor in the electric circuit that melts first when the current exceeds the limit and break the electric circuit. That means it is supposed to be the weakest link in the circuit with the highest resistance, which is easy to replace. However, that means every fuse will waste energy by being in the main power line and having a higher resistance than other cables. To have an order of magnitude here, we perform an example from measurement on the fuel cell motorcycle.
	The voltage drop measured across the 355A rated main motor fuse is 0.140V at continual current of 100A. Fuse temperature rises from 25C ambient temperature to 37C, power train voltage is 55 V. That means the power lost at the fuse is calculated by continuous current times voltage drop across the fuse 0.130 V * 100 A = 14 W. It means 14 W heat generated. For example, 14 Watt is the power consumption of all indicator lights in hazard blinking mode. Compared to the total power of 5500 W flowing through the circuit, it is a 0.25% power loss at this moment.
	Figure 5.43 show 355A main fuse for booth traction motors combined equipped with a transparent screw on cover to make it touch protected and easy to inspect. Improvement based on recommendations from scrutinizer Prof. Georg Brasseur at South Africa Rally.
	/
	Figure 5.43  355A main fuse for booth traction motors combined.
	5.2.8.6 Wiring and Connectors

	In order to have easy accessible common negative rail connections in one point, we should have the same common potential for measurements and to avoid ground loops, shown in Figure 5.44.
	All cables are labelled with heat shrink seals. The common connection has an isolated covered during operation. This was an improvement found from the South African Rally. All analogue signal measurement wires are shielded wires with the shield single ended connected to common in one single point to avoid potential difference and reduce measurement noise, as illustrated in. Figure 5.44.
	Figure 5.44 Common connector terminal left side without cover, upper right side with cover. The lower right picture shows the single point connection for all wire shields of analog sensor wires. 
	5.2.9 Vehicle Auxiliaries, Other Auxiliaries and Parasitic Loses

	The standard for vehicle drive cycle test is without any vehicle auxiliaries switched on. But especially in city driving with cars, vehicle auxiliaries like headlamps and air conditioning can make up to 34% of the power consumption, (Volkswagen AG, 2010), to find out the power consumption of the vehicle auxiliaries at the motorcycle the power consumption of the vehicle auxiliary was measured and is demonstrated in Figure 5.45.
	Especially energy saving vehicle auxiliaries, like LED indicators, LED parking light and LED back, brake and number plate light, were chosen which save about 1/5 of the power consumption of traditional light bulb solutions. About half of the vehicle auxiliary power is consumed by the headlamp. The headlamp is a halogen lamp with a movable cover for high and low beams with the same power consumption in both operation modes. More energy efficient xenon headlights as in cars are not street legal for motorcycles because of their danger to blind upcoming vehicles. Energy saving LED head lamps with street approval were not available in 2008.
	/
	Figure 5.45 Doughnut diagram of fuel cell motorcycle auxiliary power
	The total power consumption of all vehicle auxiliaries is 125 Watt. If we consider this 125 W as continual power and maybe replace the 12.5 W power consumption of the horn with a stereo system and the 20 W of the window spray with a Laptop-GPS system. We can consider this power consumption as constant and can compare it with the power consumption in a WMTC 1 city drive cycle and a WMTC 2 exurban drive cycle. In Figure 5.46, it is illustrated how many percentage of the drive cycle energy would be needed for the vehicle auxiliaries. It is 6% for the City cycle and 4% for the exurban cycle. It is not as high as for a car, but still in a magnitude which makes visible influence on the efficiency.
	Figure 5.46 Doughnut chart of average motor input energy for WMTC 1 and WMTC 2 versus vehicle auxiliary energy.
	5.2.10 Auxiliary Installation

	As an improvement from the road rally in South Africa, all vehicle auxiliaries are new wired and get separate fuses to avoid a motor controller shut off by overload on the 13 Volt vehicle auxiliary supplies shown in Figure 5.47. Two on board 12 V car power connector sockets for GPS and others get installed. Hazard warning indicator functions get activated and driver feedback for indicator get installed.
	Figure 5.47  Cable is rearranged in boxes left and right of steering colon.
	5.2.11 Vehicle Mounted Solar System

	The idea to harvest free energy from sun or wind to propel vehicles is well known, especially since the first tour de sol solar race in Switzerland in 1985 and the world Solar Challenge in Australia held biannually since1988. Beside the traditional use of sails to propel vehicles with wind, there is now also a competition in the Netherlands to use wind turbines to propel a vehicle.
	The problems of unsteady supply of solar or wind can be overcome with energy storage like batteries. The main problem is the energy density of these sources need a large area to harvest enough energy to fully propel the vehicle. A vehicle mounted photovoltaic system has obvious space limitation especially on a motorcycle. But never the less, it is worthy considering a small solar system on the roof of the vehicle as our motorcycle is especially designed for that. Figure 5.48 shows our fuel cell motorcycle with installed solar panels on the roof of the motorcycle. In this case, flexible solar panels are used which would actually allow to have a much more curved roof top design than it is now. The flexible solar panels still have a lower efficiency than crystalline silicon solar panels (Pagliaro et al., 2008). To be able to store the energy from the solar panels directly in the main hybrid battery of the motorcycle, they are connected in series to a string voltage of 60 Volt. A schotky diode in the circuit prevents a back flow of energy to the solar panel. If more efficient solar panels are used and the small hybrid battery is used, an additional overcharge protection of the battery must be implemented to cut the charge connection to the solar panel when the battery is full. At nominal sun shine with 1000 Watt per square meter, the output power of the used solar panel of 0.211 m² active areas is 16 Watt. That is sufficient, for example, to compensate self-discharge losses in the battery and keep both hydrogen sensors active during the vehicle is parked in a place with normal daylight. If it is parked in sunlight, the energy is sufficient to power, for example, the vehicle integrated with 3G and/or Wi-Fi modem and act as a mobile “zero emission” internet access point. 
	/
	Figure 5.48  Solar roof from fuel cell motorcycle.
	The possible solar energy harvested from the existing motorcycle roof space of 0.5 m²  of the motorcycle with 25% high efficient silicon solar cells like used in solar race cares, over a 12 hours day with an average sun intensity of 400*W/m² would harvest 600 Watt hours energy. (*The actually sun intensity vary between 1800 W/m² and 50 W/m² over the day depending on weather and area on the place)
	This energy is enough to propel our fuel cell motorcycle in the WMTC1 city drive cycle for 7.72 km. Calculation based on experimental results of our fuel cell ,battery, ultra capacitor triple hybrid set up in the WMTC1 drive cycle are 77.73 Wh energy from solar panel needed  to travel 1 km. These results include the charge (95.9%) and discharge (99.1%) efficiency of the 3.6 Ah battery.
	Another mode of using solar energy practically for powering a vehicle is the stationary solar panel on the roof top facing the sun most of the day. This electricity get either directly charged in the vehicle traction battery or gets distributed in the electric utility grid. Later on, for example, at night, the vehicle is charged from the utility grid. A solar electricity feed in tariff is helpful for advertising this method (Scheer, 2007). 
	5.3 Measurement System
	The measurement system is custom designed by the researcher for the fuel cell motorcycle tests. This section describes the measurement equipment, measurement methods, selected sensors, data acquisition system (DAQ) and data processing. It continues in the next section with an overview of the motorcycle schematics with its design layers and the placement of the measurement sensors. 
	The design idea is that the sensors and the compact RIO data acquisition system with its touch screen Toughbook laptop can be integrated in the fuel cell motorcycle to take data during real world road riding, as a standard, allows on board test bench data acquisition system.
	For accessibility of installation, service and testing some of the control interfaces have ben outsourced from the motorcycle to the control desk of the dynamometer with separate computer systems. To minimize environmental influence the test conditions on dynamometer test are kept constant as specified in Table 5.8.
	Table 5.8: Laboratory test conditions.
	5.3.1 Dynamometer
	Two main measurement equipments are used: the fuel cell test station with electronic load box as described in section 5.2.2.1 Figure 5.13 for the fuel cell test and the water brake tandem roller dynamometer. 
	The Dynamometer Brand DYNOmit from the US Manufacturer Land&Sea is original by designed for cart use with up to 30 bhp. For the usage with the fuel cell motorcycle, the motorcycle frame gets bolted around the footrests to the dynamometer frame, rubber supports allow one directional up and down movement open roller parts were covered with wood sheds for safety and convenience reasons. The test set up can be seen in Figure 5.49. 
	/
	Figure 5.49  Fuel cell motorcycle on dynamometer for drive train tests.
	Figure 5.50 shows the dynamometer schematics. The two dynamometer rollers are connected with a synchronic belt. One of the rollers is connected to the water brake which is equipped with an RPM pick up sensor and a string gauge torque measurement on the torque arm of the brake. The sensors are connected to a computer based data acquisition system to measure torque and speed and display them on screen.
	/
	Figure 5.50  Dynamometer schematics.
	The brake force can be set by a needle valve in an external water circuit. The water circuit is equipped with a pressure activated water pump and a water tank with cover. In Figure 5.51 are pictures of the dynamometer with its water brake. 
	Figure 5.51  Side view of dynamometer with water brake from Land and Sea USA.
	Also visible on the schematics in Figure 5.50 is the wheel driven by a hub motor through a planetary gearing; refer to as “NGM main motor”. Additional propulsion is provided with a boost motor through a chain drive with overrunning clutch.
	The dynamometer simulates the traction forces on the street. The traction forces are described in chapter 3.2 as vehicle driving resistance. The two steel rollers with 114 mm diameter and 132kg each have a lined surface structure which gave them a similar rolling resistance like a street surface. To keep rolling resistance and tyre diameter constant the tier pressure must be maintained at nominal pressure and checks before drive cycle test were carried out as shown in Figure 5.52. More important than matching the exact driving resistance on the road is to have repeatable results. The calibration of the dynamometer to our motorcycle has been done based on road testing results from the Putrajaya road test, as in section 4.14.1.1.
	Figure 5.52  Maintaining tyre pressure as set up for every test run. 
	The driving resistance consists of two parameters, i.e. the cruising resistance at the given speed and the acceleration resistance at the given speed change. The power to overcome the acceleration resistance can be: positive (acceleration), zero (constant cruising) or negative (deceleration). The cruising resistance at different speed for different dynamometer load settings are experimentally determined and given in Figure 5.53. In the limits of the tested speed they can be described with quadratic functions with a minimum error value. Based on this cruising power functions and the measurement of wheel speed the acceleration power 𝑃acc and cruising power 𝑃cruising on the dynamometer can be calculated as in equation (3.76). Based on equation (3.91) and the mechanic dimensions of the dynamometer rollers given in Appendix D7 it can compensate inertial of 109.7 kg vehicle mass equivalent. This is especially useful for sudden speed changes where the water brake dynamometer need some time to stabilize measurement values. The relationship between dynamometer roller power, speed, torque and diameter of wheel and roller are given in chapter 3 Section 3.11.
	/
	Figure 5.53 Cruising power diagram.
	5.3.1.1 Tire Diameter Under Different Load Conditions
	/
	Figure 5.54  Schematics of wheel radius on dynamometer roller.
	Figure 5.54 shows the open wheel radius under now load conditions 𝑟𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 is 20.84 cm. The effective wheel diameter under the gravimetric load conditions of the motorcycle 𝑟𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙_𝑙𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑  is 19.75 cm. Under dynamic load conditions, the effective wheel diameter is actually slightly alternating around 𝑟𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙_𝑙𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑  especially under high-speed conditions caused by centrifugal forces and other dynamic load interactions. These dynamic radius alternations will not be considered as they are not significant in the low speed conditions up to 80km/h. 𝑟𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙_𝑙𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑  is further revert to as 𝑟𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙  and considered constant (Kindt et al., 2008). Measurements show that 𝑟𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙_𝑙𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑  on the dynamometer (19.75 cm) and 𝑟𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙_𝑙𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑  measure on a flat road (19.80 cm) surface are nearly identical. That means speed on the dynamometer match the real world road speed in terms of effective wheel radius. The radius of steel dynamometer rollers 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 is 5.697 cm and stays practically constant. A detailed view of the tyre deformation at dynamometer roller presented in Appendix E.2.2
	5.3.2 Wheel Speed and RPM
	Wheel rotations per minute (RPM wheel) is an essential information for the speed of the vehicle. As this measurement information is so crucial for performance and efficiency calculations different measurement principles had been implemented and used in parallel to measure the wheel RPM accurate, as described in this paragraph. 
	5.3.2.1 Magnetic Impulse Sensor 
	The speed measurement is performed with a permanent magnet activated reed contact. The magnet is fixed to the wheel and rotates with the wheel and passes by the static impulse switch. Depending on the number of wheel magnets, one or more impulse per wheel turn are generated. The principle is shown in Figure 5.55.
	This principle is widely used for electronic bicycle tachometers. We also integrated one Model 1200 speedometer from the German company Sigmar Sport. It functions as a handlebar mounted speed display with integrated distance and average speed calculation. It is helpful for experimental tests as well as for street driving and gives redundancy to the computer displayed speed and logged distance. The Sigma tachometer was chosen based on previous research experiments for developing a sensor free bicycle speedometer for gearless bicycle wheel hub generators, as Jugend forscht project 96 and subsequently the “magnetised disk brake dynamo” Patent number: DE19706585A1 (Weigl, 1997). Compared to other brands Sigma has a higher measurement frequency, which allows to measure high speed with a low diameter wheel and even multiple magnets for higher resolution and faster response which is good for motorcycle use. 
	The same impulse system based on magnets is also used for the Eagle Tree data logger and the RPM measurements of the dynamometer roller inside the dynamometer water brake housing. The position of the RPM sensor is marked in Figure 5.50 with an orange arrow of the dynamometer schematics. Because of the high measurement frequency of 1 kHz for the dynamometer, the RPM measurement is very reliable; from the Eagle Tree Data Logger the reliability is slightly lower with this measurement principle.
	The same principle as shown in Figure 5.55 was implemented to measure the speed of the motorcycle with the Compact Rio digital input output module (Digital I/O). But it did not perform as well as required.
	The problem with this pulse measurement method with the compact RIO was the pulse length. At low speed, some were double counted and at high-speed pulses were omitted, see Figure 5.56. 
	The reason for missing pulse can be explained sampling theorem of Nyquist-Shannon (Blumensath and Davies, 2009). The sampling frequency needs to be at least double than the frequency of the measured signal to be able to measure without the loss of information. This is not the case like explained in Figure 5.56. Figure 5.57 shows impulse sensor implementation for the motorcycle.
	/
	Figure 5.57  Magnetic impulse sensor for wheel speed at the back wheel of the Motorcycle.
	5.3.2.2 Tachometer Generator
	A precise micro generator form Faulhaber GmbH Germany based on a brushed micro motor with iron free rotor, with very minimum resistance to turn was used. It generates 1 Volt for 1000 RPM linearly this signal is measured at the universal voltage expansion card of the Eagle Tree Dashboard data logger. The signal appears to be very stable, free of measurement noise, and precise.
	Calibration of the tachometer generator was performed with a bench top stroboscope tachometer in comparison to the voltage signal of the tachometer generator measured with a Fluke 400i bench top grade handheld voltmeter. There was no measurement difference in the RPM on a 1 RPM /1 mV scale between the bench top stroboscope tachometer and the voltage signal. So no additional calibration factor is needed. At the same time, the independent handlebar-mounted electronic tachometer was calibrated.
	The RPMwheel and the RPMDnamometer_roller were compared to confirm the active tier diameter of the back wheel. The result shows that wheel tier diameter to match both RPM is 395 mm this method also compensates minimal slip between roller and wheel.
	Instead of the used DC tachometer generator it is state of the art today to use AC tachometer generator. At the AC tachometer generator you measure eider the frequency, the period duration or you generate a voltage via the V/I point factor. 
	5.3.2.3 Hydrogen Sensor
	Hydrogen sensors based on an electrochemical measurement principle were used; because of their minimum power consumption, compared to electric heated hydrogen sensors. The minimum power consumption allows a continuous operation even if the vehicle is parked to detect possible hydrogen leakage of the tank.
	The hydrogen leak signal is directly processed in the FPGA* (*Field Programmable Gate Area - program “get burned” in microcontroller) part of the compact RIO to achieve maximum reliability and minimum delay. The hydrogen alarm is indicated to the user with a beeper and a flashing LED display on the handlebar separate for front and back hydrogen sensor to help to localize the problem area faster. Without the 1 Volt fail-safe signal from the hydrogen sensor the hydrogen supply valve of the tank does not open. If 1% H2 in air is measured H2-alarm will be triggered and solenoid hydrogen tank valve will close; Hydrogen tank valve is normally closed (NC) that means if now current provided it is spring loaded closed. Figure 5.59 shows hydrogen sensors and a calibration test, specifications in Appendix D.6.4.1.
	5.3.2.4 Hydrogen Flow and Pressure
	Hydrogen flow is measured with a Yamatake CMA 200 hydrogen gas mass from Yamatake Japan, specifications in Appendix D.6.6. It comes calibrated from the manufacturer to reconfirm calibration a test was conducted. The calibration comparison check was done with two Vögelin Swiss hydrogen flow meters (Shell eco marathon edition) in parallel. Results show the calibration is within the measurement tolerance level see Figure 5.60. 
	The hydrogen pressure is measured with an explosion proof hydrogen pressure transducer, technical specifications in Appendix D.6.4. Calibration was done against a manual pressure gauge.
	5.3.2.5 Temperature 
	Temperature measurement is done with thermocouples type K connected to compact RIO thermo couple module as described in Figure 5.60. Thermocouples were calibrated against ice to ensure 0℃ measured and against room temperature confirmed with electronic bench top thermometer. 
	5.3.2.6 Voltage
	The Voltage of the battery is directly measured at the battery terminals, fuel cell terminals, and ultra-capacitor terminals to avoid any voltage losses in the measurement through wire connections and especially main fuses. That means on the other hand the voltage probe wires must be fused at 1 A. In such case the resistant of the fuse is can be neglected as only a minimum measurement current defined by the voltage divider flows. The Calibration table is given in Appendix E 2.1.
	5.3.2.7 Electric Current
	Electric current can be measured either by the measuring the electromagnet field it generates or by the voltage drop over a defined resistor. For the first method so called current transducers are used which measures the electric current electric isolated from circuit by the electromagnetic field. Most of the current transducers only read the value of the current but not the direction of flow.
	The second method is to measures the voltage drop V around a resistor R which is linear to the current flowing I through it and follows ohm`s law V = R*I. This so called shunt resistor measurement can be easily used to measures also the direction of current flow, by either a positive or a negative voltage drop. The measurement principal used on the shunt resistor is the 4-wire sensing method as the sensor wires are attached beside the power wires directly to both terminals of the shunt resistor. The sensor wires carry nearly no current so the voltage drop in the measurement wire is minimum and did not influence the measurement result.
	Problems with noise on the measurement signal of the current transducers led us to rely on classic precise shunt resistors connected to the universal voltage input of the compact RIO. Calibration was done with current clamp meter. The linear voltage drop on the shunt is 75 mV at 300 A for the boost motor current 200 mV for 20 A for the fuel cell auxiliary current as in Figure 5.64 and Figure 5.65, respectively.
	5.3.3 Data Acquisition System 
	The data acquisition system is based on a National Instruments compact RIO data acquisition system with 8 measurement extension slots. Details are given in Appendix E1 and Figure 5.66. 
	Beside the cRio there are 3 more sources of measurement data utilised:
	1. HyPM7 fuel cell
	2. Dynamometer 
	3. Eagle tree data logger
	Figure 5.66  Compact RIO (cRIO) main measurement system for data acquisition.
	5.3.4 Measurement Data Processing and Synchronizing System
	With 4 data sources utilised, it is the problem of synchronising all the data inputs. This problem is tackled with creating a significant event which can be measured by all data acquisition system. A start point and end point of the measurement is set. The common event selected is a voltage offset of 1 V on the 12 V motorcycle auxiliary network which can be detected by cRIO, dynamometer, Eagle Tree and HyPM7. The flow chart in Figure 5.67 gives an overview of all processes. After synchronizing all data by a common event a whole data file gets created by an own developed program using LabView software (Inayati, 2011). Next step is a standardisation to the drive cycle length. The data calculation step stands for the calculation of all power and energy data from the drive cycle, these calculations are performed in Microsoft Excel. The programs and data results are summarised in Appendix F. The last step is the data comparison and analysis as it is done at the second part of this chapter.
	Figure 5.67  Flow chart of data processing.
	Figure 5.68 gives a view on the control desk for the dynamometer test. For stable operation the systems get separated. 
	/
	Figure 5.68  Control desk for the dynamometer drive cycle test with the individual data acquisition systems.
	5.4 Fuel Cell Motorcycle Design Schematics
	To show all the main elements of the fuel cell motorcycle, the motorcycle overview schematic is created. It shows the relationship of the main elements to each other.
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	6 Chapter 6     CONCLUSION And RECOMMENDATION
	6.1 Introduction
	6.2 Major Contribution
	6.3 Conclusions and Recommendations
	6.4 Future Design of Fuel Cell Motorcycle

	The conclusion and recommendation chapter begins with the major contribution responding to the objectives of the thesis. The second part presents general conclusions and recommendations for further work. The third part is a set of outlook scenarios for the fuel cell motorcycle technology. 
	i. Pios fuel cell motorcycle designed with triple hybrid was successfully manufactured and had undergone endurance test under real world conditions. Sensitivity analysis on different designs to determine fuel economy was conducted; parameters include ergonomics, weight distribution, vehicle mass, aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance. It was found that by keeping the scooter-style sitting position based on the initial design of a roofed scooter, an improvement of 31.7% fuel efficiency is attainable. However, with the major change in design to a full covered motorcycle, there is a yield fuel economy of 48.6% possible. 
	ii. A portable hydrogen-refilling system based on multi stage pressure equalisation was designed, demonstrated and simulated. It is concluded that the system is a practical and efficient solution for hydrogen vehicles. The simulation illustrated that higher numbers of pressure stages or by adopting a high pressurization on source cylinders, the amount of hydrogen to be refilled will increase. More simulations are required to find an optimised or custom refilling solution.
	iii. All major fuel cell motorcycle drives train components were tested and four promising hybridisation configuration were derived. It was found that a triple hybrid drive train for fuel cell motorcycle with a single power conversion step is a meaningful solution. It was further determined that this power conversion step can be simplified with a self-developed smart voltage limiting switch as compared with a DC/DC converter. This will improve the power conversion efficiency by 27.5%. 
	iv. Four different hybrid drive trains configurations were extensively dynamometer tested. A peak tank to wheel efficiency of 42.6% was derived for a triple hybrid drive train installed with a small battery in exurban driving. The ultra-capacitor in the triple hybrid configuration reduces hybridisation load from the battery by 26.3%. This will have a positive influence on the battery lifetime. The battery and ultra-capacitor together reduce the load cycles of the fuel cell by 35%. 
	 At the triple hybrid; the unregulated direct parallel usage of ultra-capacitor and battery on the power train is proven to work when the ratio between battery and capacitor is right. This requires the internal resistor of the ultra-capacitor to be lower than the internal resistor of battery. A rule of thumb for the 50V triple hybrid system is that the capacity of the capacitor in farad should be the same or higher than the Ah of the battery. The influence of the ultra-capacitor on the hybridisation gets more significant when the ratio of ultra-capacitor to battery is higher.
	 The gear ratio of the booster must change from i = 3.5 to i = 4. This will result in achieving maximum motor torque at any time throughout the RPM range. The experiment shows the 2 motors will yield 32% more power to achieve a high top speed of 98km/h. This will take into account that the wheel circumference /wheel size be increased by 32%. Alternatively the gear ratio of booster motor and NGM motor should be reduced and maintained at iNGM to i Booster at 3.07 to 4.0.
	 The motor drive works fine, in fact the two motors acts as a manual activated virtual gearing. However, further work in this field is recommended to realise the full potential and possibly a virtual automatic gearing.
	 In order to improve the efficiency of the motorcycle drive train, a more powerful controller is required to also arrest the influence on the balance of plant in the fuel cell system.
	 The hybrid power bus voltage of components when decupled by DC/DC converter is not stable. It is recommended to have at least one capacitor-bank, preferably to install an ultra-capacitor connected directly to the power bus to keep the voltage stable and prevent interference from the control algorithm of individual DC/DC converters. 
	The future of fuel cell motorcycles is discussed in this section using three possible pathways for fuel cell two wheeler vehicles to become commercially viable as visualised in Figure 6.1.
	The first pathway is the fuel cell superbike just like the ‘Tesla” pathway which makes electric cars desirable and possibly to sell at a premium price. The challenge is to package the design to be more ‘sexy’, lighter, faster and equipped with latest technologies and green touch. 
	The second pathway is to focus on developing a higher efficiency, cost effective fuel cell motorcycle equipped with characteristics in becoming an attractive alternative to conventional ICE motorcycles. 
	An example is a Malaysian motorcycle manufacturing company called ‘Modenas’ which manufactures electric motorcycles. Their next pathway is to incorporate electric motorcycles with fuel cell technology to achieve higher operating range and also using the fuel cell installed as a portable power device. Beside these challenges, there is a need to develop the fuel cell motorcycles that can be sold at competitive price.
	The recommendation for this pathway is to incorporate a 1 kw fuel cell to the 240 V plug-in electric motorcycle, which can be integrated into the electric motorcycle system and at the same time, use as an independent power devise. The fuel cell primary function is to be a range extender for the electric motorcycle. 
	However, the power rating of the fuel cell can be increased to 10 kW, depending on the application and commercial considerations. When installed, it is like a mobile power station to supply power for lightings, electronic devices and charging batteries. Example of 1 kW fuel cell usage is lightings for stalls at night markets which is common in Malaysia. When the fuel cell power rating is increased, they can be used for concerts, power for emergency response and rescue or when there is technical power cable failure.
	This pathway is a practical approach to compliment electric motorcycles and it is envisaged that governments or companies are inclined to create initiatives to sponsor fuel cell motorcycle fleet projects. Subsidy initiatives can also play an important role to promote the use of electric and fuel cell motorcycles. Countries in Europe have such subsidies and these subsidies will be withdrawn when the Hydrogen refilling infrastructure is in place.
	There is no doubt that the hydrogen refilling infrastructure will also impose a challenge for the full commercialization of fuel cell motorcycles but this can be overcome. It can be overcome with a few initially governmental funded refilling stations which make it for consumer attractive and user-friendly to have a hydrogen motorcycle. And if there is demand it get attractive for commercial operators to open hydrogen refuelling stations by them self.
	More importantly is that the fuel cell motorcycle, due to the affordability, can increase rapidly compared to fuel cell 4-wheel vehicle and this will be a more realistic way to increase the use of ‘clean energy’.
	This path way is perhaps the most promising to attain commercialisation of fuel cell motorcycles and overcoming challenges highlighted at the beginning of the motorcycle design chapter for fuel cell motorcycles in Southeast Asia. It is a very long pathway involving high governmental or private support for the first decades of implementation.
	The last pathway is devoted to use fuel cells for mobility. In general it can also be extended to developing fuel cell bicycles to offer as a high-end product. 
	It is a frugal engineering point of view depending on what and how much the customer really needs. Like all scientific researches, it begins with finding solutions to a working prototype which is complex at the beginning, moving on to refining the design to enhance the reliability of the system and at the final stage, to eventually have an elegant solution with simple interface and good user experience. See monarch bicycle in Figure 6.2. 
	/
	Figure 6.2  Monarch fuel cell electric bicycle a vision from the author and industrial designer Imran Othman how a commercial fuel cell bicycle could look like.
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	As research in clean energy and environmental friendly transport is a great public interest, quite a few times our research results get published by general- and specialist media; here a collection of the main publications.
	/
	12 August 2007 Power generator “UTMost” at the launching with Prime Minister Abdullah Badawi, Penang State, Malaysia; Published in Utusan Malaysia 13 August 2011.
	Press articles from the fuel cell motorbike launching at the 17th August 2008 with the Malaysian Prime Minister Abdullah Ahmand Badawi; published in 5 national wide Malaysian newspapers in Malay, English and Chinese languages.
	/
	18 Sep 2008 Berita Harian National wide Newspaper front page
	/
	18 September 2008 Utasama Malaysia page 2 National Newspaper Malaysia.
	/
	18 Sep 2008 Harian Metro Page A National Newspaper in Malay.
	/
	18 September 2008 New Strait Times National Newspaper English.
	/
	18.September 2008 National Chinese newspaper Malaysia page 9
	Report about the full cell motorcycle launch by the Malaysian Prime minister.
	/
	/
	10th October 2008 Utasama Malaysia Newspaper report in the National wide Malaysian Newspaper over the win of South African Solar Challenge 2008 technology class published in Malaysia less than 36 hours after crossing the finish line in Johannesburg, South Africa.
	/
	“TV3 Buletin Utama” Main evening news of Malaysian television channel 3 
	1 min 55 sec length video on 26th October 2008 reported about the H2 Motive fuel cell Motorcycle with footage from before, during and after the successful South African Rally participation.
	/
	Kosmo report page second page
	/
	Kosmo report page third page
	/
	/
	February 2009, Fuel Cell Vehicle Team is part of the new corporate video of University Teknologi Maysia.
	/Screen shot of website for the Exhibiter of Hanover Fair 2010. Sponsored exhibition booth by Arno A. Evers for UTM fuel cell vehicle team, Group Exhibit Hydrogen and Fuel Cell.
	Der Stromer German Magazine for electric mobility was making a report from Hannover Fair 2010 and “inventor “ Jörg Weigl, (report over the following 4 pages)
	/
	/
	The Inventor Jörg Weigl
	/
	Report of Jörg Weigl`s work.
	/
	Imprint of Der Stromer magazine published by Mover-Druck, Germany.
	///
	Official publication for Challenge Bibendum 2010 Ralley together towards sustainable road mobility, held in Rio Brazil, main organized by the tyre company Michelin; the transport for the vehicle was sponsored by Michelin so the Pios Fuel Cell Bicycle was onside but the researcher not as there because there were sadly no budget or allowance at all from University.
	UTM fuel cell vehicle team, the author was the team leader who participated in Shell Eco Marathon Europe 2009 as first Malaysian team, the category was solar Prototype; in Shell Eco Marathon Asia 2010 the team win the category fuel cell prototype and the best Malaysian Team Award. In 2011 the team win the prototype plug in electric competition category of Shell Eco Marathon Asia as only Malaysian winning team. Shell Eco Marathon is about building a vehicle that consumes the least fuel possible. Results get expressed in km range per 1 litre Shell 95 petrol equivalent or 1kWh electricity. The relevant of this competition to the theses objective is obvious as it is about optimising vehicle fuel economy in our case for an electric and even hydrogen fuel cell electric drive train. Only a few selected press articles are here.
	/
	2011 Shell Eco Marathon Asia in Clean Vehicle Team in TV3 evening news as only Malaysian Team who win an award.
	/
	2009 participation in Shell Eco Marathon Europe as Ambassador Team for Malaysia;
	published in UTM International Campus Bulletin 2009 Vol 1.p19.
	/
	/
	/
	Winning of the best Malaysian Team Award, published in SkudaiPOST November and December 2010 issue.
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	 Main use and Characteristics
	abbreviation /
	Drive Cycle Name
	alternative name 
	City test, for light duty vehicle, conmen used for urban driving
	UDDS / LA4
	Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule
	Road side testing, urban route
	IM240 / n.a.
	Inspection and Maintenance
	conmen used for urban driving
	For extra-urban motorway
	HWFET / HWYCOL
	Highway Fuel Economy Driving Schedule
	For low average speed of vehicles with high engine use, aggressive load profile.
	NYCC
	New York City Cycle
	For heavy duty vehicle city testing
	HUDDS
	Heavy Duty Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule
	Commonly used for urban driving
	FTP / EPA75
	Federal Test Procedure
	FTP cycle with air conditioning on.(Normally drive cycle test without auxiliary loads like air-conditioning or headlamps. etc.)
	SC03
	Air Conditioning Supplemental FTP
	Electric vehicle testing to simulate battery charging and discharging. Based on a modified FTP75 
	SFUDS
	HFEDS for extra urban highway driving,
	In California developed drive cycle 
	LA92
	Dynamometer Driving Schedule
	commonly used for urban driving
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	C.1 First Sketches for Logo
	The H2 logo was developed based on an idea of Joerg Weigl, sketch (upper right) and shaped to the final logo (bottom right) in collaboration with industrial designer 
	Ahmad Zuhdi Abdul Wahab. The logo is now a registered trademark, referring to Appendix A1.2.1.
	C.2 First Design Sketches for motorcycle
	First fuel cell Motorbike design sketches by the author.
	C.3 Fuel Cell Vehicle Team Laboratory Set Up
	Started from scratch in an old machining workshop which housed computer hardware.
	Turn into a fuel cell vehicle lab with hydrogen infrastructure, Hydrogen sensors, and Explosion protected automatic ventilation. Water purification for DI water supply for the lab, test station and hydrogen production by electrolysis, hydrogen storage, vehicle refilling, and grounding. Set up of fuel cell test station with water cooled electronic lode up to 12kW testing and two small test stations 
	Outside view of laboratory before and after changes.
	C.4 Motorcycle Usage in Malaysia Two
	C.5 Extreme Weather Conditions in Malaysia
	/
	/
	Report about the 10 June 2007 flooding in Kuala Lumpur, a nearly annual event; published in New Strait Times newspaper on 11.7.2007
	C.6 6th June 2005 Presentation of Pios Fuel Cell Tricycle to Malaysian Prime Minister 
	6th June 2005: Venture Chemical Engineering Pilot Plant in UTM main campus, Skodai, Johor, Malaysia. Picture centre: Prof. Hamdani Saidi, Prime Minister Abdulla Badawi, Inayati, Joerg Weigl. Picture lower right: demonstration that the exhaust water of the fuel cell system is drinkable.
	C.7 2007 Launching of “UTMost “ Power System with the Prime Minister
	/
	/
	2007 Demonstration of the fuel cell system as power generator replacement set up to the Prime Minister Abdulla Badawi, in the state of Penang Malaysia.
	C.8 Fuel Cell Motorcycle Prototype Testing in Malaysia
	/
	Static load test of the fuel cell motorcycle frame at Lee Bikers Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, The frame is in stiffness overdesigned to get extra safety for the prototype motorcycle.
	C.9 Launching of Fuel Cell Motorcycle “H2Motive “and Test Drive in Putrajaya.
	17. September 2008 first road driving test in Putrajaya right after H2 motive fuel cell motorcycle launching with Malaysian Prime Minister Badawi.
	/
	18.Sep.2011 Joerg Weigl on H2 Motove / Pios fuel cell motorcycle in Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, no front faring and booster motor attached
	C.9.1 South African Solar Challenge 2008 - Fuel cell Motorcycle Endurance Road Test
	/
	UTM fuel cell vehicle team logo developed from South African Solar Challenge 2008; right the Malaysian left the South African flag. The Leopard and Elephant surround the H2 motive fuel cell motorcycle in the centre. In honour of winning the Leopard Award for best hill climb capability and the Elephant Award for winning the technology class; designed by graphic designer and artist Kristofer Arbeus 2008.
	/
	Roadside Maintenance during South African Solar challenge.
	Under the scrutiny of Prof Dr. Brasseur, many improvements were pointed out.
	C.9.2 Driving Impressions South Africa 2008
	/Rain,
	Shine /and
	People/
	/Mountain
	                 /Animal
	               /Refill
	 …and Fog/
	C.10 Fuel Cell Vehicle Team at Sepang Formula One track
	/
	Shell Eco Marathon car and Fuel Cell Motorcycle with fuel cell vehicle team UTM KL.
	C.11 Shell Eco Marathon 2010 
	/
	After winning of Shell Eco Marathon 2010 fuel cell prototype category presentation to Sultan of Johor in UTM Skudai Chansellor
	/
	Shell Eco Marathon Best Malaysian Team Award 2010 for Fuel Cell Vehicle Team
	C.12 Vehicle Project Overview of the Author, the Pios Vehicles 
	/
	“Pios” stands for a family of prototype vehicles developed over the past decade,
	/
	which make new technology touchable and drivable, designed to make 
	/
	 solutions visible for silent and zero emission individual transport
	/
	by Dipl. Ing. Jörg Weigl
	/
	C.13 People Involved in Supervision and Examination
	/
	Picture after successful viva voce in UTM international campus Kuala Lumpur on 29.Novembre 2012.
	In the picture (from left):
	(1) Prof. Dr. Nooh bin Abu Bakar (Supervisor II) mechanical engineers specialisation production technology  (Malaysia, professor at UTM)
	(2) Dipl. Ing. Jörg Weigl (Prüfling) Mechanical engineers specialisation production development and industrial design (German, engineering doctorate student at UTM)
	(3) Prof. Dr.-Ing. Andreas Öchsner (Internal Examiner) Engineering for Aerospace and Materials Science  (Germen, professor at UTM)
	(4) Prof. Dr.-Ing. Georg Brasseur  (External Examiner) Electrical Engineer, specialisation in automotive electronics and electrical measurement (Austrian, professor at the Technical University of Gratz, Austria)
	(5) Colonel Dr. Zaki Mohd. Zain (Industrial Examiner) mechanical engineer (Malaysian, colonel in the Malaysian army)
	(6) Prof. Dr. Yussof bin Wahab (Chairman of Viva Voce) research field semiconductor nanostructure and superconductivity (Malaysians, professor at Razak School in UTM) 
	(7) (Not in the main picture, because he had to leave early) Prof. Dr. Hamdani bin Saidi (Main Supervisor) chemical engineering, specialization separation (Malaysian, professor and campus director UTM international campus KL) 
	(8) (Not Present because of traveling costs) Prof. Dr. Jürgen Garche, chemists specialization electrochemistry, batteries, and fuel cells (German, adviser ZSW -WBZU)
	The location for viva voce was in the conference room at level 17th in the new High End Advanced Management Center of the "Universiti Teknologi Malaysia" (UTM) of the International Campus, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, as shown in the pictures. 
	D APPENDIX D
	D 242BAPPENDIX D
	TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF EQUIPMENT
	243BTechnical Specifications of Equipment
	244BD8. Improved Schematic for Power Conditioner

	D8. Improved Schematic for Power Conditioner 
	/
	Improved schematic for the smart voltage limiting switch controller: the two added capacitors eliminate the noise of the zener diode.
	/
	Schematic of the suggested power conditioning step between fuel cell (DC source) and battery. Revers blocking switch and power diode. The fast electronic switch (FET) take care of the transients and the relay reduce voltage drop across the circuit to almost zero resulting in a small device with very high efficiency (better 99%) without excessive cooling needs. But it need of having a control.
	E APPENDIX FMEASUREMENT DATA AND COMPUTATION RESULTS
	E 249BAPPENDIX F  MEASUREMENT DATA AND Computation results
	E.1 250BOverview of the Performed Tests

	E.1 Overview of the Performed Tests
	Table 0.1 Overview of the completed drive cycle tests (Booster motor gear ratio i:4; with voltage limiting switch)
	WHTC* Part 2 exuban driving non reduced speed mode
	NEDC  new European drive cycle
	WHTC* Part 2 exurban driving reduced speed mode
	WHTC* Part 1 urban driving  reduced speed mode 
	Drive train Configuration
	FCBat40UCTriple hybrid configuration with large battery
	0/4 and 0/5
	 
	0/4
	0/3
	FCBat40Hybrid configuration with large battery
	 
	 
	 
	 
	FCUCHybrid configuration with ultra-capacitor 
	 
	0/4
	0/3
	FCBat5UCTriple hybrid configuration with small battery
	 
	0/3
	0/4
	0/3
	FCBat5Hybrid configuration with small battery
	 
	 
	 
	0/3
	Table 0.2 Overview  of Drive Cycle Tests (Booster Motor Gear Ratio i:3.5; with DC/DC converter)
	WHTC* Part 2 exurban driving reduced speed mode
	WHTC* Part 1 urban driving  reduced Speed mode 
	Drive train Configuration
	FCBat40UC
	Triple hybrid configuration with large battery
	 
	0/3
	FCBat40hybrid configuration with large battery 
	0/3
	0/3
	(*World harmonised Motorcycle test Cycle)  
	Table 0.3 Overview of the completed acceleration tests
	Valve Setting 0/6
	Valve Setting 0/5
	Valve Setting 0/4
	Valve Setting 0/3
	Valve Setting 0/2
	Drive train Configuration
	FCBat40UCTriple hybrid configuration with large battery
	0/6
	0/5
	0/4
	0/3
	0/2
	FCBat40Hybrid configuration with large battery
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	FCUCHybrid configuration with ultra-capacitor 
	0/6
	0/5
	0/4
	0/3
	 
	FCBat5UCTriple hybrid configuration with small battery
	0/6
	0/5
	0/4
	0/3
	0/2
	FCBat5Hybrid configuration with small battery
	 
	 
	 
	0/3
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	A.2 Selected Publications in Full Text
	A.2.1 International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 30 (2005) 1035-1036
	A.2.2   IEEE Publication 2008
	A.2.3 ECS* transcripts, 30 (1) 289-293 (2011)
	A.2.4 Energy Procedia World Hydrogen Energy Conference 2012 Published December 2012
	A.2.5 Intellectual Property registered


	Three publications from 2005, 2008 and 2011 are selected here to be attached as full text here, as they mark the development steps of the fuel cell motorcycle project; from the predecessor, Pios hydrogen tricycle (2005) to the rally test of the South African Solar Challenge 2008 to dynamometer drive train test results 2011. Further attached in this section are the intellectual property registration of the trade mark Pios and the H2 logo.
	/
	/
	IEEE International Conference on Sustainable Energy Technologies, 2008, ICSET 2008,  24-27 Nov. 2008,  pp 1120 – 1122, Version 09 January 2009
	/
	/
	/
	*Electro Chemical Society
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	Pios trademark registration at the German Patent and Trademark Office by Jörg Dieter Weigl
	/
	Picture / word mark registration of the H2 logo by Jörg Dieter Weigl at the German Patent and Trademark Office 
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	GENERAL STATISTICS, MATERIAL PARAMETERS AND STANDARDS 
	27BGeneral Statistics, Material Parameters and Standards
	B.1 General Statistics
	B.1.1 28BChallenges and Development Progress of Fuel Cell Vehicles
	B.1.2 31BEnergy Efficiency Analysis of Different Drive Trains
	B.1.3 35BFuel Efficiency Conversions

	B.2 85BMaterial Parameters
	B.2.1 86BHydrogen Data German / English in Relation with Other Fuels
	B.2.2 91BGravimetric and Volumetric Energy Density Comparison of Different Energy Sources

	B.3 95BHydrogen Safety in the Laboratory Environment
	B.4 108BFailure Mode Effect Analysis of Hydrogen on Board Storage System
	B.5 127BFurther Treemaps Weight Density Analysis
	B.6 Yamaha DMFC Motorcycle

	B.1.1 Challenges and Development Progress of Fuel Cell Vehicles
	/
	Challenges and development progress of fuel cell vehicles, (Zeroemissionvehicles
	B.1.2 Energy Efficiency Analysis of Different Drive Trains
	/
	Zero emission vehicles and EU study (2010) on energy efficiency analysis based on different primary energy carriers and different drive trains (WTW).Not shown in this study are greenhouse gas emission or technology risk. Battery electric vehicles (BEV) have the best efficiency but also limited range that’s why they can only replace certain part of the vehicle fleet. Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) have beside the crude oil scenario always better efficiency than internal combustion vehicles (ICE) especially if the fuel is converted directly into hydrogen without producing electricity first. Power generation from Uranium has the lowest efficiency among all possibilities and caring the highest ever possible risk of all prime energy carrier.
	/
	B.1.3 Fuel Efficiency Conversions 
	MPG (Imp.)
	MPG (U.S.)
	km/l
	l/100 km
	282.5
	235.2
	100.0
	1
	141.2
	117.6
	50.0
	2
	94.2
	78.4
	33.3
	3
	70.6
	58.8
	25.0
	4
	56.5
	47.0
	20.0
	5
	47.1
	39.2
	16.7
	6
	40.4
	33.6
	14.3
	7
	35.3
	29.4
	12.5
	8
	31.4
	26.1
	11.1
	9
	28.2
	23.5
	10.0
	10
	Conversion table for people coming from British and US education background; from  liter per 100km (l/100km) to Kilometres per liter (km/l) mils per Gallon US (MPG US) and Imperial Gallon (MPG Imp).
	The formula for converting to miles per US gallon (3.785 L) from L/100 km is:
	/
	where x is value of L/100 km. For miles per Imperial gallon (4.546 L) the formula is.
	/
	B.2 Material Parameters
	B.2.1 Hydrogen Data German / English in Relation with Other Fuels
	/
	/
	/
	Published by Ludwig Bölkow Systemtechnik GmbH online  www.h2data.de and as official hand-out for the World Hydrogen Energy Conference 2010 in Essen, Germany (LBST, 2009).
	B.2.2 Gravimetric and Volumetric Energy Density Comparison of Different Energy Sources
	/
	Energy gravimetric and volumetric energy comparison of different energy sources/ energy carrier, hydrogen is the lightest but the second leas dense energy carrier.
	(BMW Groupe, 2002)
	B.3 Hydrogen Safety in the Laboratory Environment
	As the safety in the use of fuel is critical, here a short overview of the hydrogen safety measurements taken in the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia Fuel Cell Vehicle Team laboratory; these measures are consider as a essential part of the experimental set up for the:
	Special care is taken by the handling of hydrogen as a fuel the laboratory try to set a benchmark for safe hydrogen use as a future fuel in Malaysia. 
	All hydrogen storage is outside the lab locked in well ventilated compartment in an explosion proof environment. Pressure Regulator step the high pressure bottled hydrogen (168 bar) down to line pressure of 7 bar a explosion proof shut off valve outside regulates the gas flow of low pressure hydrogen to the inside of the lab. (Like shown in Figure B.1)
	//
	Figure B1 well ventilated outside storage for hydrogen, chained bottles, individual check valves, steel reinforcement rope for bottle connection tube, pressure regulator, pressure transmitter (EX proof), shut off valve normally closed (Ex-proof), only low pressure hydrogen with 7 bar gets inside the lab network.
	Figure B2. EX-proof hydrogen sensors on the seal connected to control box on the wall (four sensors inside, two sensors outside)
	The gas shutoff Valve is connected to two outside and four inside explosion proof hydrogen sensors figure B2, which closed the valves if any leak detected and simultaneously switch on two 2,5kW explosion proof exhaust fans. The exhaust fans are located on the highest point of the wall, to suck out hydrogen air mixture, figure B3. The room itself is in a high roof building figure B4 with big volume to make a flammable hydrogen concentration more difficult. All gas piping in the lab is leak tested and monitored and made with stainless steel piping.Gas outlets are all equipped with separate flame barriers, shut off hand valves, individual line pressure regulators and normally closed quick connectors, figure B3. Beside the fix installed hydrogen sensors also use additional hand held H2-sensors. The different Hydrogen safety and usage zones there established for the laboratory facility in UTM international campus Kuala Lumpur figure B5.
	Figure B3 Ex-proof exhaust fan, gas outlet with separate line pressure regulator input and output pressure gauge flame barriers, hand valves and normally closed quick connectors.
	/
	Figure B5 Identification of different zones of hydrogen usage on the laboratory in Block L UTM KL.
	/
	Figure B4 outside view of the lab, single story with high roof and good ventilation.
	B.4 Failure Mode Effect Analysis of Hydrogen on Board Storage System
	As the hydrogen storage system on the vehicle contains the highest danger a Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) for the hydrogen storage system was performed. Figure B6 shows the hydrogen on board storage system and gives the explanation on the picture for the parts with their abbreviations.
	 /
	Figure B6 Hydrogen supply system.
	Table B1a and B1b are the failure mode analysis of the hydrogen on board system. Figure B6 is the FMEA chart showing the criticality over the severity. It is followed by the corrective action plan. 
	Table B1a: FMEA (Failure Mode Effect Analysis) for the hydrogen supply system.
	Table B1b: FMEA (Failure Mode Effect Analysis) for the hydrogen supply system.
	/
	Figure B7: the FMEA CHART.
	Corrective Action Plan
	The FMEA CHART Graphic 2 shows that there is a corrective action required for the following components to insure safety. These components have a high failure possibility with critical to catastrophic consequences.
	 Pressure Release Device (PRC) 
	Controlled and well documented production process each installation is single pressure tested, and virtually inspected, inspection virtual possible, the design is reduced in complexity for reliability.
	 Hydrogen Pressure Cylinder (HC)
	Is manufactured in a controlled and well documented production process. Design approval test is done to 250% of operation pressure. Each cylinder is in single over pressure test to 150% of operation pressure. Impact resistant test for design approval, with fall, cut and bullet* test (*8mm bullet from 5m).The tank is aluminum with carbon fiber reinforcement. So at a very strong impact the tank can leak but won’t explode in prices. Hydrogen from a leak goes up in the air and don’t accumulate at the ground.
	 Hydrogen Sensors (2) (HS)
	redundant installation with two hydrogen sensors. If any of them triggers alarm hydrogen valve close and system stops. 100% production test. Two times yearly functionality test. One Volt background signal to show hydrogen sensor is active.
	 Pressure Regulator (PR)
	100%production test and pressure test after installation. Pressure rating 150% of operation pressure; double stage regulator, if one stage fails second stage still reduces pressure. Possibility of overpressure release device after regulator.
	B.5 Further Treemaps Weight Density Analysis
	A treemaps diagram from the motorcycle showing the weight of the sub-assemblies by the area and the colour and numbers reflecting the density of the components in [kg/l] is given in Figure B8. Figure B9 gives the legend of the diagram and shows the bar graph statistics of the component density. It can be seen that the Mechanical Energy conversion with the motors is one of the densest part together with the rear suspension and front fork assembly. All this parts are placed very low in the motorcycle for good point of gravity. The front fairing appears to be dense, as it did not have a large volume because of its open shape. The hydrogen tanks and top case have a relatively low density that’s way they are mounted upper in the motorcycle. 
	/
	Figure B8 Weight, density diagram.
	/
	Figure B9 Legend for Treemaps diagram from Figure B8.
	/
	Figure B10 Yamaha DMFC motorcycle 2007
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	D.1 Fuel Cell System
	D.1.1 Size and Weight of HyPM7 Fuel Cell System
	D.1.2 Fuel Cell System Communication Interface Schematic and Hardware
	D.1.3 Fuel Cell System Operation Conditions and Safety Limits
	D.1.4 Integration Space for HyPM7 in Motorcycle
	D.1.5 Implemented Fuel Cell Cooling System Schematic

	D.2 Battery Parameters
	D.2.1 Kokam 40Ah High Power Cell Lithium Ion Polymer Battery
	D.2.2 Thunder Power Battery

	D.3 Ultra Capacitor
	D.3.1 Ultra Capacitor Cells Used
	D.3.2 Ultra Capacitor Modules Used

	D.4 Power Diode
	D.5 Main Electric Motor (NGM) Specifications
	D.6 Hydrogen Fuel System
	D.6.1 Hydrogen Pressure Vessel
	D.6.2 Hydrogen Solenoid Tank Valve
	D.6.3 Hydrogen Pressure Regulator
	D.6.4 Hydrogen Pressure Transducer
	D.6.4.1 Hydrogen Sensor

	D.6.5 Piping used for Hydrogen
	D.6.6 Hydrogen Flow Meter

	D.7 Mechanic Specifications of Used Dynamometer

	/
	Fuel Cell Power Module (FCPM) overall dimensioning
	/
	Master Power Centre (MPC) picture with cooling fans and dimensioning drawing without cooling fans
	/
	Air filter housing dimensions, standard air filter housing for industrial use with special active carbon micro filter paper material for fuel cell application equipped.
	/
	Weight of fuel cell system components additional cooling system 5.6kg+Water 4.2kg 
	/
	Fuel Cell system data interface schema
	/Third party PCAN view control interface used to send hard beat start/stop signal and current request to the fuel cell system. And receive information like stack voltage, current, current draw allow, FC status, FC errors, FC temperature. Source (PEAK-System, 2007).
	/
	Fuel Cell System operation conditions
	/
	/ Fuel cell safety limit settings for fuel cell by Electronic Control Unit (ECU) and hardware. Source (Hydrogenics, 2005).
	/
	Integration space for the HyPM7 fuel cell system in the motorcycle, the motorcycle is fitted around the fuel cell system for maximum space efficiency, the small gap allow the fuel cell system to be mechanically decoupled from the frame only resting on vibration damping rubber mounts.
	/
	Fuel cell cooling circuit which was realised in the fuel cell motorcycle, in addition to the drawing a flow restriction valve is integrated in the filter bypass line to set filter flow rate and all cooling water pass through the reserve tank to get additional cooling via the aluminium tank surface.
	Kokam Battery Data
	/
	/
	/
	/
	The cell use is a higher power cell with 40Ah. As the current demand in a hybrid application is sometimes very high.
	If a higher energy cells where used as we can supply peak current from the capacitor. The 14S pack could get lighter by 260 g per cell or g per pack that is 24% compared to the current used battery pack.
	/
	Typical battery specific diagrams
	/
	/
	Battery inspection shed of the used cells with: raw pack data for the 7S pack and raw cell parameters and there manufacturing tolerance. Large Lithium polymer batteries cell are still in single batch production not in continues production at the date of manufacturing in September 2005.The cells with the most similar cell voltage after self discharge over time get marched together to a battery pack to have a more uniform battery back witch increase lifetime. Only starting from beginning of 2011 large lithium polymer cells get manufactured in large quantities continuously with the release of the Nissan Leave Electric Car. 
	/
	Suggested cell balancing parameters for Battery Management System BMS
	/
	/
	/
	Maxwell ultra cap cell BCAP 0350 cells and cell specifications (Maxwell, 2005)
	The before mentioned Ultra Capacitors cells (BCAP 0350) are packet in six pack ultra capacitor modules with 15V 58F (BOOSTCAP Energy Store Units) used in our research are the BPAK03500- 15EA module with active balancing.(Maxwell, 2005)
	/
	 BPAK0350-15EA 
	/
	Picture and specification of BPAK03500- 15EA Capacitor module with active balancing.
	/
	Specifications and Voltage loss graph for used Power Diodes. Two reduce losses tree double schottky diodes are facing each other.
	/
	/
	Electric connection plane for NGM motor
	/
	Dynatek hydrogen tank two L26 tanks are used in the fuel cell motorcycle resulting in 1.203kg Hydrogen on board storage capacity.
	Tanks are approved to ISO 11439 for gas powered vehicles.
	/
	/
	/
	Hydrogen Tank Valve Specifications
	/
	Schematic of the used 350bar Internal Solenoid Tank Valve; Manufactured by Teleflex GFI, Canada. Bottom of the schema is outside the tank with its inlet- outlet- and pressure sensor connection top is inside the tank. The temperature sensor masseurs the temperature inside the tank close to the Valve. The Solenoid Valve is in series with a manual overwrite valve for service. The PRD is a Pressure Relive Device opening at over temperature of 103`C or 109`C or overpressure of 830 to 1034bar to relies hydrogen gas quickly (200 g per sec) to avoid detonation in case of fire or overpressure.
	/
	Electrical details on the Solenoid Valve operation for the Hydrogen tank Valve. Intrestind is the minimum required operation Voltage for save opening the Valve at 350 bar is 8Volt and 437.5bar is 10 Volt. That means it is save to reduce the  Valve operation Voltage for example from 13 Volt of to 8Volt. To actually reduce the operation Power by 50% as with lower operation Voltage the operation current goes down. Additional it reduce the unnecessary heat transfer into the hydrogen tank by the coil. 
	/
	Detail on the internal temperature sensor of the Hydrogen Valve.
	/
	Pressure regulator in Aluminium Alloy to save weight specially designed for 450bar hydrogen usage in vehicles.
	/
	The graph shows that with the fuel cell Motorcycle application and a pek flow rate of 113SLP (standard Liter per Minute) we are still 15 times lower than maximum flow rate of 1704SLPM. That means a smaller and lighter pressure regulator would have been possible to use.
	Explosion Prove class 1, Pressure Transducer with 0-5Volt output signal.
	/
	/
	/
	The MST Hydrogen Sensor is selected because of its small volume and light weight of only 14g and especially of it very low power consumption of 2mA/10V 20mW for the electrochemical sensor; other hydrogen sensors are in the power consumption about factor 10 higher because of the need to heat the sensor. The other advantage is very low cross sensitivity to other gases. 
	/
	Stainless steel tubing with their working pressure rating 3/8 inch and ¼ inch tubing was used in the motorcycle the larger tubing is used in the refuelling part to reduce flow restrictions in the refuelling line. 
	A Yamatake CMA 200 hydrogen gas mass flow meter is used for the research, below are the necessary information about the instrument.
	/
	/
	/
	/
	/
	Picture of dynamometer rollers
	/
	Simplified drawing of dynamometer roller
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	Data Acquisition and Control System configuration:
	VOLTAGE DEVIDER CALIBRATION
	07. Nov 2009
	Analog Input NI9205
	Voltage  V
	Measured Variable
	Channel
	divided
	real
	-
	+
	Error,%
	Voltageusing correction factor of 16.0
	Error using Conversion factor
	Conversion factor
	Fuel cell voltage
	-0,28873
	34,88
	0,000
	16,046
	2,18
	34,981
	AI26
	AI18
	Battery voltage
	0,13717
	58,4
	0,000
	15,978
	3,65
	58,32
	AI27
	AI19
	Spare
	-0,12038
	58,08
	0,000
	16,019
	3,63
	58,15
	channel
	 
	 
	Ultracapacitor voltage - 1 
	0,15503
	34,24
	0,000
	15,975
	2,14
	34,187
	AI28
	AI20
	Ultracapacitor voltage - 2
	0,16294
	35,04
	0,000
	15,974
	2,19
	34,983
	AI29
	AI21
	power train voltage 
	-0,12038
	58,08
	0,000
	16,019
	3,63
	58,15
	AI30
	AI22
	0,13755
	58,24
	0,000
	15,978
	3,64
	58,16
	 
	 
	 
	Note: R1=15 k.ohm; R2=1 k.ohm
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	F.4 Itemised Prediction File
	F.5 Acceleration Test Results
	F.6 Drive Cycle Test Results WMTC1
	F.7 Drive Cycle Test Results WMTC2
	F.8 Prediction File

	List of all column of a drive cycle test file, numbered in alphabetic coding according to corresponding excel file. Each column for this example of a WMTC1 drive cycle has 6000 lines (0.1 sec steps for a 600 sec drive cycle, starting in line 9). The column value gives the name of the measured or calculated value. The Source mention the data logger capturing the measurement value (cRio sync: Compact RIO; Eagle sync: Eagle Tree dashboard data logger, HYPM7 sync: Hydrogen Power Module/Fuel Cell System; DYNO sync: Dynamometer logging) or calculation stands for calculated value. Unit is the Unit of the Value. The last column gives the source: sensor type for measurements and formulary for calculated values. The formal is given in excel programming code symbolising the first formula for the column, the formula for cruising power is specific for drive cycle with 0_3 valve setting derivate from the cruising force experiment. By the excel formula and the column name given each calculation can be traced back.
	The columns A to DH of the acceleration test are analogue to appendix F1 of the itemised drive cycle test; that’s way they don’t get repeated here again; only the final calculations are different like to be seen in table below. The table below only itemise the calculated values that mean the last colon always represent the calculation formula based on excel format. 
	Formular
	Unit
	Value
	No
	MAX(BT9:BT1000)
	km/h
	Max Speed
	DO7
	MAX(BU9:BU1000)
	m/sec²
	Max acceleration
	DO8
	MAX(CX9:CX1000)
	W
	Max Motor Power 
	DO9
	MAX(CV9:CV1000)*36000
	W
	Max Power NGM in
	DO10
	MAX(CW9:CW1000)*36000
	W
	Max booster motor Power in
	DO11
	MAX(BO9:BO1000)
	W
	Max Power wheel
	DO12
	Power FC system@max motor in
	DC44*36000
	W
	DO13
	CN44*36000
	W
	Power UC @ max motor in
	DO14
	Power Loss Power Conditioner@ Max motor in
	CS44*36000
	W
	DO15
	Other Auxiliary consumption @ Max motor in
	DG44*36000
	W
	DO16
	Vehicle aux consumption @ Max motor in
	DF44*36000
	W
	DO17
	MAX(DC9:DC1000)*36000
	W
	Max Power FC system
	DO18
	MAX(CN9:CN1000)*36000
	W
	max Power UC
	DO19
	MAX(CL9:CL1000)*36000
	W
	max Power Battery
	DO20
	 
	 
	 
	0-50km/h Acceleration
	A43-A9
	sec
	Time to reach 50km/h
	DO23
	AVERAGE(BU9:BU43)
	m/sec²
	Average acceleration
	DO24
	SUM(BT9:BT43)*0.1
	m
	Distance to reach 50km/h
	DO25
	SUM(DA9:DA43)
	Wh
	Energy needed at wheel
	DO26
	SUM(CV9:CV43)
	Wh
	Motor input energy NGM
	DO27
	SUM(CW9:CW43)
	Wh
	Motor input energy Booster
	DO28
	SUM(CX9:CX43)
	Wh
	Total motor input energy
	DO29
	DO26/DO29
	%
	Drive efficiency
	DO30
	 
	 
	 
	SUM(DD9:DD43)
	Wh
	 Fc stack energy 
	DO32
	SUM(DC9:DC43)
	Wh
	FC system energy
	DO33
	SUM(DB9:DB43)
	Wh
	Hydrogen input energy
	DO34
	DO32/DO34
	%
	Efficiency FC stack
	DO35
	DO33/DO34
	%
	Efficiency FC system
	DO36
	 
	 
	 
	SUM(CL9:CL43)
	Wh
	Energy from battery
	DO38
	SUM(CN9:CN43)
	Wh
	energy from UC
	DO39
	SUM(DG9:DG43)
	Wh
	energy to auxiliary
	DO40
	SUM(DF9:DF43)
	Wh
	Energy to vehicle aux
	DO41
	 
	 
	 
	0-97% max speed Acceleration
	DO7*0.97
	km/h
	97% Max speed
	DO44
	A176-A9
	sec
	Time to reach 
	DO45
	AVERAGE(BU9:BU176)
	m/sec²
	Average acceleration
	DO46
	SUM(BT9:BT176)*0.1
	m
	Distance to reach
	DO47
	SUM(DA9:DA176)
	Wh
	Energy needed at wheel
	DO48
	SUM(CV9:CV176)
	Wh
	Motor input energy NGM
	DO49
	SUM(CW9:CW176)
	Wh
	Motor input energy Booster
	DO50
	SUM(CX9:CX176)
	Wh
	Total motor input energy
	DO51
	DO48/DO51
	%
	Drive efficiency
	DO52
	 
	 
	 
	SUM(DD9:DD176)
	Wh
	FC stack energy 
	DO54
	SUM(DC9:DC176)
	Wh
	FC system energy
	DO55
	SUM(DB9:DB176)
	Wh
	Hydrogen input energy
	DO56
	DO54/DO56
	%
	Efficiency FC stack
	DO57
	DO55/DO56
	%
	Efficiency FC system
	DO58
	 
	 
	 
	SUM(CL9:CL176)
	Wh
	Energy from battery
	DO60
	SUM(CN9:CN176)
	Wh
	Energy from UC
	DO61
	SUM(DG9:DG176)
	Wh
	Energy to Auxiliary
	DO62
	SUM(DF9:DF176)
	Wh
	Energy to vehicle aux
	DO63
	 
	 
	 
	Max speed
	A516-A9
	sec
	Time to reach top speed
	DO66
	Average acceleration to reach top speed
	AVERAGE(BU9:BU516)
	m/sec²
	DO67
	 
	 
	 
	Cruising
	AVERAGE(BT400:BT500)
	km/h
	Average speed
	DO70
	Average wheel Power for cruising
	AVERAGE(BX400:BX500)
	W
	DO71
	AVERAGE(DC400:DC500)*36000
	Average fuel cell system power
	W
	DO72
	AVERAGE(DD400:DD500)*36000
	W
	average stack power
	DO73
	average Hydrogen input power
	AVERAGE(BZ400:BZ500)
	W
	DO73
	average fuel cell stack efficiency
	DO73/DO74
	%
	DO75
	average fuel cell system efficiency
	DO72/DO74
	%
	DO76
	AVERAGE(CL400:CL500)*36000
	W
	average power from Battery
	DO77
	average power from Battery expressed in Hydrogen input
	DO77/DR81
	W
	DO78
	AVERAGE(CN400:CN500)*36000
	W
	Average power from UC
	DO79
	Average power from UC expressed in Hydrogen input
	DO79/DR81
	W
	DO80
	AVERAGE(CX400:CX500)*36000
	W
	Average Motor input Power
	DO81
	AVERAGE(CV400:CV500)*36000
	W
	Average NGM input Power
	DO82
	AVERAGE(CW400:CW500)*36000
	W
	Average Booster input Power
	DO83
	AVERAGE(DA400:DA500)*36000
	W
	Average wheel Power
	DO84
	DO84/DO81
	%
	Average drive efficiency
	DO85
	DO84/(DO74+DO78+DO80)
	Average tank to wheel efficiency
	%
	DO86
	Average electricity fc to electricity powertrain efficiency
	AVERAGE(CQ400:CQ500)*36000/DO72
	%
	DO87
	Plug-in Hybrid tank to wheel efficiency
	DO84/(DO74+DO79)
	%
	DO88
	AVERAGE(DF400:DF500)*36000
	W
	Average vehicle aux power
	DO89
	AVERAGE(DG400:DG500)*36000
	W
	Average other aux power
	DO90
	The Itemised list of for prediction file, the prediction can be used to predict efficiency/tank to wheel/FC system and traveling time/performance for an unidentified drive cycle. The list starts with colleen number numeric and alphabetic according to excel, value, unit and formula in excel format.
	Formula/Sorce
	Unit
	Value
	No
	Input from unidentified drive cycle
	Old time
	sec
	A
	1
	Input from unidentified drive cycle
	Speed(km/h)
	km/h
	B
	2
	New speed (km/h)
	C3/3.6
	km/h
	C
	3
	new speed (m/s)
	C4/3.6
	m/s
	D
	4
	IF(B4=0,(A4-A3),(A4-A3)*B4/C4)
	new time step
	sec
	E
	5
	new time(S)
	F2+E3
	sec
	F
	6
	Distance (m)
	D3*E3
	m
	G
	7
	Acceleration (m/s2)
	(D3-D2)/(F3-F2)
	m/sec²
	H
	8
	P cuising (03)
	0.3064*D3*D3+48.565*D3
	W
	I
	9
	P acceleration (03)
	170*H3*D3
	W
	J
	10
	IF((I3+J3)>0,I3+J3,0)
	W
	Total Power
	K
	11
	load energy
	K3*E3/3600
	Wh
	L
	12
	Motor input power
	K3/$Z$4
	W
	M
	13
	Motor input energy
	M3*E3/3600
	Wh
	N
	14
	Fuel cell output power
	M3/$Z$5
	W
	O
	15
	Fuel cell output energy
	O3*(F3-F2)/3600
	Wh
	P
	16
	Aux Power
	0.0735*O3+172.54
	W
	Q
	17
	Total output stack power
	O3+Q3
	W
	R
	18
	Total output stack energy
	R3*E3/3600
	Wh
	S
	19
	Hydrogen input power
	2.0719*0.9*R3
	W
	T
	20
	Hydrogen input energy
	T3*E3/3600
	Wh
	U
	21
	stack efficiency
	R3/T3
	%
	V
	22
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	From Acceleration Test according to chosen hybridisation configurations and load profile 
	km/h
	max speed
	Z3
	23
	From Acceleration Test according to chosen hybridisation configurations and load profile
	Efficiency of traction motor based on drive cycle load
	%
	Z4
	23
	From Cursing Test according to chosen hybridisation configurations and load profile
	Efficiency fc electricity to drive train electricity
	%
	Z5
	23
	IF(COUNT(E:E)=COUNT(B:B),SUM(E:E),"SCHEIE")
	s
	time to destination
	Z6
	23
	SUM(G:G)
	m
	Total distance travelled
	Z7
	23
	Possible range in this drive profile
	 
	m
	Z8
	23
	SUM(L:L)/SUM(U:U)
	%
	Tank to wheel efficiency
	Z9
	23
	SUM(S:S)/SUM(U:U)
	%
	Fuel cell stack efficiency
	Z10
	23
	Fuel cell system efficiency
	SUM(P:P)/SUM(U:U)
	%
	Z11
	23
	Acceleration 03 valve setting
	 
	FCBat5UC
	 FCUC
	FCBat40UC
	FCBat5
	 
	67.02606006
	62.6339097
	77.0523972
	69.16260084
	Max Speed
	6.650075167
	6.7782395
	6.8526575
	5.5999545
	Max acceleration
	0.28168696
	9417.470715
	11798.23854
	10129.62984
	Max Motor Power 
	3694.016988
	3449.851612
	3823.325607
	3781.691723
	Max Power NGM in
	Max booster motor Power in
	6919.711727
	6286.403508
	8395.92638
	6920.546545
	Power FC system@max motor in
	5577.489997
	7122.67396
	4632.721534
	7173.881678
	Power UC @ max motor in
	1624.048719
	2616.876791
	0
	0
	Power Loss Power Conditioner@ Max motor in
	244.4549339
	649.8186878
	368.9233632
	414.7466043
	Other Auxiliary consumption @ Max motor in
	47.77312007
	48.47997505
	47.16599709
	47.72550839
	Vehicle aux consumption @ Mx motor in
	15.51125224
	15.15337779
	14.58552834
	16.13869432
	Max Power FC system
	6156.374352
	7405.72046
	4632.721534
	7173.881678
	1695.415917
	3139.640962
	338.0191837
	0.002431122
	max Power UC
	3284.687688
	0
	1119565.375
	3973.108663
	max Power Battery
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	0-50kph 
	Time to reach 50km/h
	5.3
	5
	5.8
	5.5
	Average acceleration
	2.665841102
	2.710785088
	2.410841884
	2.520762095
	Distance to reach 50km/h
	151.1754787
	141.4910178
	163.7719903
	147.7365485
	Energy needed at wheel
	7.314459942
	6.875185707
	7.416472087
	7.05720869
	Motor input energy NGM
	3.883592551
	3.685909722
	4.086620065
	3.260406034
	Motor input energy Booster
	6.674026517
	6.000463092
	6.044827127
	5.506852717
	Total motor input energy
	10.55761907
	9.686372813
	10.13144719
	8.767258751
	69.281%
	70.978%
	73.202%
	80.495%
	Drive efficiency
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	7.522378503
	8.472265681
	6.462369887
	8.687571731
	 Fc stack energy 
	7.008709944
	7.92876411
	5.878398816
	8.135983052
	FC system energy
	Hydrogen input energy
	12.27661704
	14.90944223
	4.589949752
	16.22749749
	61.274%
	56.825%
	60.867%
	53.536%
	Efficiency FC stack
	Efficiency FC system
	57.090%
	53.179%
	55.366%
	50.137%
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Energy from battery
	1.92580023
	9.03259E-08
	3.862886006
	0.920727897
	1.617229399
	2.050182254
	0.39567434
	0
	energy from UC
	0.072283954
	0.068730555
	0.077837419
	0.075715516
	energy to auxiliary
	-0.021433527
	Energy to vehicle aux
	0.023249254
	0.023947664
	0.025104018
	 
	 
	 
	 
	0-97% max speed
	65.01527826
	60.75489241
	74.74082528
	67.08772281
	97% Max speed
	19.5
	10.6
	9.9
	10.4
	Time to reach 
	Average acceleration
	0.918992691
	1.553330855
	2.078184665
	1.770045911
	1043.760375
	463.3667281
	426.1467887
	450.3103133
	Distance to reach
	Energy needed at wheel
	29.18776668
	15.51541555
	18.50461391
	16.92902547
	Motor input energy NGM
	17.69449596
	8.832676586
	7.965508753
	7.933120223
	Motor input energy Booster
	18.96262472
	10.58014401
	13.98877266
	12.41021687
	Total motor input energy
	36.65712068
	19.4128206
	21.95428141
	20.3433371
	79.624%
	79.924%
	84.287%
	83.217%
	Drive efficiency
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	29.78068782
	20.10937634
	11.74788944
	18.58117699
	 Fc stack energy 
	27.93567459
	18.87789802
	10.76097435
	17.54524448
	FC system energy
	Hydrogen input energy
	62.07041544
	44.89700267
	11.29251297
	39.95375265
	47.979%
	44.790%
	56.035%
	46.507%
	Efficiency FC stack
	Efficiency FC system
	45.006%
	42.047%
	51.327%
	43.914%
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Energy from battery
	8.969338289
	2.74637E-07
	10.59177912
	3.848637146
	1.367607603
	2.159257464
	0.736440263
	0
	energy from UC
	0.258374351
	0.141749068
	0.131716437
	0.140393121
	energy to auxiliary
	-0.044940753
	Energy to vehicle aux
	0.084314088
	0.040580811
	0.047045804
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Max speed
	Time to reach top speed
	56.2
	16.3
	19.2
	66.3
	Average accleration to reach top speed
	0.329836085
	1.042003256
	1.098168903
	0.288450693
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Cruising
	66.03315447
	61.73839055
	76.64876608
	68.87671783
	Average speed
	Average wheel Power for cruising
	5257.320589
	4709.306194
	6512.437388
	5539.014837
	Average fuel cell system power
	5288.613019
	6407.674368
	4226.193348
	6143.737103
	5632.486979
	6755.20042
	4582.250597
	6528.297788
	average stack power
	average Hydrogen input power
	12310.36865
	16130.04416
	9332.026953
	13372.76176
	average fuel cell stack efficiency
	45.754%
	41.880%
	49.102%
	48.818%
	average fuel cell system efficiency
	42.961%
	39.725%
	45.287%
	45.942%
	average power from Battery
	1146.723274
	6.54025E-05
	4444.588977
	511.4071292
	average power from Battery expressed in Hydrogen input
	2836.073307
	0.000184952
	10347.60772
	1173.749916
	-16.41514156
	-197.0359632
	-2.911271686
	Average power from UC
	0
	Average power from UC expressed in Hydrogen input
	-40.59788952
	-557.1981405
	-6.777836496
	0
	Average Motor input Power
	6068.102263
	5544.204492
	8405.444152
	6298.351747
	Average NGM input Power
	3638.42088
	3418.062438
	192.1569964
	3759.290534
	Average Booster input Power
	2429.681382
	2126.142054
	8213.287156
	2539.061213
	Average wheel Power
	5257.320589
	4709.306194
	6512.437388
	5539.014837
	Average drive efficiency
	86.639%
	84.941%
	77.479%
	87.944%
	Average tank to wheel efficiency
	34.803%
	30.240%
	33.104%
	38.078%
	Average electricity fc to electricity powertrain
	94.118%
	89.017%
	94.846%
	94.837%
	Plug-in Hybrid tank to wheel efficiency
	38.615%
	29.557%
	47.282%
	39.731%
	Average vehicle aux power
	15.45671996
	15.103136
	14.59210653
	16.0350883
	Average other aux power
	47.53724704
	47.292767
	47.24216284
	47.98540467
	Accseleration Test 0_5 Valve Resistant 
	FCUC
	FCBat40UC
	FCBat5UC
	  
	 
	53,30338086
	66,43815786
	60,05979108
	Max Speed
	 
	5,676439667
	7,005627833
	5,804604
	Max acceleration
	 
	9214,417616
	11734,90426
	0,290664704
	Max Motor Power 
	 
	3186,223678
	3634,980337
	3383,679774
	Max Power NGM in
	 
	6135,064157
	8228,421062
	7197,965681
	Max booster motor Power in
	 
	4226,846789
	6276,188446
	5279,914896
	Max Power wheel
	 
	7432,303527
	5999,064939
	7141,966851
	Power FC system@max motor in
	 
	2077,385819
	217,3663279
	768,2621318
	Power UC @ max motor in
	Power Loss Power Conditioner@ Max motor in
	 
	407,3049823
	377,8715738
	480,0198173
	Other Auxiliary consumption @ Max motor in
	 
	46,99690781
	46,97470797
	46,97600048
	Vehicle aux consumption @ Max motor in
	 
	-14,91099763
	14,74882968
	15,23970044
	 
	7631,740017
	6043,436033
	7407,898203
	Max Power FC system
	 
	2223,602658
	835,4571774
	960,8063835
	max Power UC
	 
	0,002741253
	6246,461675
	2967,12789
	max Power Battery
	0-50kph
	  
	 
	10
	10
	10
	Time to reach 50km/h
	 
	1,368014059
	1,387764711
	1,385492875
	Average acceleration
	 
	303,4687157
	293,8178174
	291,4595109
	Distance to reach 50km/h
	 
	13,54300832
	13,26690933
	13,20286823
	Energy needed at wheel
	 
	7,101401587
	7,119520307
	7,183398587
	Motor input energy NGM
	 
	11,66256133
	12,34701125
	12,27502087
	Motor input energy Booster
	 
	18,76396292
	19,46653156
	19,45841945
	Total motor input energy
	 
	72,176%
	68,152%
	67,852%
	Drive efficiency
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	17,79584437
	15,22258998
	16,45265474
	 Fc stack energy 
	 
	16,68699206
	14,12511883
	15,42700264
	FC system energy
	 
	34,10468355
	28,55309555
	29,93734078
	Hydrogen input energy
	 
	0,521800601
	0,533132737
	0,549569678
	Efficiency FC stack
	 
	0,489287403
	0,494696584
	0,515309718
	Efficiency FC system
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	-1,22259E-06
	5,02745495
	2,891752088
	Energy from battery
	 
	2,754429017
	0,815817702
	1,536460066
	energy from UC
	 
	0,133254136
	0,133140955
	0,134366342
	energy to auxiliary
	 
	-0,041715378
	0,041370503
	0,042776832
	Energy to vehicle aux
	 0-97% max speed 
	 
	 
	51,70427943
	64,44501312
	58,25799735
	97% Max speed
	 
	14,1
	14,6
	12,7
	Time to reach 
	 
	1,006331671
	1,222581429
	1,267625359
	Average acceleration
	 
	512,5242822
	561,6550458
	439,5715726
	Distance to reach
	 
	20,75798324
	25,47023554
	19,79160006
	Energy needed at wheel
	 
	10,65010973
	11,40999276
	9,643036763
	Motor input energy NGM
	 
	16,24076718
	22,16891724
	17,32048511
	Motor input energy Booster
	 
	26,8908769
	33,57891001
	26,96352188
	Total motor input energy
	 
	77,193%
	75,852%
	73,401%
	Drive efficiency
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	26,57594942
	23,13887286
	22,09727635
	 Fc stack energy 
	 
	24,97017434
	21,54391388
	20,75368847
	FC system energy
	 
	58,79647976
	44,72557092
	42,43749282
	Hydrogen input energy
	 
	0,451998989
	0,517352208
	0,52070174
	Efficiency FC stack
	 
	0,424688254
	0,481691199
	0,489041343
	Efficiency FC system
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	-1,27299E-06
	11,84594698
	4,971407914
	Energy from battery
	 
	2,870508283
	1,087623813
	1,978011177
	energy from UC
	 
	0,18537346
	0,193348345
	0,169568079
	energy to auxiliary
	 
	-0,058654636
	0,060212151
	0,054208821
	Energy to vehicle aux
	 
	  
	 Max speed
	 
	49,2
	26,1
	16,8
	Time to reach top speed
	Average accleration to reach top speed
	 
	0,295822871
	0,701566385
	0,982026484
	 
	  
	 Cruising
	 
	51,71238296
	65,90754278
	59,51426271
	Average speed
	 
	6138,516309
	8495,571833
	7414,445443
	Average wheel Power for cruising
	 
	7257,523127
	5895,363288
	7052,482872
	Average fuel cell system power
	 
	7962,942039
	6297,165031
	7473,004757
	average stack power
	 
	19842,34718
	12753,09509
	16485,83963
	average Hydrogen input power
	 
	40,131%
	49,378%
	45,330%
	average fuel cell stack efficiency
	 
	36,576%
	46,227%
	42,779%
	average fuel cell system efficiency
	 
	-4,16699E-05
	4419,992601
	1777,195666
	average power from Battery
	average power from Battery expressed in Hydrogen input
	 
	-0,00012454
	10044,91721
	4456,133946
	 
	36,0021315
	2,665346458
	16,18735443
	Average power from UC
	Average power from UC expressed in Hydrogen input
	 
	107,6002918
	6,057291705
	40,5881136
	 
	6630,796639
	9966,632322
	8344,747767
	Average Motor input Power
	 
	3132,97198
	3598,890044
	3350,521382
	Average NGM input Power
	 
	3497,824659
	6367,742277
	4994,226385
	Average Booster input Power
	 
	6135,110494
	8495,571833
	7414,445443
	Average wheel Power
	 
	92,524%
	85,240%
	88,852%
	Average drive efficiency
	 
	30,753%
	37,255%
	35,336%
	Average tank to wheel efficiency
	Average electricity fc to electricity powertrain
	 
	91,479%
	95,188%
	93,228%
	 
	30,863%
	66,602%
	44,931%
	Plug-in Hybrid tank to wheel efficiency
	 
	-14,85621573
	14,72439166
	15,2056887
	Average vehicle aux power
	 
	45,83306086
	46,90701386
	46,72376361
	Average other aux power
	Accseleration Test 0_5 Valve Resistance
	 
	FCBat5UC
	 
	FCBat40UC
	57,9790638
	Max Speed
	64,55166156
	6,391679333
	Max acceleration
	6,3937465
	0,296058455
	Max Motor Power 
	0,324633805
	493138,109
	Max Power NGM in
	3481,326348
	7371,193432
	Max booster motor Power in
	8234,529809
	6022,065471
	Max Power wheel
	6022,065471
	7645,481415
	Power FC system@max motor in
	5794,959969
	332,4083815
	Power UC @ max motor in
	0,714645028
	Power Loss Power Conditioner@ Max motor in
	511,7680594
	266,1896796
	Other Auxiliary consumption @ Max motor in
	47,74516303
	47,02045574
	Vehicle aux consumption @ Mx motor in
	14,72653095
	14,90040476
	7798,125279
	Max Power FC system
	6328,208656
	561,359803
	max Power UC
	2,75578986
	3145,885449
	max Power Battery
	6393,655328
	0-50kph 
	30,2
	Time to reach 50km/h
	31,9
	0,464443911
	Average acceleration
	0,436094648
	891,044816
	Distance to reach 50km/h
	960,6822037
	34,77242371
	Energy needed at wheel
	37,15426627
	21,79391378
	Motor input energy NGM
	23,56728833
	36,04119514
	Motor input energy Booster
	41,62784498
	57,83510891
	Total motor input energy
	65,19513331
	60,123%
	Drive efficiency
	56,989%
	 
	 
	 
	52,58268672
	 Fc stack energy 
	46,80287621
	49,22660197
	FC system energy
	43,69110901
	110,7748295
	Hydrogen input energy
	89,68253741
	0,474680818
	Efficiency FC stack
	0,521872792
	0,444384362
	Efficiency FC system
	0,48717521
	 
	 
	 
	9,098222454
	Energy from battery
	23,35586726
	1,934092439
	energy from UC
	0,003877179
	0,40140892
	energy to auxiliary
	0,422010483
	0,123881441
	Energy to vehicle aux
	0,1325227
	0-97% max speed
	56,23969189
	97% Max speed
	62,61511171
	34,1
	Time to reach 
	45,6
	0,456039935
	Average acceleration
	0,379775156
	1100,832953
	Distance to reach
	1755,495764
	44,25948036
	Energy needed at wheel
	72,59900355
	25,25722121
	Motor input energy NGM
	36,22503284
	43,69235563
	Motor input energy Booster
	71,47779435
	68,94957685
	Total motor input energy
	107,7028272
	64,191%
	Drive efficiency
	67,407%
	 
	 
	 
	61,23527482
	 Fc stack energy 
	69,8576274
	57,36601029
	FC system energy
	65,38279485
	131,486139
	Hydrogen input energy
	136,1366517
	0,465716579
	Efficiency FC stack
	0,513143423
	0,436289412
	Efficiency FC system
	0,48027327
	 
	 
	 
	12,35167055
	Energy from battery
	45,46441305
	2,269107803
	energy from UC
	0,004838783
	0,452230034
	energy to auxiliary
	0,601138951
	0,139827644
	Energy to vehicle aux
	0,189220128
	Max speed
	47,8
	Time to reach top speed
	54,3
	Average acceleration to reach top speed
	0,33473427
	0,328626301
	Cruising
	54,5530405
	Average speed
	64,10344835
	7911,158806
	Average wheel Power for cruising
	9947,363715
	7452,733002
	Average fuel cell system power
	5835,28295
	8074,524149
	average stack power
	6207,327522
	19939,62596
	average Hydrogen input power
	12569,43262
	40,495%
	average fuel cell stack efficiency
	49,384%
	37,376%
	average fuel cell system efficiency
	46,424%
	1899,272998
	average power from Battery
	6101,751322
	average power from Battery expressed in Hydrogen input
	5519,354829
	13872,73724
	23,19831357
	Average power from UC
	0,31549987
	Average power from UC expressed in Hydrogen input
	67,41512367
	0,717309927
	8737,083541
	Average Motor input Power
	11490,8781
	3167,946389
	Average NGM input Power
	3463,074593
	5569,137152
	Average Booster input Power
	8027,803504
	7911,158806
	Average wheel Power
	9947,363715
	90,547%
	Average drive efficiency
	86,567%
	30,992%
	Average tank to wheel efficiency
	37,618%
	Average electricity fc to electricity powertrain
	92,066%
	94,743%
	Plug-in Hybrid tank to wheel efficiency
	39,629%
	79,137%
	14,7056905
	Average vehicle aux power
	14,87360725
	46,64679078
	Average other aux power
	46,875824
	Acceleration 02 valve setting
	 
	FCUC_NGM_only
	FCUC_NGM_Booster
	FCBat5UC
	 
	FCBat40UC
	73.38805488
	Max Speed
	74.74246248
	76.61184264
	78.05037508
	Max acceleration
	7.619576333
	7.9813305
	6.3441345
	8.078487333
	Max Motor Power 
	10508.47122
	9601.466787
	11546.06436
	11340.71073
	Max Power NGM in
	4011.991349
	3993.164562
	4104.597351
	4070.923265
	Max booster motor Power in
	7188.499844
	6449.672955
	8110.516534
	7908.942023
	Max Power wheel
	2199.257763
	0
	0
	2199.257763
	Power FC system@max motor in
	6553.876074
	7027.489682
	5279.87682
	4215.537195
	Power UC @ max motor in
	2212.580216
	3162.139698
	565.4109412
	632.4541811
	Power Loss Power Conditioner@ Max motor in
	433.1681364
	508.8843831
	228.3158091
	166.8665499
	Other Auxiliary consumption @ Max motor in
	47.88716264
	46.84261437
	47.15862575
	47.1394353
	Vehicle aux consumption @ Mx motor in
	14.88374019
	14.62394519
	14.62903189
	15.37497251
	Max Power FC system
	6553.876074
	7093.981234
	5279.87682
	4215.537195
	2212.580216
	max Power UC
	3162.139698
	565.4109412
	731.8445989
	max Power Battery
	2093.140032
	0.002430897
	6189.364742
	7133.927041
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	0-50kph 
	 
	 
	 
	Time to reach 50km/h
	3.4
	3.5
	5.4
	4.5
	4.134746767
	Average acceleration
	3.869448894
	2.645710239
	3.128746627
	Distance to reach 50km/h
	97.83421904
	93.40954802
	121.7439038
	124.6691266
	Energy needed at wheel
	5.602555611
	5.191550418
	5.841857097
	5.764253054
	Motor input energy NGM
	2.341480379
	1.956376305
	2.408036215
	3.015004458
	Motor input energy Booster
	4.116666223
	3.255169641
	3.61492883
	5.283368238
	Total motor input energy
	6.458146602
	5.47169593
	6.022965045
	8.298372696
	86.752%
	Drive efficiency
	94.880%
	96.993%
	69.462%
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	5.014559804
	 Fc stack energy 
	4.529196172
	5.551641465
	4.644934374
	FC system energy
	4.657388672
	4.121318665
	4.96168318
	4.171105332
	Hydrogen input energy
	7.788489987
	7.291993711
	10.44332842
	7.887906875
	Efficiency FC stack
	0.643842364
	0.621119045
	0.531596943
	0.588867801
	Efficiency FC system
	0.597983522
	0.565184067
	0.475105539
	0.528797487
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Energy from battery
	0.273404624
	3.59835E-07
	0.290156892
	3.243514537
	1.075153198
	energy from UC
	1.229375458
	0.144421571
	0.567996561
	energy to auxiliary
	0.046954658
	0.047504861
	0.073472603
	0.060724894
	Energy to vehicle aux
	0.014476902
	0.014617821
	0.022331738
	0.019630959
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	0-97% max speed
	 
	 
	 
	 
	71.18641323
	97% Max speed
	72.50018861
	74.31348736
	71.82886383
	16.7
	Time to reach 
	13.6
	8.5
	8.1
	Average acceleration
	1.177657467
	1.473271192
	2.383250872
	2.437088663
	Distance to reach
	996.503308
	768.0597688
	325.0421218
	360.0713442
	Energy needed at wheel
	22.43975021
	19.55960584
	13.50788803
	13.48169357
	Motor input energy NGM
	16.10071144
	12.018135
	5.223284379
	6.760798339
	Motor input energy Booster
	11.93404626
	9.644979575
	9.771534485
	10.21168857
	28.0347577
	Total motor input energy
	21.66311458
	14.99481886
	16.97248691
	80.043%
	Drive efficiency
	90.290%
	90.084%
	79.433%
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	27.62606871
	 Fc stack energy 
	23.8885457
	10.23668814
	8.972597924
	FC system energy
	25.94609349
	22.16329051
	9.334197533
	8.140370501
	Hydrogen input energy
	56.99886601
	50.39691617
	20.30032843
	17.13440862
	Efficiency FC stack
	0.484677515
	0.474008085
	0.504262193
	0.523659621
	Efficiency FC system
	0.455203679
	0.439774736
	0.459805247
	0.475089084
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Energy from battery
	2.392096055
	1.17027E-06
	4.548509889
	8.446730995
	0.60885236
	energy from UC
	0.987137134
	0.592153658
	0.559092813
	energy to auxiliary
	0.221630058
	0.179041527
	0.11434509
	0.10792867
	Energy to vehicle aux
	0.069426345
	0.055579988
	0.034925597
	0.034983969
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Max speed
	 
	 
	 
	Time to reach top speed
	50.7
	45.8
	50
	55.2
	Average accleration to reach top speed
	0.400432157
	0.450209985
	0.423290541
	0.370669524
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Cruising
	 
	 
	 
	73.04214381
	Average speed
	74.33275823
	76.25840135
	73.70136203
	Average wheel Power for cruising
	3929.525213
	4066.623112
	4261.515036
	3991.435198
	Average fuel cell system power
	5199.828348
	5122.644887
	4546.35983
	3960.451712
	average stack power
	5572.884644
	5539.311869
	4939.080969
	4323.297347
	average Hydrogen input power
	10937.81467
	11057.10605
	9583.92619
	8528.491168
	average fuel cell stack efficiency
	50.951%
	50.097%
	51.535%
	50.692%
	average fuel cell system efficiency
	47.540%
	46.329%
	47.437%
	46.438%
	average power from Battery
	9.60084413
	N/A
	1030.15981
	1440.656591
	average power from Battery expressed in Hydrogen input
	21.10464947
	N/A
	2282.153738
	3211.772882
	Average power from UC
	2.461622988
	N/A
	1.1461283
	-3.124239465
	Average power from UC expressed in Hydrogen input
	5.4111586
	N/A
	2.539063318
	-6.96512108
	Average Motor input Power
	4936.077122
	4845.266038
	5327.038164
	5216.412419
	Average NGM input Power
	3985.477936
	3956.544189
	4077.150731
	4040.422038
	Average Booster input Power
	950.5991856
	888.7218498
	1249.887433
	1175.990382
	Average wheel Power
	3929.525213
	4066.623112
	4261.515036
	3991.435198
	Average drive efficiency
	79.608%
	83.930%
	79.998%
	76.517%
	Average tank to wheel efficiency
	35.839%
	36.778%
	35.906%
	34.018%
	Average electricity fc to electricity powertrain
	95.691%
	95.362%
	95.157%
	96.592%
	Plug-in Hybrid tank to wheel efficiency
	35.918%
	0.000%
	44.460%
	46.818%
	Average vehicle aux power
	14.86539972
	14.59269009
	14.61802167
	15.33733918
	Average other aux power
	47.78468153
	47.44409851
	47.71935856
	47.5485395
	Results of the WMTC 1 (urban driving) drive cycle test in four different hybridisation configurations all in 0.3 load setting; empty fields are not applicable.
	WMTC1 03 Valve setting
	 
	FCUC 
	FCBat40UC 
	FCBat5UC 
	  FCBat5 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Battery
	0
	90.50%
	67.56%
	78.62%
	Initial SOC
	0
	0.461491787
	0.298286731
	0.791427933
	Ah charged
	Max charging current
	0
	47.248483
	21.865487
	67.302942
	Max charging power
	0
	2640.442634
	1141.203366
	3302.029055
	0
	0.128192163
	0.082857425
	0.219841092
	SOC charged
	0
	25.89529886
	16.74221785
	43.17765652
	Energy charged
	Energy lost charging (Wh)
	0
	0.405113404
	0.690128201
	3.499132196
	0
	-1.554993268
	-0.551568475
	-1.13427026
	Ah discharged
	Max discharging current
	0
	-67.871066
	-33.372216
	-58.798856
	-3385.839809
	Max discharging power
	0
	-3825.439969
	-1881.039505
	Energy discharged
	0
	-88.12616165
	-31.32241799
	-65.545113
	Energy lost discharging (Wh)
	-0.604754919
	0
	-0.282819122
	-0.277033121
	-0.315075072
	0
	-0.431942574
	-0.153213465
	SOC discharged
	Total energy loss (Wh)
	0
	0.687932525
	0.967161322
	4.103887115
	Total energy charged and discharged
	0
	114.0214605
	48.06463584
	108.7227695
	Efficiency during charging
	0
	98.436%
	95.878%
	91.896%
	Efficiency during discharging
	0
	99.679%
	99.116%
	99.077%
	Battery efficiency
	0
	99.397%
	97.988%
	96.225%
	End of drivecycle Ah charged
	0
	0.003571763
	0.000340729
	0.00334943
	Energy needed to be recharged (Wh)
	0
	61.91404453
	14.16656282
	19.53640427
	Hydrogen energy used to charge at end of drive cycle (Wh)
	0
	142.9465656
	34.81539412
	45.6633748
	 
	 
	 
	 
	UC
	60.66718255
	15.94990536
	40.57327111
	0
	Energy into UC
	Energy out of UC
	-57.44558863
	-17.10580231
	-40.53918134
	0
	Energy loss in UC charging
	0.080383234
	0.021399431
	0.054514621
	0
	Energy lost discharging
	-0.076830478
	-0.022939556
	-0.054492969
	0
	Total energy in and out
	118.1127712
	33.05570768
	81.11245245
	0
	Total energy loss UC
	0.157213711
	0.044338987
	0.10900759
	0
	99.867%
	99.866%
	99.866%
	0
	UC efficiency
	Max charging power
	2341.6041
	998.629095
	1568.942204
	0
	Max discharging power
	-3776.977504
	-1464.495071
	-3164.529955
	0
	Energy diffrence UC Start-finish
	0.021773154
	-0.062711638
	-0.113927377
	0
	Power conditionig
	 
	 
	 
	 
	318.4800846
	378.1445742
	316.5059962
	377.3428964
	Energy goes in
	299.4500347
	359.4111399
	296.7007982
	358.2019446
	Energy goes out
	19.03004992
	18.73343439
	19.80519802
	19.14095184
	Energy loss
	94.025%
	95.046%
	93.743%
	94.927%
	Efficiency
	New energy goes in
	315.2479702
	374.2571989
	313.2842214
	373.4741341
	Energy loss in DCDC
	15.79793546
	14.84605903
	16.58342315
	15.27218951
	Energy loss in diode
	3.232114459
	3.88737536
	3.221774865
	3.868762324
	94.989%
	96.033%
	94.707%
	95.911%
	Efficiency DCDC
	98.985%
	98.972%
	98.982%
	98.975%
	Efficiency diode
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Motor
	NGM energy input 
	267.0988399
	265.2460656
	251.4457463
	243.9416894
	NGM regen energy
	-0.485080022
	-0.475759453
	-0.20419244
	-0.46793554
	boost motor energy input
	28.90043773
	29.71698219
	27.97577903
	88.86978752
	Total motor energy input
	295.9992776
	294.9630478
	279.4215253
	332.8114769
	238.3924444
	236.889815
	227.4111514
	245.9972975
	 drive cycle load
	-8.471172693
	 drive cycle regen
	-5.78156468
	-6.38688043
	-5.55947021
	Total drive cycle load
	232.6108798
	230.5029346
	221.8516812
	237.5261248
	efficiency of traction motors based on drive cycle load
	80.538%
	80.312%
	81.386%
	73.915%
	Efficiency of regen
	8.390%
	7.449%
	3.673%
	5.524%
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Theoretical drive cycle load
	273.4104503
	273.4104503
	273.4104503
	273.4104503
	Theoretical drive cycle regen
	-59.88204287
	-59.88204287
	-59.88204287
	-59.88204287
	Theoretical total drivce cycle load
	213.5284074
	213.5284074
	213.5284074
	213.5284074
	Correction factor based on drive cycle load
	87.192%
	86.643%
	83.176%
	89.974%
	Correctioin factor based on total drive cycle load
	108.937%
	107.950%
	103.898%
	111.239%
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Fuel Cell
	FC stack energy produced
	380.8360262
	440.8660907
	378.9835271
	439.7537265
	FC Aux energy consumption
	62.35594154
	62.72151648
	62.47753089
	62.41083009
	aux energy/stack energy
	16.373%
	14.227%
	16.486%
	14.192%
	FC system energy
	318.4800846
	378.1445742
	316.5059962
	377.3428964
	Hydrogen input energy
	703.5212396
	816.8233647
	699.1077663
	769.3921585
	FC stack efficiency
	54.133%
	53.973%
	54.210%
	57.156%
	FC system efficiency
	45.269%
	46.295%
	45.273%
	49.044%
	Max fuel cell power
	5578.785947
	4144.546439
	4948.335838
	6219.272644
	Aux power consumption
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Vehicle aux energy
	-2.543467785
	-2.528022522
	-2.607897851
	-2.61499374
	Other aux energy
	8.021896549
	7.969249729
	7.966433796
	8.013750846
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Drivetrain
	Efficiency electricity to electricity
	92.789%
	94.250%
	92.695%
	93.252%
	Efficiency tank to wheel
	33.886%
	29.001%
	32.529%
	31.973%
	Efficiency tank to powertrain
	42.564%
	44.001%
	42.440%
	46.556%
	Efficiency tank to wheel corrected
	33.886%
	24.682%
	30.986%
	30.182%
	Plug-in efficiency
	-
	26.928%
	31.856%
	31.113%
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Drive cycle
	3931.5534
	3895.220961
	3776.965818
	4032.498771
	Distance
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Fuel efficiency
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Tank to wheel
	17894.23081
	24639.67872
	19431.55421
	20212.17066
	Wh/100km 
	1.971598811
	2.714816959
	2.140982174
	2.226991038
	L/100km 
	5.588393325
	4.058494476
	5.146268741
	4.947514133
	km/kWh 
	50.72025782
	36.83489587
	46.70753509
	44.90363828
	km/L 
	119.2940464
	86.63567508
	109.8561225
	105.6133572
	mpg(US) 
	143.2847283
	104.0585808
	131.9487866
	126.8527781
	mpg(Imperial)
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	plug-in
	Wh/100km (Plug-in)
	-
	22584.63417
	18900.97573
	19606.98479
	L/100km (Plug-in)
	-
	2.488390719
	2.082522668
	2.160311238
	km/kWh (plug-in))
	-
	4.427789233
	5.290732151
	5.100223265
	-
	40.18661508
	48.01868501
	46.28962635
	km/L 
	-
	94.51891867
	112.9399471
	108.8732012
	mpg(US) 
	-
	113.5271876
	135.6527851
	130.7681945
	mpg(Imperial)
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Sankey
	Hydrogen input energy
	703.5212396
	816.8233647
	699.1077663
	769.3921585
	Back mapped Hydrogen energy
	0.051153363
	140.5677461
	33.11183061
	41.96279914
	Total Hydrogen input energy
	703.5212396
	959.7699303
	733.9231604
	815.0555333
	Petrol equivalent Total Hydrogen input energy
	0.07751446
	0.105748119
	0.080864165
	0.089803386
	Fuel Cell system output energy
	318.4800846
	378.1445742
	316.5059962
	377.3428964
	back mapped fuel cell system output energy
	0.023156838
	65.07518368
	14.99066874
	20.58035554
	Total fuel cell system output energy
	318.5032415
	443.2197579
	331.496665
	397.923252
	62.35594154
	62.72151648
	62.47753089
	62.41083009
	BOP energy
	Back mapped BOP energy
	0.00453393
	10.79379286
	2.959122355
	3.403898907
	Total BOP energy
	62.36047547
	73.51530935
	65.43665324
	65.81472899
	H2 energy conversion losses
	174.6786699
	202.9163474
	173.5380711
	188.4081184
	Back mapped H2 energy conversion losses
	0.023462595
	64.69876953
	15.16203952
	17.9785447
	Total h2 energy conversion losses
	174.7021325
	267.6151169
	188.7001106
	206.3866631
	3.232114459
	3.88737536
	3.221774865
	3.868762324
	Diode losses
	Back mapped diode losses
	0.000232624
	0.662104129
	0.151039602
	0.208839716
	Total Diode losses
	3.232347083
	4.549479489
	3.372814467
	4.07760204
	Power Converter losses
	19.03004992
	18.73343439
	19.80519802
	19.14095184
	Back mapped power converter energy
	0.022921829
	64.40620233
	14.83807586
	20.36935248
	Back mapped power converter losses
	-0.192498985
	3.124510283
	0.884332147
	0.990996192
	Total power converter losses
	18.83755093
	21.85794467
	20.68953016
	20.13194803
	Battery energy charged
	0
	25.89529886
	16.74221785
	43.17765652
	Back mapped Battery energy charged
	0
	61.91404453
	14.16656282
	19.53640427
	Battery losses charging
	0
	0.405113404
	0.690128201
	3.499132196
	Back mapped battery energy losses charging
	0
	0.968600882
	0.58395755
	1.583236949
	Total battery losses charging
	0
	1.373714285
	1.274085751
	5.082369145
	Battery losses discharging
	0
	0.282819122
	0.277033121
	0.604754919
	Total battery losses
	0
	1.656533407
	1.551118872
	5.687124065
	Battery discharge energy
	0
	88.12616165
	31.32241799
	65.545113
	UC charge energy
	60.66718255
	15.94990536
	40.57327111
	0
	UC losses charging
	0.080383234
	0.021399431
	0.054514621
	0
	UC losses discharging
	0.076830478
	0.022939556
	0.054492969
	0
	0.157213711
	0.044338987
	0.10900759
	0
	Total UC losses
	UC discharge energy
	57.44558863
	17.10580231
	40.53918134
	0
	Back mapped UC charge energy
	0.021773154
	-0.062711638
	-0.113927377
	0
	Direct fuel cell energy
	238.2977721
	317.0901762
	239.1811168
	314.5563525
	Vehicle Aux energy
	2.543467785
	2.528022522
	2.607897851
	2.61499374
	Other Aux energy
	8.021896549
	7.969249729
	7.966433796
	8.013750846
	NGM input energy
	266.6137599
	264.7703062
	251.2415539
	243.4737538
	NGM regen energy power bus
	0.485080022
	0.475759453
	0.20419244
	0.46793554
	Boost motor input energy
	28.90043773
	29.71698219
	27.97577903
	88.86978752
	Total motor input energy
	295.5141976
	294.4872883
	279.2173329
	332.3435413
	Motor drive losses
	63.38839787
	64.4601132
	57.56984411
	95.28535207
	NGM output energy
	214.6788382
	212.5957762
	204.4589203
	179.9662917
	NGM regen energy wheel
	0.602298183
	0.59239127
	0.250892548
	0.633073289
	Boost motor output energy
	28.85307605
	29.6690503
	27.95533521
	88.7448359
	Un-recovered regen energy
	5.179266498
	5.79448916
	5.308577662
	7.838099404
	Results of the WMTC 2 (exurban driving) drive cycle test in three different hybridisation configuration all in 0.4 load setting; empty fields are not applicable.
	WMTC2 04 Valve setting
	 
	FCUC
	FCBat40UC
	FCBat5UC
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Battery
	0
	89.15%
	80.50%
	Initial SOC
	0
	1.690014667
	0.505303439
	Ah charged
	Max charging current
	0
	65.525651
	21.695513
	Max charging power
	0
	3551.815029
	1078.86653
	0
	0.469448519
	0.140362066
	SOC charged
	0
	93.01808217
	26.33838335
	Energy charged
	Energy lost charging (Wh)
	0
	2.749397237
	3.163849586
	0
	-1.377274015
	-0.601298347
	Ah discharged
	Max discharging current
	0
	-71.58618
	-35.029683
	Max discharging power
	0
	-4027.237043
	-1979.756515
	0
	-77.84099766
	-34.18129018
	Energy discharged
	Energy lost discharging (Wh)
	0
	-0.232357001
	-0.925778466
	0
	-0.382576115
	-0.167027319
	SOC discharged
	Total energy loss (Wh)
	0
	2.981754238
	4.089628052
	Total energy charged and discharged
	0
	170.8590798
	60.51967354
	Efficiency during charging
	0
	97.044%
	87.988%
	Efficiency during discharging
	0
	99.701%
	97.292%
	0
	98.255%
	93.242%
	Battery efficiency
	End of drivecycle Ah charged
	0
	0.001680034
	-0.006610912
	Energy needed to be recharged (Wh)
	0
	-17.84133504
	5.482171513
	Hydrogen energy used to charge at end of drive cycle (Wh)
	0
	-36.0889663
	12.20191138
	 
	 
	 
	UC
	53.34913516
	17.40647326
	39.67892972
	Energy into UC
	-56.70328056
	-17.20615923
	-36.06542354
	Energy out of UC
	Energy loss in UC charging
	0.073456912
	0.023697349
	0.054938017
	Energy lost discharging
	-0.07736673
	-0.023240405
	-0.04920875
	Total energy in and out
	110.0524157
	34.61263249
	75.74435326
	Total energy loss UC
	0.150823642
	0.046937754
	0.104146767
	99.863%
	99.864%
	99.863%
	UC efficiency
	Max charging power
	2502.631899
	859.7703913
	1618.133308
	Max discharging power
	-3366.178756
	-1588.218882
	-2592.126849
	Energy diffrence UC Start-finish
	-0.193947225
	-0.008656575
	-0.058077444
	Power conditionig
	 
	 
	 
	556.6150713
	591.0079063
	594.1599851
	Energy goes in
	529.1965985
	565.3794469
	566.9495953
	Energy goes out
	27.41847281
	25.62845947
	27.21038979
	Energy loss
	95.074%
	95.664%
	95.420%
	Efficiency
	New energy goes in
	550.6253321
	584.7996833
	587.7813242
	Energy loss in DCDC
	21.42873353
	19.42023642
	20.83172885
	Energy loss in diode
	5.989739272
	6.208223046
	6.378660937
	96.108%
	96.679%
	96.456%
	Efficiency DCDC
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	ABSTRACT
	Motorcycles are major vehicles used for mobility especially in Southeast Asia, with their number doubling in the last decade. Motorcycles are also a major reason for air and noise pollution especially in the cities. In this study the hydrogen fuel cell powered motorcycle prototype was designed, fabricated and tested. The design criteria included futuristic style, ergonomic, low noise, zero exhaust emission and high tank-to-wheel fuel efficiency. Other criteria are handling flexibility, dynamic stability, good acceleration under any road and weather conditions. A triple hybrid power train was developed consisting of a 7 kW proton exchange membrane fuel cell, Lithium polymer batteries and super-capacitor connected to an electric drive with two permanent magnet motors. The fuel system consists of two light weight carbon fibre-aluminium cylinders with total capacity of 52 litres storing 1.25 kilogram hydrogen at 350 bar. To ensure its safety against hydrogen leakage, hydrogen leak detectors connected to an automatic hydrogen supply shut-off function was installed. A water cooling system was also designed, fabricated and tested and used to remove the heat produced by the fuel cell stack and power electronics. It keeps the fuel cell stack temperature below 75℃. Hollow  stressed members of the fuel cell mounting and vehicle frame were used which allowed the flow of cooling water and process media to the fuel cell. An on board data acquisition system was developed to acquire real time data such as speed, distance travelled, hydrogen consumption, power produced and other information. Laboratory test on the analysis and performance of the triple hybrid drive train system used a water brake dynamometers which was customized to collect the required data especially the acceleration response and efficiency of the power train under Worldwide Harmonized Motorcycle Test Cycle 1 and 2 (WMTC). Different hybridization configurations were compared. The main road test was conducted during the successful participation in the technology class, of the 4,000 kilometre South African Solar Challenge 2008. During the real time test, the motorcycle was subjected to different road conditions including steep terrain, flat road, variable weather conditions and endurance. A mobile hydrogen refuelling system was designed to refuel the motorcycle safely and efficient. Results from the endurance test showed that the motorcycle performed according to the design criteria. The maximum speed achieved was 82 km/h slightly lower than the designed 100 km/h due to the road conditions, a trade off from hill climb capability with 30% slope, to maximum speed have been made. The maximum tank-to-wheel fuel efficiency achieved was 42.9% using WMTC2. The best fuel consumption measured was 68.9 km for one litre petrol equivalent. The hydrogen fuel cell motorcycle showed good driving behaviour without fatal breakdown under robust road and weather conditions. Also the triple hybrid drive train was found to increase the peak power by 57% compare to a non-hybrid drive train thereby reducing the fuel cell load cycles by 35%. Finally, the result of the study can be used to predict the range, traveling time and efficiency of the motorcycle or any vehicle using triple hybrid drive train.
	ABSTRAK
	Motosikal adalah kenderaan yang paling banyak digunakan untuk tujuan bergerak terutamanya di Asia tenggara dengan jumlahnya yang telah meningkat sebanyak dua kali ganda dalam dekad sebelum ini. Motosikal merupakan diantara punca utama menyebabkan pencemaran bunyi dan pencemaran alam sekitar terutama di bandar-bandar besar. Dalam kajian ini prototaip motosikal Hidrogen berkuasa sel fuel telah direkabentuk, difabrikasi dan diuji. Kriteria rekabentuk termasuk rekabentuk futuristik, ergonomi, rendah bunyi, pencemaran sifar dan kecekapan tenaga tangki-ke-roda yang tinggi. Kriteria rekabentuk diatas jalan adalah  kawalan fleksibiliti, kestabilan dinamik, dan pecutan yang baik dalam sebarang keadaan jalan raya dan keadaan cuaca. Enjin pacuan tiga-hybrid berkuasa 7 kW telah dibangunkan komponennya  terdiri daripada sel fuel proton exchange membrane, bateri Lithium polimer dan super-kapasitor yang disambungkan ke motor elektrik dengan dua magnet jenis tetap tanpa berus. Sistem bekalan bahanapi pula terdiri daripada dua tangki hidrogen ringan dibina dari dua lapisan aluminium-gentian karbon yang mempunyai kapasiti 52 liter  menyimpan 1.25 kilogram gas hidrogen  pada tekanan 350 bar. Alat pengesan kebocoran hidrogen telah dipasang dan disambung kapada injap-penutup. Sistem penyejukan menggunakan air telah di rekabentuk, difabrikasi dan diuji untuk mengawal suhu operasi dibawah paras 75℃. Sistem perolehan data diatas kenderaan  dibangunkan untuk mendapatkan data seperti kelajuan, jarak, penggunaan hidrogen, kuasa yang dihasilkan, dan data yang lain. Ujikaji engin pancuan tiga-hybrid telah menggunakan brek air dinanometer yang diubahsuai khusus untuk mengumpul data terutama dalam tindakbalas pecutan dan kecekapan tenaga menggunakan piawaian World Harmonized Motorcycle Test Cycle 1 and 2 (WMTC). Perbandingan prestasi telah dibuat menggunakan konfigurasi enjin tiga-hybrid yang berbeza. Ujian diatas jalan raya berjaya dilakukan di South African Solar Challenge pada tahun 2008  sejauh 4,000 km. Semasa ujian masa sebenar, motosikal telah tertakluk kepada pelbagai keadaan jalan termasuk kecerunan yang curam, jalan rata, keadaan cuaca berubah-ubah dan ketahanan. Keputusan ujian ketahanan menunjukkan prestasi motosikal adalah mengikut kriteria rekabentuk yang telah ditetapkan. Kelajuan maksimum yang dapat dicapai adalah 82 km/j, rendah sedikit dari kelajuan yang direka 100 km/j  disebabkan oleh keadaan jalan, akan tetapi kebolehan mendaki bukit cerun sebanyak 30%, kelajuan maksimum telah dapat dicapai. Kecekapan maksimum tangki-ke-roda adalah 42.9% mengikut piawai WMTC2. Penggunaan bahanapi terbaik adalah 68.9 km untuk satu liter petrol setara. Motosikal hidrogen berkuasa sel fuel dengan enjin pacuan tiga-hybrid telah menunjukkan prestasi yang baik dari segi pemanduan dan ketahanan enjin dalam semua keadaan jalan dan cuaca. Dan kuasa Enjin pacuan tiga-hybrid boleh menjana sebanyak 57% kuasa puncak yang lebih tinggi dibandingkan enjin tanpa hybrid, dan mengurangkan  beban kuasa pusingan sel fuel sebanyak 35%. Keputusan dalam kajian ini boleh digunakan untuk meramalkan jarak, masa perjalanan dan kecekapan motosikal ataupun kenderaan yang menggunakan sistem engine pacuan tiga-hybrid.
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